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PRECUllNG toJAGE BLANK ~OT FILMED 
ABSTRACT 
The develop~nt and fir.t ob.ervation. of the partial-reflection drift. 
experiment at Urbana, Il1inoi. (40 0 N) "fe d~.cribed. The wind. data from 
tl'\e drifts experiment ar" compared with electron concentration data obtained 
by the differential-ab.orption technique to .tudy the po •• ible meteorologi-
cal cau.es of the winter sltODlaly if' the meso.pher.e at midlatitudes. Winds 
data obtained by thp. meteor-radar exp~riment at Urbana are a1.0 compared 
with electron concentration data me .. ured at Urbana. ! •• ignificant correla-
tion i •• hown in both c~le. between .outhward winls and increa.ing electron 
concetltration mea.ured at the .ame location during winter. 
The po.sibility of Itrato'pheric/meso'pheric coupling it investigated 
by comparing ratellite-~'!8.ured 0.4 mbar geopotentia1 data with mesospheric 
electron co,~:,"'!ntra'riol. data. No lignificant coupling wa. ob.erved. 
The winds lnea.ured at Sa.katoon, S •• katchewan (52°N) are compared with 
the electron concentration. meosured at Urbana in an effort to establi.h a 
tran.po~t path from the auroral zone to Urbanr.. No constant fixed relation-
.hip is .hown, bu\~ significant correlations are siauwn for short segments of 
the winter. A significant coherence is ob.erved at discrete frequencies 
during segments of the winter. 
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1.1 The Wintsp A~maly in th6 0 Region 
The D re,ion of the ie~ Iphere extendl fro. 60 to 90 ka in altitude. 
The D reaion il the aOlt coaplex, and lealt underltood reaion of the iono-
Iphere. The relatively hiah ata'Jlphere pre .. ure in the D re,ion h relpon-
lible for the coaplexity of the ion chemhtry. It 11 the only ataolpheric 
re,ion where both pclitive and neaative ielnl are prelent in lianificant 
concentrationl. Efficient three-body reactionl may occur and large water 
dUlter ionl aay form. 1.110. neaative ionl ace prelent uinly irl the lower 
1 
D reaion becaule the relatively hiah neutral aal denlity allowl rapid three-
body attachment of electronl to molecular oxygen. Conlequently, 02 ionl 
ar'l formed and then react with varioul minor neutral aal .. to form other 
r.eaative ionl. The poIHive ion reaction Icheme in the D region, and there-
fore the electron lOll procellel are not yet underltood. 
The undilturbed daytime upper D reaion ionization il produced mainly by 
the photoionizatl0n of nit~ic oxide by lolar Lyman-a radiation (STROBEL, 
1911). Other lource'. of ionization include the 101ar X-rad::'ation of major 
D-reaion conlt.ituenta (02 and N2), aalactic cOlmic radiation of conltituenta 
in the lower D re,ion (60 to 70 km), and extreme ultraviolet radiation of 
metaltable molecular oxy,en O2(16 ) (WHITTEN and POPPOPP, 1971). 1.110, pre-
cipitfoting eneraetic electronl may be a Ii""ificant lource of ionization in 
midlatitudel dur.~,!\a aeomaanetic atorml. Becaule the ionization in the D 
re,ion il formed mainly by lolar radiation, it alaolt completely disappearl 
at night. The lolar zenith an,le has a lealonal effect on the ionization, 
with Iliabtly higher eLectron concentrationl in the lummer than in the 
winter monthl. due to the lower lolar zenith anale. The dynamical procelsel 
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•• kina •••• ur ... nt. in the reaion. 
The day-to-day variation in electron concentration in the D r.aion i. 
.uch areater in the winter month. than it i. in the .u.mer month.. !nhance- 1 I 
.enu in the electron concentration above 80 km cau •• an abnormally larj'. 
ab.orption of hiah and •• diu. lr.quency radiu ~av.' during particular day. 
'~ 
I 
in the wint.r month.. Thi. ph.nomenon ha. been ~.ll.d the winter anomaly. 
Figure 1.1 .how. rocket e1ectron-den.ity p~ofi1 •• comparing .ummer value. 
with normal ~nd anomalou. winter e1.ctron den.itie. (from SECHRIST et a1. 
(1969». The rock.t data were obtained at .idlatitt,d •• (Wallop. I.land, 
Virginia) during 1965-1967. Profile number 2 i. a no~a1 winter profile and 
profile number 3 i. a profile that wa. mea.ured ~n a winter day of anomalou • 
• b.orption. ~~- electron cou~entration. are about four or five time. higher 
on the anon-a10u. day than on the normal winter day, throughout a1molt the 
entire D ugion. 
The winter anomaly i. probably the re.u1t of many cau.e., and the rela-
tive importance of each on a particular day i. unknown. Enhancement. can be 
due to an increa.e in the electron production rate or a decrea.e in the 
electorn 10 •• rate. Both of the.e effect. may occur a. a re.ult of horizon-
tal or vertical tran.port of neutral con.tituent. that are ea.ily ionized, 
or becau.e of a variatinn in the temperature in the region. 
C~CHlIST (1967) theorized that a temperature increa.e in the D region 
would caUie an increa.e in the photochemical equilibrium concentration of 
Ne, which would he ionized, increaling the electron concentratiCln. GEISLER 
and DICKINSON (1968) demon.trated that NO i. not in photochemical equilib-
rium in the D region due to an in.ufficient .upp1y of atomic nitr~gen. They 
conclude'" that NO ie produced in the E region, and ie tran'ported downwaro 
by the vertical mov~ent. accompanying planetary-.cale wave.. Vertical 
.. 
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Figure 1.1 Rocket electron-density profiles comparing summer values 
with normal and anomalous winter electroT. densities (from 
SECHRIST et al., 1969). 












tranlport of NO may allo relult from enhanced turbulent diffulion due to a 
balic Itate of temperature and wind that il lell Itable (ZIMMERMAN and 
NARCIdI, 1970), or due to gravity wave inltabilitiel (GELLER and SECHRIST. 
1971). SECHRIST (1970) lugge.ted that an increale in the upward tranlport 
4 
of water vapor would alter the water clulter ion concentration, and thus the 
electron lOll rate. relulting in a change in the electron concentration. 
Another pos.ible caule il the effect of precipitating energetic elec-
trons originating in the radiation beltl of the magnetosphere. It hal been 
theorized that. following certain geomagnetic ~tornl' there is precipitation 
of energetic electrons into the mid1atitude D region (MAEHLUM, 1967). Thi~ 
magnetic storm aftereffect may per.ist for several day. or weeks. 
MANSON (1971) suggested that during winter periods of enhanced equator-
ward flow. the increased transport of NO from the auroral zone would re.ult 
in higher D region electron concentrations at midlatitude.. The concentra-
tion of NO in the auroral zone is enhanced by the dissociation of molecular 
nitrogen by p~ecipitating energetic particles. The auroral zone at 900 W 
longitude extends from about 52° to 65°N latitude (VOSS and SMITH. 1977. 
Figure 7.16). The peak NO concentration in the auroral zone is two or three 
times the value at the equator in the E region (CRAVENS and STEWART. 1978). 
Cravens and Stewart presented measurements of NO concentration made by 
the Atmosphere Explorer C satellite. at an altitude of 105 km. Figure 1.2a 
showr a map of NO concentration measured during August 1974. The NO concen-
tration in the auroral zones is enhanced, and the effect cf :ransport in the 
southern (winter) hemisphere is shown with a wider latitudinal distribution 
of NO concentration as compared with the northern (summer) hemisphere. 
Figure 1.2b shows a map of NO concentration in the northern hemisphere 
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Figure 1.2 (a) Map of nitric oxide concentration measured 
during August 1574 (b) Map of nitric oxide 
during mid-January through mid-February 1974 
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during winter i •• hown in the di.tribution of NO that extend. down to about 
The main lOll mechanhm of nitric oxide in the upper D region and lower 
E region i. the photodi •• ociation proce.', 80 the lifetime of nitric oxide 
i •• ignificantly longer in the winter becau.e of the lower .olar zenith 
angle. OGAWA and KONDO (1977) e.timated that the lifetime of nitric oxide 
below about 105 km i. about 10 hour. during daytime, and about 1000 hour. at 
night. The longer lifetime during winter will allow the longer tran.port of 
NO during winter. The region of peak auroral activity i. about 2000 km 
north of Urbana. Thu. a likely time .cale for the tran'port of NO from the 
auroral zone to Urbana by wind. of the order of 10 mI. would be about 2.3 
day.. A wind .peed of the order of 10 mI. could be expected from planetary 
wave bctivity in the meso.phere during winter. 
It i. generally accepted that the major cau •• of the anomalou.ly high 
electron concentrations i. ~ result of the redi.tribution of minor constitu-
ents by the vertical and/or horizontal transport processes pre.ent during 
the winter in the mesosphere at midlatitudes. 
1.2 E.rpel"1:mmztal TeC!1miqut38 
The D region is particularly difficult to obtain measurements from. It 
is too hip,h for balloon mea.urements, and too low for effective .atellite 
mea.urements. Rocket measurements can be made in the region, but because of 
the high co.t and re.triction. on location. where launches can be made, are 
not practical. The best alternative for the long-term .tudy of the region 
i. the use of ground-based radio-wave probing. Several radio-wave probing 
method. have been developed for the mrlasurement of ehctron concentration. 
The.e include abaorption mea.urement., the iono.onde experiment, the wave-
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The abaorption experiment meaaurea the abaorrtion (loaa) of a radio 
wave along an ionoapheric path. and thia can b~ done in a.veral waya. One 
method ia to tranamit a pulae vertically, which ia then nearly totally 
reflected by a layer in the E region. The abaorption due to the D region 
can thua be determined. 1 
, 
The ionoaonde experiment aweepa through a range of frequenciea, trana- J 
mitting a aignal vertically. The height where total reflection occura ia J 
i 
me.aured, and thil reflection height veraua frequency data can be inverted j 
to obtain an electron concentration profile. 
The wave interaction experiment (FEJER, 1955) uaea a high-power trans-
mitter to heat the ionoaphere. A aecond transmitter ia uaed in probing the 
heated region. The heating caulel a change in the electron-neutral colli-
sion frequency. The probing aignal returna for the heated and nonheated are 
then used in calculating the electron concentration profile. 
In the partial reflection differential-abaorption experiment, ordinary 
and extraordinary mode signals are alternately transmitted vertically into 
the {onosphere. The modes are the chancteriatic modes which by definition 
propagate through the medium without a change in polarization, but exper-
ience a different attenuation. As the signals pass through the D region, 
irregularities cause the lignals to be partially reflected. By measuring 
the ratio of the amplitudes of the two modal returns al a function of alti-
tude. an e1.ectron-concentration pl.""file can be calculated. 
Ground-based radio-wave techniques for meaauring winds in the me80-
,. 
sphere include incoherent Icatter. meteor radar. and partial reflection 
"'. 
drifts. In the incoherent Icatter technique. the Doppler ahift due to iona 
can be determined from the apectrum of received pulsea, and up to an alti-
tude of about 115 km the collision frequency is high enough that the ions 
.w,p *+ 
8 
.hould travel with the neutral air (!VANS, 1969). One compon.nt of wind ~.n 
be •••• ured alona the antenna pointina direction, and a .t •• rabl •• ntenna il 
In the .eteor radar technique, the velocity of the neutral air i. 
mea.ured by me •• urina the Doppler .hift o~ radio-frequency .ianal •• cattered 
off of the ioniz.d trail. left by .. t .. or. in the upper abDo.phere. The 
meteor radar technique i. furth.r de.cribed in Ch.pter 7. 
Wind. are c.lculated in the partial reflection drift. technique by 
vertic.11y tran.mittina .iana1 •• nd corre1atina the tadina p.ttern ••••• ured 
at three or more .paced receivina .ntenna.. The drift. technique i. fully 
de.cribed in Chapter 2. 
1.3 Unique A8pect8 of the Partial-Refleation SY8tem at Urbana 
The parti.l reflection .y.tem at Urbana ha. two larae .ntenna .rray. 
(.ee Chapter 2). with a .eparate large .ntenna arr.y u.ed in tran.mittina. 
The receiving .rrey wa. modified to form four .ep.rate .paced antenna. for 
making drift. me •• uranent.. Each quadrant con.i.t. of 12 half-wave .ntenna 
element., providina a better antenna gain and areater directivity than other 
'imilar experiment.. The .eparate high gain .ntenna array u.ed in tr.n.mit-
tina reeu1t. in a high level tr.n.mitted .ignal, providing a good .ignal-to-
noi.e rAtio. The on-.ite computer provide. full-correlation .n.ly.i. in 
near re.1 time. The availability of electron concentr.tion d.ta, .nd the 
10c.tion of the station at the low latitude cutoff of winter anomaly effect. 
are al.o unique. 
1.4 Saope and l".t11'08e of Thi8 study 
In thi. work, the de. ian of the partial reflection drift •• y.tem .t 
Urb.na will be de.cribed. The wind .nd electron concentr.tion data obt.;ned 





analyaed to ta.t th. th.ory that horiaont.l a~u.torw.rd tr.n.port i. a '~jor 
cau.e of th. wint.r anoa.ly at .idl.titud... Wind ••••• ur.d by th ... t.or-
r.dar technique _t Urb.n. will al.o b. u.ed in thi. t •• t. S.t.llit •• trato-
.pheric ,eopotential d~t. will b. compared with meco'pheric d.t. in Chapter 
8 to obt.in evidence of .trato.pheric/me.o.ph.ric couplin,. In Chapter 9. 
wind. ~ea.ured .t S •• katoon. Saatatehew.n will be compared with Urb.n. data 
to e.tabli.h evidence of tran.port fro. the .uror.l aone to Urbina. and to 
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2. TIlIOIY or TIll PAlTIAL-Un.leTIOIi IXPIIIMlII'!, 
The partial-reflaetion experi .. nt for electron concentration and windl 
both rely on weak refleetionl fro. irresulariti.1 in the ionolphere. A 
pulle il tranl.itted vertically upward, and after a luitable ti .. delay 
deterained by the propaaation eharaeteriltiel of the medium, the .. plitude 
of the ionolpheric return il recorded verlu. time. lnowina the wave 
propaaation .peed throuah the medi~ (a.lumed to be the .peed of liaht) the 
return .ianal amplitude verlu. altitude can be obtained. In the differen-
tial-ab.orption experiment the averaae return .ianal amplitude from two 
orthogonal circular polarization tranlmitted lianal. will be equated to 
obtain an ehetron eoncentration profile. In the drifU eX\Jeriment return 
lignal amplitude venul altitude profilE:. are obtained at four spaced re-
ceiving antennal. A time lerl'i)' which ;. a fading pattlln at each antenna 
for .everal altitude. i. foraed. TUDe .eriel from pairi of antennil are 
correlated to find the time Ihift in the fading pattern. and hence the 
velocity of the ionol~heric irregularitiel movina throuah thQ Icatteriua 
region. 
2.1 Genemliaed Magnetoionia TheopY 
In an ionized medium in the prelenee of amaanetic field the two char-
acteriltic model (model which propagate throuah the medium without chansing 
polarization) are in general elliptical. If a characteriltic mode eianal il 
vertically tranlmitted it will propag~i~, be reflected, and return with the 
lame polarization. The attenuation and phale chanae that oceurl during the 
propagation ef that wave can be predicted by magnetoionic theory. 
The original partial-reflection experiment wal performed by GARDNER and 
PAWSEY (1953) uling the Appleton-Hartree formula (BUDDEN, ~961) for the re-
tractive index of the medium. Thh theory a .. umed that the' electron-neutral 
-~-.... , ... , ............. -.-~ 
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colli.ion frequency wa. proportional to the electron velocity. Iy labora-
tor) ~.peri .. nt. PHILPS .nd rACK (1959) e.t.bli.hed th.t the electron-
neutr.l colli.ion frequency of aD el.ctron iD nitrol.D I.' i. proportional 
to the .qu.r. of it. velocity. SIN .nd WYLL .. (1960) deriv.d th~ foraul. 
for the r.fractiv. iod.x of the .ediu. u.iDI • coordinat •• y.t .. with 
oblique ••••• all~inl for the h.~onic ti .. variation of the radio-w.v. 
f;.eld. with re.l factor. of co.wt and ainwt. IUDDIN (1965) deriv.d the .... 
1wt for.ul. u.inl ortholonal .x •• and. co.ple. ti .. f.ctor 6~ • livinl •• i.-
pUfi.d 'pproach. The Sen-WyU.r expr •• aioD for the refractive iad •• of the 
aediu. i •• hovn in Appendix 1. 
When the Earth' ... ,n.tic fi.ld i. ne.rly alilD.d with the r.dio wave 
noraal. the expre •• ioD for the refr.ctive iade. can b. ar •• tly .i.plifi.d. 
Thi. i. the qua.i-lon,itudioal .pp~oxi .. tioD. which i. v.lid for , .. 11 
value. of O. which .. ke. the expre .. ioD trOll Appndix 1: 
or: 
where: n· coaplex refr.ctive iadex of the .. diu. 
w • oper.tin, frequeucy 
88 
we • ansul.r ayro frequeDcy = m 
_ Ne 2 
w • pl .... frequency = -












6 •• n.l. b.tw.en the w.v. nor .. l .nd the I.rth' .... n.tic field 
Vm • .l.ctron-neutr.l colli.ion fr.qu~~ey. 
Th. qu •• i-lon.itudinal .ppro.i .. tion i. valid for Urb~n. (PIINAT .nd 
IOWHILL, 1968) .nd i. u •• d in the .... ur ... nt. of .l.ctron conc.ntr.tion. in 
thb work. 
2.2 Diff6~ntial-Ab801~tion ~BOry 
The diff.renti.l-.blorption •• p.ri .. nt i. b ••• d on the f.ct th.t the 
two ch.r.ct.ri.tic aod •• of prop.~.tion throuah the iono.ph.ric a.diu. 
(riaht-h.nd.d .nd left-h.nded circular pol.riz.tion., .t thi. l.titud.) have 
differ.nt .ttenu.tion. durina prop.a.tion .nd refl.ction. Th. two-w.y 
.. b.orption (up to the reflection point and b.ck) h aivftn by Il'DDIN, 1961): 
exp ( -2 t I<.o,;r dh ) 
o 
(2.3) 
w it the ablorption coefUdent defined •• <-C)o1:' • where 01:' 
0.::C 0.01:' 
the imaainary part of the refr.ctive index. The received .aplitude on the 
around after reflection i. then given by: 
A a R exp (-2 Jh I<. dh ) (2.4) 
o,.:t' o,.:t' 0,01:' 
o 
where R i. the refleccion coeffici.nt. The r.tio of the two return aode 
0,01:' 
.ignal. c.n be written a.: 
(2.5) 
t.kina the log.ritha of both .ide. aive. the followina: 
(A~) (IR::cI) Jh m - • in - -2 (I<. - I<. )dh A IR I 01:''' o 0 0 (2.6) 
If the Az/Ao r.tio it ae •• ured at two cloaely .paced altitude.h l andh 2 , 











diffa~enca of tha 10Ia~itha. of tha A~Ao ~atio a~ two altituda. caD be 
written al 
13 
-2(k - k )Ah 
a: 0 
(2. 7) 
where 6h • h 2 - hi' 
The~. are two thaoria. OD tha type of ~afl.ction aodel that i. ~e.pon-
lible fo~ the ;.ono.pharic ~ef1.ction.. The two aodell are the Ii,nlh ra-
fl'CLO~ '-'relnel) aodel and tha volu.e .cattariDa aodal ('LOOD. 1968, COREN. 
1971; COR!" and F!RlARO. 1973). Ther. hal balD. aood daal of d; cU'lion 
,ller which model h mo.t appropriate (ROLT 1969; 'LOOD, 196 0 ). Studi .. of 
the Itatildeal dhtribution of individual pull .. reflectad froa the iono-
.phere have belD .. de by aany invaltiaatorl. Scatterina from a .inlle 
reflector would relult iD a diltribution with a lieiaD probability danlity. 
Scattarira from a volume of Icattererl would relult in a diltribution with 
a Raylaiah probability dan.ity. VON BIEL (1977) u.ina thi. analy.il fOUDd 
that ~he diltributionl were predominantly laylaiah below bO ka, and Rieian 
above 80 km. Thil would predict volume Icatterina below 80 kat and lingle 
reflector Icatterina above 80 kat MATHEWS et al. (1973) did a .imilar but 
more e.tlD.ive analYlil and found li.;lar retull. NIWMAN (1974) al.o did 
thil analYlil on hi. data and found similar relultl with the Ihift to the 
liDlle reflector model above 85 kat 'RAS!R aDd VINCENT (1970), aDd CHANDRA 
and VINCENT (1977), Ulina a limilar analYli. coDcluded that the reflectioD 
m.ehani.m throuahout the D reaiOD wa. p~edominantly I ainale reflector. 
Further work by BELIOSE (1970) l.ad him to conclude tbat in aeneral, the 
reflection proce •• w •• a combination of the two modeli. and that the alti-
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chanae. in latitude. AUSTIN and MANSON (1969) concluded that the reflection 
proce" waG a re.ult of .everal reflector. di.tributed .0 that they did not 
fill a .ianificant .. ound of the .catterina voluae (which va. 3 km in 
altitude in their ca.e). They al.o concluded that the error in calculated 
electron concentration. when a.8u.inij a .inale reflector .ode1 wa' only a 
few percent below .bout S4 km. WIATT (1974) co.puted the .. xi.um error in 
computed electron concentration. when a •• u.ina a .inale ~eflector .odel for 
a pulae width of 25 'l', and found that for 6.~ aV':Iraae electron-concentration 
profil!!! that the error would be le •• than 5 percent for the altitude ranae 
of 70 to 87.5 km. HOLT (1969) did a IimUar analY'1I allo for a 25 ~\. puhe 
and found lhat the error would be le •• than 10 percent throulhout the D 
region. In view of the uncertainty in the reflection proce.', the .. ount of 
extra computation involved in uling a volume .cattering model. and the .mall 
pollible error in Q •• uming a lingle reflector with our pul.e width (23 ~.), 
the .ingle reflector model i. u.ed in thi. work. 
The reflection model for a .ingle reflector i. given by 
(2.8) 
Sin(c the reflection. are weak, the gradient in index of refraction i •• mall 
and n2 .. n1 .. n .. 1 for both modf!', .0 the ref lection coef ficient can be 
approximated as 
0 






R n on (2.10) 

















By ulina the quali-lonaitudinal approximation, the electron concentra-
tl0n can now be lolved for explicitly. The value for the refractive index 
can be found by expandin& equation 2.2 by the binomial theorem, and nealect-
ins the 1 .. 11 hiaher order terml. The real part il 
"0,., -. [ (2.11) 
and the imaginary part il 
(2.1:?) 
The real part can be expanded by the binomial theorem to yield 
~O ~ · 1 - ~~ (W ± WI.) C ( W .~ WL) 
J'" 2wv v 3/2 v m m m 
(2.13) 
Alluming vm it conltant acroll the ditcontinuity (BELROSE. and BURKE, 1964), 
2. f . f . N • .• n 11 a unction 0 electron concentration, alone. Dlfferentlatlng equa-
tion (2.2) with respect to N yieldl 









W Subltitutins kOJx .;; xo,x' with xOJ x frum equation (2.12) into equation 







N • (2.16) 
The collidon-frequency vm profile a .. umed h given in Appendix 111, which 
include •• ea.onal variation.. An electron-concentration profile can thu. be 
calculated from the mea.ured .ignAl return. for two polarization mode •• 
2.3 DPij't8 E:rpePiml3nt Theo1'Y 
When th,'! iono.phere i. ill um ina ~ed from below by a lingle radio-wave 
point .0uLce, the re.ul tant reflected energy from a given al titude will 
create a two-dimen.ional diffraction pattern on the ground. If the ampli-
tude of the returned pattern i. mea.ured at a fixed point on the ground, 
variation. in the signal .trength. known al fading, ~ill be observed. This 
phenomenon has been attributed to the turbulent horizontal movement of 
ionized irregularities (BRIGGS et al., 19~0. FEDOR, 1967. WRIGHT, 1974). 
In the D region abov~ 70 km the colli.ion frequency i. larger than the 
gyrofrequency for ions, but the collision frequency i.s .maller than the 
gyrofrequency for electrons. Therefore, the ion. will move with the neutral 
air, but the electrons will be controlled by magnetic forces. However, 
ioniz.d irregularities will move with the neutral air because they would 
become polarized, and are held together by space charge. The model has also 
been propo.ed (HINES and RAO. 1968. PFISTER, 1971) that the fading could be 
attributed to the .upe~position of atmospheric wave.. It il polsible that 
both proce,se. could be operative in practice. The difference in models may 
allo ari.e from the differing iono.pheric conditionl at the different loca-
tionl. 
Alluming a .teady horbontal ionolpheric drift with a 8uperimpo.ed 
random motion of the irregularities. the ground diffraction pattern w(.'llld 
; ;$ 
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allo have a related :teady velocity and would allo have a random chanae al 
it m(ived. The fa,sina t'f/corded at two lpaced receivere, leparated in the 
direction of motion, WOUld be limilar but dilplaced in ti .. , provided their 
leparation diltance wal not excellive. The limilarity between f.dina 
recordl would diminilh and then vanilh with inc real ina receiver leparation. 
GOLLEY and ROSSITER (1970) inveltiaated the receiver leparation queltion and 
found that the drift velocity eltimatel diminilhed in maanitude with 
decrealing receiver leparation. A receiver leparation of about 160 meterl 
wal found to be optimum for D-region mealurementl. The receiving antenDa 
,epa ration for the Urbana driftl experiment il 169 meterl for the Ihorter 
sides of the triangle forming the receiving array. and 240 metere for the 
hypotenuse aide. 
In order to estimate the time lag be~tween fadi.ng patternl of a pair of 
antenDaS, and therefore the apparent velocity in that direction, it is 
necessary to statistically correlate the fading time leries at th~ two an-
tenDas. A minimum of three lpaced antenDaI are required to measure the 
horizontal wind in two dimenlions. 
The first method of analyzing drifts records, which was used before 
computers were available, was the method of similar fades (MITRA, 1949). In 
this method, the fading sequences at three antennas were recorded on film 
and examined for similar features. The time delays for the occurrence of 
these features was measured and knowing the antenna spacing, the drift vel-
oeity was directly calculated. In this analysis it il assumed that there is 
no random change in the pattern during the experiment, and that the ampli-
tude contours are isotropic (the mean change in amplitude for the average of 
many irregularities is independent of the direction of travel of the 
irregularities). These assumptions do nu~ often hold for individual pattern 
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maxima, but may hold when the averale for many fade. i. u.ed (SPRENGER and 
SCHMINDER, 1969). 
The mo.t widely accepted method of analy.ia of data from the three-
antenna drift. experiment i. the full correlat~on analy.i. (BRIGGS et al., 
1950). In this analy.i., the fading record. at the three antenna. arc 
correlated. To u.e this method, care mu,t be taken when collecting the data 
to avoid .aturating the receiver which would alter the correlatio', func-
tion.. It i. as.umed that the iono.phere is in turbulent motion with .mall 
.cale irregularities of equal .tati.tical shape and orientation in a medium 
with a con.tant drift. The auto-correlation function. of the three fading 
record., and the cro.s-correlation function. of the fading record. taken in 
pair~ are calc~lated. The assumption is made that there is sufficient 
information in the.e correlation functions to de.cribe ~ correlation .urface 
of concentric ellip.oid. in two space, and time coordinate.. The object of 
the correlation analy.is i. to find the parameter. of a particular ellipse 
and tran.late them to parameters that describe the drift and random motion 
of the ionosphere. These drift parameters are the velocity and direction of 
drift, the .ize, shape, and orientation of the characteri.tic ellip.e (which 
represents an average pattern irregularity) and the quantity Va which ha. 
the dimensions of velocity and i. a mea.ure of the random change in the 
pattern. 
The arrangement of receiving an,tenna. is .hown in Figure 2.1. The 
degree of a •• ociation between two fading serie. for a spatial antenna .epa-
ration d and temporal .eparation 1 can be expres.ed by the discrete cro •• -
correlation function: 
p(d,t) .... r.[A(x .. t) - A][A(x + do t + T) - A] 
E [A (x, t) - A] 2 (2.17) 
.,.'"_ .. , 
" .. , 
, 
~ 








In practice p(d ,t) can oilly be approxi_ted becau.e of the finite obaerva-
tion period po •• ible of a .tati.tical proce •• which .hould ideally be both 
infinite and .tationary. The autocorrelation of the time .~rie. i. calcu-
l.ted, and the three cro •• correlation. of the fad ina record. taken in pair. 
are calculated. The next .tep i. to calculate the parameter. of the charac-
teri.tic ellip.e. 
The dynamic. of the around diffraction pattern can be de.cribed by four 
velocity-type parameter. (BRIGGS et al., 1950): 
(1) Fading vel\.,city V~: Thil it a mea.ure of the .pace .hitt to time 
shift needed to produce, on average, the .ame change in the value of the 
pattern amplitude, A. 
x 
V' • -E.. where p(x .0) • p(o. t ) at' 0' , 0 
o 
(2.18) 
Thus V' is the velocity of drift necellary to explain the fa~ing in terms 
a 
of the drifting pattern with no random changel. 
(2) Drift (or true) velocity V: Thil il the velocity of an oblerver 
who has adju.ted hi. motion to ob.erve the .lowest po •• ible fading speed. If 
the observer comparel amplitlldl!' at time T1 apart, hh diaplacellent d1 
during thil time must be adjusted until p(d1 , T1 ) maximizel, and then 
d l V .. -
T1 
(2.19) 
(3) Characteri.tic velocity V: Thi. parameter give. an e.timate of 
a 
the amount of random change taking place within the pattern. An ob.erver 
moving at velocity V would ob.erve thi. velocity of fading (V'). To thi. 
o 
observer the ratio of 'p6ce .hift to time .hift needed to produce a similar 









(4) Apparent velocity V' : For a .patial .eparation d of two l'Oint. 
o 
on a one-diMn.iona 1 ground t 'f it the time .eparation that maximbp. 
o 
p (d I '{ ). 
o 0 
d 




For a frozen pattern (V • 0) the apparent velocity V' it the lame a. V. 
a 
With increaling 1'" it can be .een that V' will be greater than v by an 
increasing amount. 
Allu~ing that the contou~1 of amplitude over a continuoul line of 
point. and with time are known. the amplitude contour. would look .omething 
like Figure 2.2a (from BRIGGS et ale t 19~ ')). There it a ter.adency for the 
contourl to be elongated along a line who.e .lope depend. on the velocity at 
which the maxima and minima of the fading pattern A drift over the ground. 
If the origin of the x-axia i,l moved along with a velocity V. Figure 2.2b iI 
obtained by an obeerver moving with velocity V. who experiencel the minimum 
amount of fading. From the definition of the characteri.tic velocity. V • 
a 
the ratio of the .pace .hift to time .hift which on average have an equal 
ef fect on A iI Va. Therefore by .caling the vertical axil of Figu're 2.2b by 
the factor Va' we get Figure 2.2c with equal average gradient. in the con-
tour. along each axi.. The average change (or expected correlation) between 
two point. on thi. diagram depend. only or their di.t.nce apart. A correla-
tion iurface c~rre.ponding to thi •• urface would have contour. in the form 
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Figure 2.2 Contours of constant A. (a) Within x and t coordinates. (b) Wit'1in x and t coordinates 
but origin moved along with velocity V. (c) Within x and V~t coordinates (from BRIGGS 
et a1.. 1950). -
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A fixed point on the around wvuld have a velocity -V relative to the 
.axel of Fig',re 2.2e, and would travelle a line Ilopina backv.rda at an anale 
o where 
cotO :.r V (2.23) .- . V t V 
,~ (. 
The valuel of A along thil line are thole of a fixed point on the around. 
The (~, V t) diaar .. of Figure 2.2e 
" 
it redrawn in Fiaure 2.3a without the 
fading eontourr,. ~efinc the .peed of fadina •• 
1-aA"1 
S • 11}1 (2.24) 
A 






Since for a tiiven time intervll the di.tance alona line OC il greater thin 
the corre.ponding di.tlnce Ilong the V~t Ixi. by I flctor of lllinO, and 
uling the identity cotO • VIV~ we get 
2 ~ 




Similarly. for the mea.ure. of the ,pel!~l, "f fading r' Ind V () ~ 
2 ~ 
V' - V [1 + (~) ] 
a a V 
(} 
which may be written a. 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
A .econd receiver It I ditUnce d from the fint receiver would mea.-
o 
ure a fadina record reprelented by line AD, parallel to line OC, on Figure 
2.3a. The point Ilong AD that it mOlt correlated with the recei.ver at point 





























A x To T 
(b) (e) 
(a) (x, V t) diagram after omitting the contours. (b) Auto- and cr~ss correlation 
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live T , the ti .. la, corr.lpondin, to .. xiau. cro •• correlation. rro. the 
o 
,ea.etry of ri,ur. 2.3a 
or 
V T • d 81nO cosO (! 0 0 
d V V 
a " 
V 2 + V2 
o 
Ulina equation (2.23) to eli.inate 0, 
or 
d V 2 + V2 
V' • ..2. • -:;.0 __ _ 
1 V 
o 
V'V .. II 2 + V2 
o 
and ulina equation (2.28) 
.. ,.. ..,2 







V' can be determined from ..-) ulina the relation V' • d It • To find the 
e 0 0 
true velocity L', "U! need to f ind V~ .s followft: The croll correlation 
p (do' 0) betwf!cn the two recordl I'l.Vftl a mealure of the effect of a space 
shift of do. If we find the time lag T8 which aivel the lame value of the 
correlation coefficient p (0, T ) mealured on one fading record, then uling 
8 
the definition of V; we can aet the value of V;. 
d 
V' .. ..2. ( 2 • 34) ('! T 
o 
Thus the drift velocity alona on~ dimenlion can be calculated. The 
time laa TO for the maximWII croll-correlation between the fading records 
from two receivers leparated by a diltance do can be fOlln:! by drawina a 
line on Figure 2.3c throuah the point (do' TO) parallel to the T axis, and 
findina the value of TO where it toucbel tbe elliptical contour of Po. Tbis 
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t it the ti_ lal f or the 
o 
.utocorre1.tion required to live • value of co~relation equal to thi •• a.i-
au. cro •• -correlation corre.pondinl to a la, TO. If ~ i. the intercept of 
o 
the d a.i. and (dl , T1) i. the point at which the t.ol.nt paralill to the 
d a.i. touch •• the ellip.e. tbe notation i. the •••• a. th.t uled in equa-
tiona (2.18). (2.19), (2.20), .nd (2.22), for the four velocity par .. eter. 
(V' • ~ It , V • d IT • V • ~ IT , V' • d IT ). Th. equ.tion of the 000 11001 00 
el1ip.e can be written a. 
Ad2 + BT2 + 2HdT '. 1 (2.35) 
If the e1lip.e ha. a vertical tana.nt at (d , T ) and inter.ect. the T-a.i. 
o 0 
• t (0. t ). then 
o 
If the e1lip.e a1l0 ha. 




AB - H2 
• 8 1 .-








H • 0 
t 2 d 
o 0 
tana.nt at 
2 1 ~ . -
0 A 
(2.36) 
(dl , t l ) and inter.ect. the 
(2.37) 



































t ~ + 2 
o to 
Equ.tion (2.42) i. the ••••••• quation (2.32) .hovn I~li.~ by anoth.r 
•• thod. Th. conn.ction vith the p~.viou. d.rivation •• thod i. 
222 







The •• d.rivation •• re for a on.-di .. n.ioaal around •• nd the exten.ion 
to • tvo-di .. n.ioaal around i •• tr.iahtforv.rd. The concentric el1ip.e. of 
COD.tlnt corr.lltion in two di .. n.ion. b.co ••• conc.ntric .11ip.oid. of 
con.t.nt cOl'r.lation in three di .. nl1on •• c.nter.d on the oriain. Velocity 
eo.ponent •• ~e ca1culat.d alona the dir.ction. defined by the lin •• foraina 
the .ide. of the trilnale for •• d by the thr.e .paced rec.iver •• 
The •• thod of i.pl ... ntinl the Irill' full correl.tion .naly.i. on a 
digit.l eo.put.r v •• vorked out by FOOKS (1965). In hi. notation the maxi-
.um cro •• corr.l.tion (to) i. (t') and the eorr •• pondinl time di.pl.cement 
fro. th •• utocorrel.tion function for th ••••• valu. of correlation (to) i. 
(tm). So .qu.tion (2.43) b.co ••• 
(Z.44) 
vh.re .ub.eript. h.v. been .dd.d to d.not. th. pair of antenna. (.nd the 
direction) b.inl co~rel.ted. The aeaD.try of th. full correl.tion .n.ly.i. 
i •• hovn in riacr. 2.4. Fir.t. the ch.r.eteri.tie .llip'. i. d.termin.d by 
the thr •• endpoint. of the v.e~or. V~ fro. equ.tion (2.38) plotted .lonl 
the coapa •• dir.etion of th.t r.e.iv.r pair. The orient.tion of the eh.r.c-


















Figure 2.4 Geometry of full correlation analysis. 




be calculated by .iaultaneou. equation.. D~en.ion. on the ellip .. are in 
unit. of velocity and aUit be aultiplied by TO.S (the value of ti .. di.-
plac .. ent or the aean autocorrelation function with p • 0.5) to convert them 
to unit. of di.tance. 
The next .tep i. to calculate the apparent velocity (V'). The three 
vector. Vi2 • d12/Ti2 are plotted. and their endpoint •• hould lie on a 
.traiaht line. In the computer analy.i •• a lea.t-.quare. line i. fitted to 
the thre. point~~ two parameter. of the perpendicular from the oriain to 
thi. line are Va' the length. and ea' the direction which i. the apparent 
velocity. Now draw a tangent to the ellip.e parallel to the V' line. The 





the anale of 






from equation (2.42). 
the true velocity. V. 
the vector along thil 
given by 
radiu. to that point i. ~. 
The length of the radiu. i. 
radiu. to the V' line it V'. 
(2.45) 
It i. then as.umed that the amplitude pat~ern observed by .paced re-
ceiverl on the ground i. moving at twice the velocity of the irregularitiel 
in the ionosphere. This factor ari.e. becau.e the ionosphere i. illuminated 
by a point .ource. If a plane wave lource were uled thi. factor would not 
occur. Thi. factor ha. been experimentally investigated by FELGATE (1970) 
and WRIGHT (1972) u.ing iono.pheric reflections. The factor ha. allo been 
.tudied by computer .imulatiou by PITTEWAY et al. (1971). All of these 
.tudie. concluded that the point ,ource factor was valid. and calculated 
velociti~s should be divided by two for the correct iono.pheric velocity. 
".," '-~, ---........ ----..... 
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3. SYSTD! DESCRIPl'ION 
3.1 SUDtom Roqu/1'Om(mte 
The reflection coefficient in the D relion il on the order of 10-6 in 
the lower D relion, and on the order of ~O-3 in the upper D relion (DA SILVA 
and BOWHILL, 1974). The attenuation experienced by th~ ordinary and extra-
ordinary .igna11 during propagation il different. The extraordinary mode 
aignal undergoe. a much higher aUenl .. ation al it propalatel throul'h the 
ionolphere, though it ulua11y hal a larger reflection coefficient than doel 
the ordinary mode .ignal. The re.ult i. that in the lower part of the D 
region the extraordinary mode .igna1 i. higher in amplitude by a factor of 
about 2, and a. propagation progrelle. through lome iouization at higher 
altitude., the ordinary mode return signal becomel relatively larger than 
the extr.ordi~'ry mode return signal. At about 78 km, on average, the 
ordinary model return .igna1 will be about twice that of the extraordinary 
mode return signal. This trend will continue a. the altitude incre.lel, 
and at 90 km the ordinary ~ode will be larger by a factor of about ten. 
T~·.4 ordinary mode reflection cofficient is .0 large at the upper D relion 
that the receiver will ulual1y saturate at about 85 km. when operating at 
full .enaitivity. The .ignala are aho affected by fading which will caule 
ligna1 1eve11 to vary by about 10 dB in a time Ica1e of a f~ lecondl. 
Thele ligna1 1eve11 let the difficult requirement that the receiver mUlt be 
linear within a tolerance of a few percent over a range of at lealt 40 dB. 
Noile in thil frequency rUige can arile from atmolpheric and man-made 
.ource.. The 'lgnal-to-noile ratio in the lowelt part of the D region when 
the noile i. due to background atmolphti~ic noile il about 1.5 or 2, on 
average. Lightning and Itatic dilcharge noilel can be quite large (Ieveral 




techniquel which will be dilculled lat·n in Section 3.:; .re nec .... ry. 
3.2 PaniaZ-RBflflotion Syet.", at Urbana 
A block di.arlm of the Urb.n. p.rti.l-refl.ction Iyltem il Ihown in 
Fiaure 3.1. The tranl.itter output il Iplit between two SO-ohm co.xial 
cablel. One lin. il ph •• e Ihift.d by 90· by • quarter wavelenath of coaxi.l 
cable to allow. circularly polariaed wave to btl radiated. Attenuatorl are 
inlerted in each feedline, an~ e ph.le Ihif' network il in.erted in one 
feedline, 10 that the relative level of lia~al feed to each of the ortho-
aonal linear dipole arrayl (N-S and E-W directed) cah ~e adjulted to let the 
polarization at circular. Coaxial cablel run I.:he diltance (about 1000 feet) 
to the tranlmitting antenna array where matching networkl match the feed-
linea to the 600 ohm balanced antenna arrayl. Switching from ordinary mode 
(right-hand circular) to extraordinary mode (left-hand circular) il accom-
i,liehed by reverling the balanced line to one linear array. 
The receiving array il broken up into four quadrantl. Eact. of the four 
quadrantl of the receiving array conliltl of letl of orthogonal linear 
dipolel (N-S and E-W directed). There are eight coaxial cablel running into 
the field Itation building where the quadrant Iwitchina relayl Iwitch the 
delired receiving quadrant. All quadrants are combined during differential-
absorpt.1.on mealuremenU of electron concentration. Switching the antenna 
quadrant ahe~d of the receiver eliminates the need for four leparate receiv-
ers in the 'Yltem when making drifts mealurements. There are two coaxial 
cable. from the quadrant Iwitching box (N-S and E-W dipolel) which are fed 
to attenUl'torl, a phale 90 0 Ihifter, and a 180 0 phale Ihitter, al in the, 
tran •• itter feederl, to adjult and Iwitch the antenna polarization. The 
lignale are then combined and fed to a computer-controlled digital attenua-
tClr. Thil attenuator can Iwitch in attenuation ahead of the receiver under 
computer control, which il uleful in calibrating the re~eiver and in 
J 
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33 
preventina receiver laturation which occurl at the hiaher altitudel. The 
receiver output il fed to the AID converter which lamplel continuoully in 10 
~I intervall in the altitude ranse of interelt. The puller luppliel all the 
timing and control lianah for the Iyltm. Two pullen are available now, a 
hardwired loaic unit and a versatile microprocellor-bal.d Iylt.m. 
3.2.1 T~mitting equipment. The low lianal-to-noile ratio at the 
lowelt poiu in the D naion letl the requirfllent of a larae tranlmitted 
power and a hiah-aain antenna array. The tranlmitter il a multi-Itaae tube 
type, antl it fully delribed by HENRY (1966), and by PIRNAT and BOWHlLI. 
(1968). Itl characteriitici are lilted below. 
Peak power: 35 kW 
Frequency: 2.66 MHz 
Pulle width: Normally 25 ~I. (Can be leI; at 10. 15, 25, or 50 ~I with 
the microprocellor timing and control equipment.) 
Output impedance: 50 ohml, unbalanced 
3.2.2 Reoeiving equipment. To accurately mealure the return lignall 
which vary greatly in amplitude. an extremely linear receiver il required. 
The oriainal receiver (HENRY, 1966) wal modified later (Henry in EDWARDS, 
1973) to achieve a total range of 55 dB for a 1 dB deviation in linearity. 
The characteri.tici of the receiver are listed below. 
Center frequency: 2.66 MHz 
Bandwidth: 40 kHz between -3 dB point! 
Noile figure: 3 dB MAX, 15° to 35°C 
Recovery time: 200~. after ramovina 0.1 V 1MB input 
RF input impedance: 50 ohml, unbalanced 
Output impedance: 10 k ohml, unbalanced 




----------~'----~3-4-------·-· .... ~4' ... ~ • .,-. 
Line.rity: 55 dB for 1 dB devi.tion 
Only one receiv.r i. u.ed in the .y.t .. durina drift ••••• ur ... nt. by 
u.ina • four-pul •• fr .. e and .witchina the ant.nna input for e.ch pul.e. 
3.2.3 Antenna 8Y8tem. The oriainal p.rti.l-r.flection .nt.nna .y.t .. 
con.i.ted of two identical .quare dipole .rr.y. of 60 half-wave dipol •• 
each. One array i. u.ed for tran.mittina .nd the oth.r for rec.ivina, to 
eliminate the need for a tr.n.mit-r.ceiv •• witch. The layout of the .nt.nna 
array. i •• hOWD in Fiaure 3~2. The .rray to the we.t of the field .tation 
buildina i. u.ed for tran.mittina. The calculated aain of thi •• rr.y i. 22 
dB, with a 3 dB be.awidth of 14 dearee.. Tho north-.outh and ea.t-we.t 
directed dipole. are matched to .eparate feedUne. and brouaht into the 
field st.tion building. 
3.2.3.1 ModifiaationB rrr:zde to the !'eceiving CU'MJ/ to implement 
the dri~8 e~eriment. To implement a partial-reflection drift. experiment, 
the receiving array wa. divide~ into four quadr.nt.. B.vina four antenna. 
in.tead of the minimum of three antenna. in the ~rift. experiment re.ult. in 
a four-fold redundancy in the velocity e.timete. th.n c.n be made, allowing 
wind. e.timate. to be made even with one antenna not functioning. The A/4 
matching .tub. of the original .ntenna matching .y.tem at the end of the A/2 
dipole .ection. (.hown at the X. on Figure 3.2) were di.connected, .0 the 
.rray now con.i.t. of four i.olated qu.drant •• nd • center cro •• -.haped 
.ection. The ~imen.ion. and orientation of the drift~ .ntenna layout .re 
.hawn in Figure 3.3. The oriaina1 antenna array matching i. de.cribed by 
KNECHT (1966). The cro •• -.hape center .ection which .ti11 ha. the ba1.nced 
1 in .. feeder connecting the dipole could be u.ed •• a .epar.te po1.rized 
array, but for now ha. been grounded. The qu.drant., ••• hawn in Figure 
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Figure 3.2 Partial-reflection antenna arrays at the Aeronomy Laboratory Field Station. 
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Intended antenna quadrant al.'rangement of the 
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~ DIPOLE FEEDER CABLES 
~ DIPOLE L.ADDER-
FEEDER LINES 
Figure 3.4 Physical arrangement of typical quadrant of 'drift' 
receiving antenna. Dashed lines indicate 50 n 
coaxial feeder lines. Center box contains two match-










three ea.t-ve.t directed center fed A dipole.. The exi.tinl A/4 .. tchiDI 
.tub at the h~d point of each A dipole VII u.ed in the nev _tchiDI 'i:t-. 
T.\e .. tchiDI .tub. are anlled avay froa the utility pole and terainatc at 
the utility pole at about ten feet off the around. T~ .hort circuit at the 
bottom of the Itub va. r_ovod, providinl a drivinl iapedaDce of about 4S0 
ohm. for the A dipole. The aDtenna .. tchina arranl_ent i •• hovn in 
Fiaure 3.5. The 1200-ohm iapedance of the A dipole i •• atched to 4S0 oha. 
by the A/4 .ection of 60~ oha balanced line. and the 4S0 oha, i. aatched to 
a 50 ohm coaxial cable by a .mal1 Perrite tran.foraer. A three-vay hybrid 
powel ~ombiner iI uae tl to combi-.a t;he liianah from the three parallel 
dipole., vith -l.nath coaxial cable. runninl from the outer dipole. to the 
center. A coaxial feedline from the.e three parallel dipole. i. run into 
the field .tation buildinl. Becau.e the land under the array i. CUltivated, 
cable. running ea.t-ve.t vere .u.pended about 20 feet to allow clearance for 
farm implement.. The A coaxial cable. running from the outer dipole. to the 
center in the .outh-ea.t quadrant are RG-8 coaxial cable, vhi1e the .ection. 
in the other quadrant. are RG-58 coaxial cable. Thi. give. a .light lain 
advantage to the quadrant farthe.t from the field .tatioD to partially off-
.et the additioual feedUne lOll Along the routle to the field .tation build-
ing~ Cable. running north-.outh are .u.pended about four feet above the 
ground over .trip. of land along the utility ?Ole. that are not cultivated. 
The calculated gain of each quadrant antenna i. 12 dB. 
In order to Ule the four quadrant. together during differential-abl~rp-
tion .ea.ureaent. of electron concentration the .ignal. from each quadrant 
mu.t arrive at the receiver vith the .ame pha.e. All of the eilht feedliDe. 
from the quadrant. had to be matched in pha.e delay at 2.66 MHz. Thi. v •• 
accomplhhed by inaertinl a 2.66 MIlz reference aignd into the end. of tvo 
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FEEDER 
Figure 3.5 First system of matching and comblning of in-phase 
signal components from parallel quadrant dipoles. 
The ). feeder line sections correspond to the dashed 




f •• dline. in the fi.ld, .nd •••• urinl ~he ph •• e differer-c •• t ,.h~ oth.r end 
of the c.ble. u.inl • vector voltaet.r. One of the eilht feedline. v •• u.ed 
a •• r.ference •• nd the r .. ainina •• ven vere .. tche~ in ph.ae to it, by cut-
tina out or .ddinl c.ble. Adju.t.ent of the c.b1e 1enlth. v •• f.ci1it.ted 
by bein, able to introduce _ 180- pha.e .hift at .ny qu.dr.nt requirinl .ore 
than ~/2 of .dditional c.ble to .. tch it. ph •• e. by rever.ina the b.lanced 
line ~/4 matchin, line. aL th.t qu.drant'. dipole.. The to1er.nce of the.e 
ph •• e-1enath .dju.tment. i. e.timated to be .bout one dearee, ve11 vithin 
the preci.ion nece •• ary to en.ure effective in-pha.e .ummation of the .i,-
nala from the four quadrant •• 
The ... 11 dipole i_pedance matchin, Ferrite tran.former. thouah pro-
tected from .tati~ di.charae by leaka,e ra.i.tor. and neon a.' di.charae 
tube. did not .urvive a .tora that occurred .hortly .fter the completion of 
the .nUnM modification.. Liahtnina .truck one of the .ntenna .upport 
pole. in the aouthwe.t corner of the .rray. de.troying moat of the matchina 
tranaformer. in the entire array. It wa. decided to rede.ian the matching 
.y.tem u.ina laraer tranafor.er •• 0 that in the event of another liahtnina 
.trike only a .mall portion of the array would be d ... aed. Fiaure 3.6 .how. 
the new matchin, .y.tem. The .mal1 Ferrite dipole matching tran.former. 
were replaced vith two-inch Ferrite torroidal core tran.former. wound with 
14-a.uae wire. The three-port hybrid pover combiner. were replaced by 
parallelina the three dipole feeder. and matchina thi. imped.nce to 50 ohm. 
u.ina a 3:1 tr.n.former. The.e tran.former. vere al.o wound on Ferrite 
toroidal core. vith larae diameter wire. After mor~ th.n two year. of 
operation, none of the.e tr.n.former. have been damaged. 
3.2.3.2 The drifts ezpel'iment quadrant 8!JJitahing ail'auit1"Jjo The 















Figure 3.6 Final system of matching and combining of in-phase 
signal components from parallel quadrant dipoles. 
The A feeder line sections correspond to the dashed 
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Figure 3.7 Functional schematic of quadr.snt switching of receiving 
antennas for drift experiment. Computer-contr~lled 
switching can combine four quadrants (in-phase and closely 
equal signal amplitude) to render combined high-gain 
















The unit can be co ... nded to feed the ligna1 from anyone of th~ antenna 
quadranta to th. receiver, or the IUIUIIoItion of all ~he lignah can be fed to 
the receiver. All unuled antennal are terminated at 50 ohml to minimize 
re-radiation effectl. Reed re1aYI ~ith a .vitching time of about 2 ml vere 
uled inltead of lolid-Itate devicel becaule of their tolerance of over 
vol tage that might OCC"Jr vhen Itorml Ire nearl:'. To prevent damage to the 
unit vhen the equipment il not i, Ule, jumper plugl wert' included in each 
antenna feedline coming into the unit .0 that they could be dilconnected and 
grounded. 
Control of the Iwitching unit Can be provided by either the PDP-l5 
computer or the PET microcomputer. When Iwitching il under control of the 
PDP-1S, the Iwitching command lignall are taken from the PDP-15 digital in-
put/output interface. The interface i. ducribed ill Section 3.3. Switching 
can a180 be done under the contro 1 of the PET mi crocomput er. 
3.2.4 Mt"l'r"pl'(I('('OOOl' t I'm i lIil a"d ('cmtnJZ eqtdl'm('rli" The original timing 
Ind control Iyet~ conailted of a hard-wind logic unit wito a fixed puhe 
width of :l5 ~I, and fr.aea of 2 0 .. 4 pulsel, at a fixed pulse repetition 
frequency of 2.5 framee per lecond. To allow more verlatile puloe timing, 
• microcomputer ha. been interfaced to the IYltem. Figure 3.8 Ihowl the 
tim ing of the control dgnah needed to control the Iyetem. A Commodore 
BUline •• Machine PET model 2001-8 il ueed .1 the controller. The program 
TlHOD (lilted in Appendix V) il uled to output the uler-controlled timing 
pullea to the parallel uaer port J2. The TTL level lignall from thil port 
mUlt be modified to control the experiment. Figure 3.9 Ihowl the PET inter-
face circuitry. The four antenna quadrant .witching lignale vhich remain 
high during the time that the delired quadrant i •• elected muat be inverted 
(the quadrant Iwitching box il deaigned to lum all quadrant aignala in the 
~. v", .... '{;j.,.,t.:\;l~:.?~~ .. ',s;£" .'"'!-:,ji,T,'1 .. ";;':1 ,~~ 
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Figure 3.8 Timing diagram of signals required to control partial-
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2. 04: PIN 7 = GRD 
REAR OR EDGE-ON VIEW THROUGH SLOTS IN PET. PIN 14= +5 
Figure 3.9 PET interface circuitry. 
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pre.en~e of no command •• 0 • hiah level di •• ble. th.t qu.drant). The A/D 
encode command th.t determine. the .t.rt of d.t. lemplina i. buffered by the 
two rem.inina a.te.. The receiver bl.nker require •• +28 volt pul.e who.e 
lenath i. not critical. A mono.t.ble in.ide the blanker i. trissered to 
blank the receiver for 100 ~.. The tr.n.mitter i. a.ted on in the pul.ed 
o.cill.tor .t.ae. Fiaure 3.10 .how' the pul.ed o.cill.tor with the modifi-
cation. made to .llow • v.ri.ble pul.e lenath to be tr.n.mitter. The o.cil-
l.tor i. gated in the l •• t .tca~ .nd oriaina11y h.d • fixed pul.e width of 
25 ~' •• et by • mono.t.bl~ before the getina circuit. The .eco~d trigger 
pul.e input. labeled PET TX trigafr wa. added with •• witch to .elect the 
control input. with the nece •• ary added circuitry. The PET interface .hifts 
the tranamit pulae command to the +28 volt level to drive the pulaed o.cil-
la tor input. 
The timing proaram. called TIMOD is atored on 8 caa.ette. When the 
program is run. it f int •• k. f or tht~ des ired pulae width and interpuhe 
period. The deaired mode of operation iI .elected from the "menu" II .hown 
in Table 3.1. The interpulae perioda ahown give pul.e repetition frequ~n-
ciel of 50. 75. and 150 pulael per .econd. In order to limit the number of 
pul.e. per .econd. the tran.mitting lignal ulu.lly con.ista of four pulael 
(one for eech quadrant) followed by a waiting period (the hard-wired pul.er 
haa a delay of 300 mS between the end of 8 frame of four pul.e •• nd the 
beginning of the next. with 33 mS between e.ch pul.e in a frame of four 
pulse.). The program will now aak for the waiting period between frame. of 
four pulaes. in 1/60 second incrementa (norma71y 18). After entering the 
number. the program will type "pre •• any key to run". A key is then pres led 
to .t.rt collection after the data acqui.ition program haa been started on 
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TAIL! 3.1 Menu of pullewidth. and interpuhe 
period. available in the proaram 
TltI)D. 
PULS!WIDTH (., S) INTERPULSE PERlO D (IDS) 
6.7 13.3 20 
10 A B C 
15 D B F 
25 G H I 










3.3 Data-Acquisition System 
A Digiul Equipment Corporation PDP-15/40 digital computer ia uled for 
data acquhition and procelling. It hal 18-bit wordl, 32 k of 800 nlec core 
memory. a real time clock, and an extended arithmatic e1dDent for hardware 
multiply and divide. There are f~ur fixed-head dilks for high speed 8tor-
age, four DECtape drives for bulk data Itorage, a high spef:d paper tape 
punch and reader, a DECwriter terminal which prints at 120 characters per 
second, and an Infoton cathode-ray terminal. The system software monitor is 
a backgrocnd/foreground system and all system programs are resident on disk 
o for fast access. A complete description of the computer system is given 
by BIRLEY and SECHRIST (1971), and BEAN and BOWHILL (1973). Data are digi-
ti&ed by a Hewlett-Packard model 5610A analog-to-digital converter. Its 
conversion rate is 100 kHz, corresponding to an apparent height resolution 
of 1.5 km. and it has direct memory acces~. The resolution is 10 bits and 
uses two's-complement coding. Thus, the 0 to 1 volt input range from the 
r~ceiver corresponds to an AID output of from 0 to 512 base 10. There is a 
16-channel multiplexer ahead of the AID converter which has been wired to 
the digital input/output interface, so that the sampled channel can be set 
by computer control. The bits ueed to set the multiplexer channel are shown 
in Table 3.2. and the use of this system is explained next. 
The digital input/output interface on the PDP-1S computer allows the 
computer to control external devices. The subroutine OUT when called in a 
FORTRAN program transfers the contents of the accumulator into the input/ 
output interface which latches and holds that value until it iE changed. 
The accumulator is loaded prior to the callOUT with the desired value by 
any arlthmetic statement. The interface was earlier used only for control 
.-
• .J .............. -
TABLE 3.2 tin connection. on the PDP-IS computer digital input/ 
0ut~ut interface, card A14. 
PIN NUMBER ON BIT DECIMAL PURPOSE 
CARD A14 NUMBER VALUE 
~ - - --- .. - .. - - .... -- -.---- -~.----~~ 
• ~ "·1 ___ • ____ .. ~ .. ____ 
C2 GROUND 
D2 16 65536 A/D CHAN BIT 4 
E2 15 32768 AID CHAN BIT 3 
F2 1,~ 16384 A/D CHAN BIT 2 
H2 13 8192 A/D CHAN BIT 
J2 12 401)6 QUAD 4 SELECT 
K2 11 2048 QUAD 3 SELECT 
1.2 10 1024 QUAD 2 SELECT 
H2 9 512 QUAD 1 SELECT 
N2 8 256 UNUSED 
P2 7 128 DPDT RELAY 
R2 6 64 ANTENNA RELAY 
82 5 32 DIG. ATTN • 32 dB 
T2 4 16 DIG. ATTN. 16 dB 
1.'2 3 8 DIG. ATTN • 8 dB 
El 2 4 DIG. ATTN • 4 dB 
V2 1 2 DIG. ATTN • 2 dB 




















of a dilital att .. uator wbicb can be c~Dded to place aD, •• 1ue of att .. u-
ation abead ot tbe receiver in 1 d. incr .. ent. fro. 0 to '3 d.. fbi. i. 
uled in coaputinl a re:eiver caUbration table before coneettal dUfe".-
tial-ablorption data to correct an, receiver non-linearitie. and durinl data 
collection to prevent receiv.r laturation. Additional iatertace circuitr, 
bal be .. add.d to enabl. tb. input/output interface to control otb.r .quip-
ment. fabl. 3.2 .bow. tb. pr •• ent u •••• and tb.ir bit number and deci .. l 
value. Tb. fir.t •• v~q bit. are u •• d to control tb. diaital attenuator 
.ta .... where tb. ded .. l value loaded it tbe vd'.!' of attenuation added. 
Bit 6 control. a coaxial two-po.ition antenna relay which Ilitchel the 
rec.iver input between the atltenna feed and a low-hvel 2.66 HHz Ii~gnal from 
the tran.mitter o.cillator for u.e in calibrating the receiver. Bit 7 
control. a DPDT relay which i. pre.ently u.ed during antenna polarization 
adju.tment. with the program POLCHK to switeh in attenuators during the 
ordinary mode pulle return (lee WEILAND and BOWHII.L (1978), p. 27). Bit 8 
i. unu.ed. Bit. 9 through 12 are u.ed to select the desired antenna quad-
rant connected to the receiver. The quadrant .witching unit is designed 80 
that all antenna quadrantl are n'lnnaUy being .fe to the receiver, 80 that 
when a quadrant it to be aelected, the 8ummation of the values of the th'ree 
unwanted quadrants i8 loaded. The value. to be loaded to .elect each quad-
rant are; quadrant 1 • 7168, quadrant 2 • 6655, quadrant 3 • ~632, quadrant 
4 • 3584. Bit. 13 through 16 are used to command the AID converter multi-
plexer to sample a 'pecific channel. The channel aignals are fed to the 
Digital Equipment Corporation CUltom AID interface H904 enrd, slot B23. Two 
switches were added to the rear AID connection panel to select normal or 
PDP-IS control of AID channel selection. 














f.ll of 1972 •• Uf.r.ci.l-.III .. ,tioa .l.occo. oou .. cr.tin .. ta ....... 
coll.ccld .t t .... 110.., LaNC.C_, fil14 .e.Cloa ( •• OIC .... ic OO ••• CII. 
40·10'10 .... "·09'35"1> '.U, ... r GOOD "cial tbe "ia'.r .oa'''.. tbI 
Itaael.rd eliU.rlDti.1-.lllr'l'pe10a d .. ~ 001110c10a prolr. DLOGD ....... UNd 
vitb ainor aoelUication. tbroulbout tbb ci_ perlCHl. Tbe cr_.itc .. fr •• 
conli.tI of tvo pull1. (ordl.ury ... Ixtcaor..tiury aodll) •• par.c.d ." 33 
illS. rwpeated IVlry 400 a •••• bova in .iaur. 3.llb. TM prolr. bat pro-
vi.ion. for recei~er calibration, 001.1 r.jlociOD. rl.l-tl .. procI •• inl of 
data, prevention of receiver .aturatioa, printout. of 11.ctroD conc.Dtr.tloD 
profiles and .. turation information evlry 3.4 ai.autl'. aDei a flul ._r, 
of electron concentration and other information at tbl .. eI of it •• pproxl.-
mately one bouT. of deta collection. Proca ••• ing of elata to calculat. tbl 
electton concentrations i. done in real time durin, data collletioD. The 
operat~?n of this collection program vill be .ummarized here. A eoaplltl 
di.ecuss;on has been provided by BEAN and BOWKILL (1973). 
The program is loaded and initialized with date and time • and tben it 
switches the calibration signal into the receiver input. 'fhe receiver it 
then automatically calibrated using the digital attenuatot' to .tep through 
its 63 dB range. An output versus input characteristic for the receiver is 
calculated and stored in a linearization table for correction of all data 
collected, to eliminate non-linearities in th,e receiver. After the receiver 
calibration, data collection io started. The AID converter samples every 
1.5 km in the al ti tude range of 45 to 90 km. The five da ta samples taken 
from 45 to 51 km. where no returns due to electron-concentration gradients 
are expected, are uscd as an estimate of the noise that is present on the 
returns from all altitudes. In this discusion. the array of data obtained 
at all altitudes from a aingle pulse will be called a data trame. and 512 
r r.' " I~ 53 
t38m1+33rnI+33mI..j J 
-------------- 4OOml------------_-
o -ORDINARY POLARIZATION 
)( - EXTRAORDINARY 
(a) POLARIZATION 
o x o )( 
t33ml ..J j ~------------- 400ml----------~-
(b) 
Figure 3.11 (a) Four-pul •• data frame u.ed for drift ..... ur ... nt •• 
(b) Two-pul .•• d.ta fraM oed for different1.1-.b.orpt1on 
meaaurementa. 








fr .... of data. corr •• pondin, to 3.4 ainut •• of data coll.ction. con.titut. 
a data file. 
To obtain an •• ti .. te of the noi •• , the fir.t nine fr .... of a file are 
exaained to find the .. xiaua of that fr .. e'. noi.e .aaple •• Th. nine .. xi .. 
are compared with each other to find the lowe.t .. xi.ua. The .u. of the 
five noi.e ... ple. froa the fr ... with Lbe lowe.t .. ximum i. divid.d by five 
to deteraine the avera,e. Thi. avera,e i. multiplied by the .quar. root of 
a multiplyina con.tant to live a nu.b.r call.d the .. xiaua allowable noi.e. 
The multiplyina con.tant ha. been cho •• n to live u.eable re.ult.. Any fr .. e 
with an averaae noi.e level (deterained froa the five noi.e .ample.) laraer 
than the maximum allowable noi.e i. reject.d. The averaae noi.e froa all 
fr .. e. in a file l. later .ubtracted from the .ianal returnl from .ach alti~ 
tude. 
To avoid receiver .aturation probl .... any lianal that i. above the 
a •• umed receiver laturation level of one volt output i. rejected. To avoid 
laturatina the receiver. file. are alternately collected with 0 dl. 10 dl 
and 25 dl of attenuation ahead of the receiver. The lowe.t attenuation file 
where an excE •• ive number of the data at that altitude are not .aturated are 
retained for further procellina. To make tbi •• election. if more than 10 of 
the S12 la.ple. collected in a file at that attenuation were above the .atu-
ration thre.hold at that altitude, the data from the next hiaher attenuation 
file will be u.ed for that alt~tude. Thu •• a file of un,aturated data il 
obtained from each aroup of three file. collected at dif,erent attenuation •• 
Fiv. of tbe.e \ID.aturated file. (from a total of 15 file.) are collected in 
jUlt under an hour. The •• dian of the five UD.aturated value. of electron 
concentration i. then calculated for eacb altitude. Data ar~ analyzed for 
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coUection h prinUd. The data cSi,ithed trOll 52.5 throu,h 58.5 are DOt 
retained for procellin, by the collection pro,r", Finally. a.era,el are 
calculated for 3-~wide Ilaba center.d at 72. 76.S aud 81 kat Thi. i. done 
by 1.lra,in, the electron-d.n.ity .aluel fo~ two adjacent altitude.. For 
.... pl •• the 12 ka electron den.ity i. obtain.d by a.era,in, the .alue. fro. 
70.5 4lnd 72 kat Since the electron concentration at 70.S h obtained fro. 
1n (A /.4 ) I -1n (A / A ) I 
z 0 72 km z 0 70.5 
and the electron concentration at 72 ka i. obtained from 
~n (A / A ) \ - in (A / A ) I 
Z 0 73.5 km Z 0 72 km 
(3.2 ) 
The a •• ra,e of the.e two i. reprllentati.e for 72 km. The.e a.era,e .alue. 
of el.ctron concentration are calculat.d for 72. 76.5. and 81 km daily. and 
are plott.d alona with the AzlAo at 81 km (inver •• ly proportional to the 
total el.ctron cont.nt below 81 km) for further .tudy. 
3.3.2 Drift8 data aotteation p~gram8. Sinc. only one rec.iv.r 
i. available. a four-pul •• frlme mu.t be tranlmitted durinl data collection 
for the drUti .xperi1Hnt. witb the receiver input .witch.d to a different 
antenlll quadrant durina eacb pul... The tran.mitt.d pul •• frlm. i •• hown in 
rilure 3.llb. The delay between .amplina the variou. quadrant. mu.t be 
taken into account during the proc ••• ina of data. Th. data are coll.cted 
under control of the PDP-lS. whicb it aho controUina Lhe antenna quadrant 
.witchina unit .0 that problem. in .ynchronizinl the quadrant .v;tchinB with 
data .toraae in the corr.ct array do not ari.e. Data ar. coll.ct.d in 
aroup. of 512 fTlme. con.titutina a file of data that tak •• about 3.4 min-
ute. to collect.. Durinl collection. the fadina record. from the four quad-
rant. ara .tored on alanetic di.k. or on DBCtape for later proc ••• in~. The 












Itability of the correlation eltimAtel and to al.o remain within the limit-
ina period of Itatiltical .tationarity of the fading ~rocell. The 3.4 
minute period wal cholen on the balil of data analYlil carried out by otherl 
(STUBBS, 1973), and becaule the 512 length fading leriel would be a conve-
nient length for pOIsible fait-Fourier transform analysis. Other groupl 
(VINCENT et al., 1977) have found that one-minute filp.1 were long enough to 
provid~ good results, and the additional time relolution was of value in 
studying rapidly varying windl and wave motions. 
The collection programs available are lilted in Table 3.3, along with 
their lubroutines and comments on their use. The fint collection program, 
DRIFT1 collected data from 60 to 90 km in 1.5 km intervals. Because of the 
wide altitude range, it W~B difficult to keep a good signal-to-noise ratio 
for the fading recol'ds 6t all altitudes. To prevent receiver saturation at 
t).,e upper altitudes (which would cause problems when estimating the correla-
tion functions) the £ystem gain ~ould have to be reduced. This degrades the 
eignal-to-noise ratio at the lower altitudes. With a reduced signal level 
it was difficult to get any usable returns below 72 km. It was decided tha 
the altitude range of collection should be reduced, and the system sensitiv-
ity increased also. The reuge of altitudes was changed to include only the 
range of 70.5 to 81 km. The number of altitudes where data were sa~pled in 
that range was also reduced to six. This was done to reduce the amount of 
data storage needed on magnetic tape. The data collected at 20 altitudes 
for 3.4 minutes required the storage of 40K words of da' .. a, or about one 
t)o.ird of the capacity of a DECtape. This would have required a good deal of 
storage for closely spaced data collection. The six altitudes chosen corre-
sponded to the six altitudes where daily differential-absorption data ar't 























Collect. data from 60 to 90 km in 1.S km inter-
vala (filla one third of a DECtape with one file 
Checks for collection stopage 
Counts second. from computer clock 
Seta digital attenuator and quadrant 
Checo data awitch on console for a 1. 
Calculates the time of day 
AID service routine 
Sets a timer to check quadrant collection order 
Sy"tem programs 
Collects six altitudes. 10 files fit on one 
DECtape. Used for collection until March 18, 
1979. 
Collects six altitude~ (75,78,81,84,87, and 
90 km). 10 files fit on one DECtape. Used for 







56 I was written to collect data at the.e .ix altitude.. Data are collected in 
file. of 512 .ample. requirin~ 3.4 minute. to collect. And ten data file. 
1 
1 
,j can be stored on one DECtape. Thill progrs Wal u.ed for data collection 
during the whtn of 1978-1979, until March 18. 19H '" 'n it was replaced 1 \j 
1 
1 
by anothet" l .ta collection progran. 
The system was .t full .enoitivity and return. were not .aturating the 





It waR then decided that the collection al titudea should b~ moved up and be 
even ly spread in the al ti tude range of 75 to 90 km. The program [lRli11f was 
written to collect data at 75. 78. 81. 84, 87, and 90 km. The system 8el1si-
~ 
tivity must be re~uced slightly to prevent receiver saturation at 90 km. but 1 
returns at 75 km are still usable. Ten files of data can be stored on a 
j 
DECtape (or processing later. Thia collection program generally provides i ~ 
1 
.~ the maximum nuulbf'r of usable al titudes of returns using a single sY8tem 
1 










The co llect ion progran is stored on DECtape aild copied onto disk 3. 
The fading series are stored on d18k 1 during collection, and later trans-
fer red to DECtape for later processing. Data should not be written directly 
onto DECtape during data collection because the access time in writing the 
data is too long, and the real-time collection process would be delay~d dur-
ing the tape write. The program is loaded with the computer device assign-
mente: A DK3 -4, -5/DKl 2( RE'Z1JRN). The program i8 loaded by the system 
program GLOAD with its subroutines (listed in Table 3.3, and stored in the 
subroutine library .LIBR5) by typing: ___ DRIF11f (ESCAPE). The program will 
ask for the time. date, the numb~r of samples to be collected. the attenua-
tor. and the name of the fil e to bE' writ ten. rhe number of samples is 540, 
j,J 1~ ... ,.· " 
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and the form of the file name il CHECKXDAT. where X i, a number from 1 
through 9 or the letter A. The date. time. and attenuation for that file 
1 are written in the firlt block on the data file for later identification. , 
Data collection il Itarted by Iwitching data switch 00 on the computer con-
lole to the I polition. The subroutine INPAD il the AID converter lervice 
rout ine which storel 31 data lamples into core memory. Sample, are obtained 
from 45 to 90 km in 1.5 km intervals. but only six altitude samples are 
eventually written onto disk Itorage. To check that the computer and AID 
converter are synchronized. a call is made to the subroutine SYNC before the 
lalt two antennas are sampled. SYNC sets a timer and upon the expiration of 
the time checks to see that both sets of samplel were collected. If they 
have not, t.he com put er and AID convert er are not sYllchroni zed and the da ta 
from the first two antennas are discarded and collection starts over from 
the first antenna. To check for failure of the AID interface to transfer 
data. the subroutine STOP sets a 1.5 second timer. At the end of this time. 
i 




has stopped. Bnd STOP forces it to be Sial again. Data from the six samrling 
intervals are packed into an array for writing onto the disk after every 
tenth data frame is collected. Listings of the program DRIFTH and its sub-
routines are provided in Appendix V. 
'. 
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4. DATA-ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
The data collection progr.m normally uaed (diacuaaed in Chapter 3) pro-
videa a printout of electron concentration, ordinary mode return .mplitude, 
extraordinary mode return amplitu~e, and information on the number of fr.mes 
of data rejected becauae of noiae or receiver aaturation, for the altityde 
range of 60 to 90 km, every J.4 minutes. The ordinary mode return strength 
and rejection due to receiver saturation information is useful in setting 
the amount of attenuation needed to prevent receiver aaturation dur.ing the 
collection of drifts data. The differential-absorption elLperiment 11 there-
fore normally run before collecting drifts data to prevent receiver satura-
tion. 
Data collection is normally made during the winter months, for one to 
two hcurs per day, for comparison with drifts winds measurementa, meteor 
radar w1.nclll mea8U('~ments, and horizontal winds derived from the coherent 
scatter rad8r system at Urbana. Data have al~c been collected on many days 
for periods of 8-9 hours per day for the study of the diulnal asymmetry in 
electron concentrations, and to form time series of p.lectron concentrations 
to study gravity and planetary waves. Many of these topics will be dis-
cussed in later chapters. 
Errors in the calculation of electron concentrations mBy arise from 
errors in the signal amplitudes due to the finite number of samples taken, 
systematic ~rrors due to the assumed reflection process, and short-term var-
iationa in electron concentrations due to wave motions. The experi~ntal 
uncertainty in electron concentrations at Urban~ was estimated by comparing 
consecutive electron concentration profiles from two one-hour data collec-
tion runs during the time of day at noon when the solar zenith angle is 
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varying Ilowly (Wratt, in EDWARDS, 1975). The uncertainty due to Icatter in 
the data wal 16 percent at 76.5 and 81 tun, and 24 percent at 72 km. This 
doe8 not include the IYlternatic uncertaintiel due to incorrect a.lumptions 
in modeling the experiment, luch a8 the approximately 10 percent error from 
aB8uming a p088ibly inCOl"rect ref lection mechanism (see Chapter 2). AUSTIN 
(1971) concluded that the experimental uncertainty of data collected at 
Christchurch, New Zealand was about 20 percent. 
The data collection program provides a set of four fading time series 
at each altitude being sampled. Figure 4.1 is a typical plot of the fading 
time series shaped at the four antennas. The time between damples is 0.4 
seconds, and the total record length is 3.4 minutes. A highly siuu~oidal 
variation in the fading is seen in the early part of the record, with a lESH 
regular variation in the remainder of the series. The features shown in the 
fading series at each antennA do exhibit very consistently similar features. 
The method of similar fades could be used to estimate the apparent drift 
velocity directly from this figul'e. The features shown in the S/E fading 
series are delayed by about two sampling lags (0.8 seconds) from the fea-
tures of the s/w fading series. This would indicate an apparent velocity of 
about 100 m/s towards the east. The N/E fading series shows a similar delay 
from the N/w fading series, as would be expected. The delay in the fading 
series from the northern quadrant fading series to the southern quadrant 
fading series indicates a delay of about two lags for both pairs of series, 
indicating a southward apparent drift velocity of about 100 tr/s. 
Although the per~od of fading is changing throughout the sampled 
series, the rcl~~ive time delay between the fading remains fairly constant. 
The constant delay will give apparent velocities that are correct from this 
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Figure 4.1 Plot of typical fading series aeasured at the four antennas. The ti.e 
between samples is 0.4 seconds. 
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•• ri •• , but tb. v.r,inl periodicity in tb. f.dinl •• ri •• eau •• d by varia-
tioDi in tb •• i •• of the iono.pb.ric irr.~lariti •• will cau .. ~rror. in the 
calcul.t.d corr.lation .llip. u. d in corr cting th~ appar nt v l oc itv t o 
obtain the true v.locity. fhi. i. 001 of the .. jor .ourc •• of .rror in th 
drift. wind. analy.i.. fhi •• rror cau b. r.duc.d by •• l.ctinl a .horter 
..... nt of the •• ri .... apl.d, wh.r. the fadinl proc ••• i •• t.tionary. fhi. 
could only be doDa aft.r tb ... ri •• i. coll.ct.d. Coll.ctinl' .hort.r time 
•• ri •• would on .v.ral' provide • nuaber of •• ri •• th.t are aore .t.tionary, 
but .oa. of the •• ri •• would be coll.ct.d with. low d'are. of It.tionarity, 
Yl.ldinl l.rl' .rrorl in the ch.ract.riltic .llip .. uI.d in calcul.tinl the 
true v.locity of driftl fro. th.t f.dinl •• ri ••• 
B.e.u •• the four .ntenna quadrant. ar. not •• apled .iault.neou.ly, the 
d.l.y in aaaplini thr •• of the four quadr.nt. au.t be t.ken into account. 
Sinc. the f.dina in the D r'lion I.n.r.lly eXhibit •• low v.ri.tion. (corre-
lation coeffici.nt. down to 0.5 after .bout 5 l.caDd.) cr~pared with the 
.aaplinl period of 0.4 I.cand., .nd .ince the del.y. in .aapling for the 
N/w, S/W, .nd SIE quadrant •• r. 0.033, 0.066, and 0.099 .ecoDdI, re.pec-
tively, •• iapl. line.r interpol.tion i. ju.tified. 
4.2.1 Noise reauation methodS. Noi.e il not .! auch of • problem in 
•• king driftl •••• urem.nt •• e it il in the differenti.l-ablorption experi-
aent, bee.ule correl.tion. of .fading .... ri ... re being t.ken. IlIpuhive 
noi.e luch .1 It.tic di.ch.rle. will c.ule a higher pe.k in the autocorrela-
tion .t aero 1'1. Errorl in the autocorrel.tion tunction can caule errorl 
in the eh.r.cteriltic .lliple, giving error. in the calculated true velor--
ity. If all four quadrantl were aampled liault.neoully, It.tic d;'lcharae 
noi.e would appear on .11 fadinl .etiel at the lalle time, and thul would 
caule a higher era •• corr.lation .t aero lag. Bec.us. the four quadrantl 
are not beina .ampled .imultaneou.ly, and .tatic di.charge noi.e i. not 
u.ually of ' ,ong enough duration to appear on more t"an one Cading urie., no 
.puriou/'l peaka viII be forme\! in the croll-correlation function •• 
In order to devite .om mean. of red~\cing th eCfecti of noi.e on the 
correlation f·Jnction., the char.cteri.tic. of th fading .erie. wer 
.tudied. It wa. noted that the .aptitude of adjacent .ample. in the time 
aerie. from lhe receivec never changed by mOl ethan 1/10 vol t (about 3 
pointa on Figure 4.1). One exception can be .een in Figure 4.1, at the 
arrov., vhere .tatic di.charge noi.e has contaminated the data from three of 
the four quadrants. Algorithms t , eliminate .uch noise from a normal facing 
aeries were then devised. To te.t the usefulne.s of ~oi.e reduction algo-
rithm8, a fading .erie. vith .tatic discharge noise ~nd very little .igna1 
return va. collected at a low altitude when a storm vas nearby. Figure 4.2 
show. the fading .erie. vith no noise reduction algorithm. Spike. in the 
serie. ar~ .hown at the occurrence of .tatic dischargea (th~ residual signal 
levele .hovn af ter the , ,-aka are du£ to the 1 inear interpolation used be-
cause the quadrant. are not nampled simultaneously). 
In noise algorithr 1, if the signal level at a .&mpline time changed by 
more than 50 (the increment 50 from th~ AID converter output corre.ponds to 
an increment of 1/10 volt from th e r eceive r output), then the r.1eall o f th e 
level at the pointa before and after it ver£. u.ed in its place. 
If: IIDATA(I) - IDATA(I-1)I > 50 
Then set: IDATA(I-l) + IDATA(I+!) _ IDATA(I) 2 
Figure 4.3 ahow. tile re.ult. of proceaeing the noisy data set of fo"igure 4.2. 
The algor ithm doe. reduce the 1 evel of the spike in hal f, but produces a 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































To reduce the lev.1 of the Jpike t~ 1 ... thlD b.lf it. i.iti.l •• 1 .. . 
I!nd to .li.iut. the "taU". al,orith'J 2 va. developed. In tbb .ll.it ... . 
if t.~. lev.l at a ".plini ti_ chan, •• by .ore thAD 50 frOil the .. pl. b.-
fore it, then the maanitude of the chan,. i. li.ited to 50. 
If: (IDATA(I) - IDATA(I-1)] > 50 
Then .et: IDATA(I)· IDATA(I-l) + 50 
Or if: (IDATA(I) - IDATA(I-l») < -50 
Then .et: IDATA(I)· IDATA(I-1) - 50 
Fiaure 4.4 ehow. the re.ult of puttinc the noi.y data .eament throulh thi. 
alaorithm. The magnitude of the Ipike, and hence the po •• ible error in the 
correlation function. calculated from the leriel ha. been reduced conlidera-
bly. It Ihould be noted that the noi.y data uled in te.ting .how. the 
worst-cale noile reduction capability of the algorithm, and with the returnl 
at the desired level the average tilnal level iI near one-half volt, .0 a 
noise Ipike ,aturating the receiver would be only a factor of two larger 
than the average lignal level. Thu., the receiver i. limiting the relative 
magnitude of a noile 'pike, making it more easily reduced by the noi.e 
algorithm. 
4.2.2 Drifto data anaZysio proGPamo. The data file. collected by 
the collection program. DIFTHL and DRIFTH con.i.t of 512-.ample fading 
.erie., from four quadrant., .ampled at .ix altitude.. Ten of thele file. 
will fit on a DECtape. Tbe progr •• that have been written to procell the.e 
data tape. are .hown in Table 4.i. The progr. DRIFTP va. written to read 
in the data file and proce" the .erie. from one altitude to calculate the 
true velocity of the wind. When loaded the proal'. will alk for the name of 
the file to be proce •• ed and then the heilht in kilometer. to be proce.sed. 
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TAIL! 4.1 Drift. proc ••• ina proar ... for data fl1 •• coll.ct.d by DIIFTL or 









AllCTAN , ANGLRN 
SEEK, CLOSE 
DRIFTQ Sse a. above 




Proc ••••• a .1Dal. altitude in a .inal. file 
Full correlation analy.i. 
Continuation of BRIGGS 
Calculate. correlation. 
Find. p • 0.5 on correlation curve. 
Calculate. correlation ellip •• 
Calculate. apparent drift 
F\mcdoD. 
Proce •• e. a .inale file at all .ix altitud •• 
Proe ..... all I1X altitud .. for ten fil •• 00 a 
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number or the letter A. Thu •• the ten file. on a DECtape are identified by 
one through A. Proce •• inl a .inlle altitude for all four antenDi combina-
tiona (to be di.cu •• ed later in thi •• ection) require. about t.n minute •• 
Thi. prolr.a wa. later aodified to proce •• all .ix altitude. for a dtta 
file~ ~nd named DRIFTQ. When loaded. DIIFTQ will a.k for the file Dime to 
be proce •• ed. and the altitude where proce •• inl i. t~ belin. The proc ••• inl 
i. normally .tarted at 70.5 ka. and the progr.a will automatically cycle 
throulh the .ix altitude. in the data file. If the proce •• inl needa to be 
interrupted. it can be r~.t.rted at any altitude de.ired. The time required 
to proce •• all .ix altitude. i. about one hour. 
The prolra wa. again modified tl' automatically proc .... a tull DECtape 
of ten data flle. at all .ix altitude.. The time required to proce.' a 
DECtape i. about ten hour •• and it u.ually done overnight. when the computer 
il not otherwi.e in u.e. Tbi. prolram was Dar~d DRIFTR. A good deal of 
effort wao required to fit thi. full-correlation analy.i. program in the 32K 
of computel' memory. and aU but. few memory l()cation. are in u.e. The 
operation of the program a~d th~ subroutinel u.ed to calculate the true 
velocity will be dilcu.led next. 
DRIFTR ir.J f irat l.oaded with l.ts .ubroutinel onto dilk 3 from the pro-
gram DECtape labeled ''DRIFTS PilOCESF,ING". The binary code of the program on 
the tape ha. been named DI:I'., and the required aubroutinel (lillted in Tane 
4.1) have bfien J."enamed ~he Il.umbera 0 through 8. for eale in loading. The 
DECtape to be procee~ed il mounted onto tape drive 2. The computer device 
auigDllDents for progr'-II loading are gh'en by: It. DK3,4/NONE -5/DT2 2 
(P~TUIUO. The progI'am. are loaded by tile 8yltem GLOAn by typing in: 
_DR. O. 1 ~ 2. 3. 1+. 5 ~ 6. 7. 8 (ESCAPE). The program will then load and 
e7.ecutt:'. 'i'he progran beginl by reading in the data from the firat file at 
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the lowe.t altitude. The file. are ••• umed to be named CHECK1DAT throulh 
CHEClADAT. The data collection date, ti~, altitude, and receiver attenua-
tion are read from the header on the data file and printed. Data on the file 
are written in blocka of 240 word.. A block formed by the collection pro-
Ir. cond.u of ten fr.e. of data (£ol'r quadrant. at .ix al thude. for ten 
fr.e. live. 240 word.). Thu., fifty-two rea~ are required to read in the 
full data file. While the file i. beinl read, the data are .tored in the 
array lDATA, which i. dimen.ioned 4 (quadrant number) by 512 (.ample 
number). Next, an interpolation i. performed to correct for the fact that 
the four quadrant. are not .imultaneou.ly .ampled. 
Becau.e of the 3,1 m. 'pacinl hetween pulle., the .ecod, third, and 
fourth quadrant .ampled are .ampled 33, 66, and 99 m. later, re.pectively, 
than the fir.t quedrant. The fourth quadrant .ampling i. a .isnificant 
fraction (one-fourth) of the 0.4 .etoDd period a •• umed between pul.e.. The 
sample. are corrected for this error by a linear interpolation. A .ample of 
a relatively slowly varying function taken some amount of time after it. 
a •• umed .ampl~ time cODtain. a fract~oD of the l~vel that would be .ampled 
at the next a •• umed .ampliDg time. To correct for this, the differeuce be-
tween the next .ample and the current .ample is mUltiplied by th~ !raction 
of the .ampling interval that the particular quadrant is delayed and aub-
tracted from the current .ample. 
The d.ta ti~e next proce.aed by neiae algorithm 2 to reduce impulaive 
noiae. The average ~ianal level for all four fadins .erie. ia then aummed 
and atored in the variable AVNOlS, and printed for uae in determning the 
quality of the data. Since the full correlation analyais require. only 
three fadinl time aeriea, the extra time aeries collected reaulta in a four-





.erie. can be analyzed .eparate1y to obtain f,our wind e.timate. (thouah not 
entirely independent). The data acceptance yield can be increa.ed bacau.e 
of thi. redundancy, a. the vari~u. data .election criteria of the fu11-
correlation ana1y.i. are often not met by all four of the three-antenna 
corre1atioD ana1y.e.. In the pre.ent data analy.i., wind. e.timate. for all 
of the four three-antenna combination. are madft, and wind e.timate. of tho.e 
that meet the data .e1ection criteria are avera,ed to obtain the final true 
velocity wind e.timate for that altitude. 
The program DRIFTR cycles through the four three-antenna combination., 
and call. the subroutine BRIGGS for each combination to calculate the e.ti-
mate of true velocity. The 8ubroutine BRIGGS and the other .ubroutine. that 
it calls (listed in Table 4.1) are described i~ Appendix IV. The data eel· 
ection criteria are also de.cribed there. Li.tingl of the computer program 
DRIFTR and its subroutine. sre provided in Appendix V. 
The antenna quadrant numbering convention, and an illu.tration of the 
antenna quadrant combinations u.ed in the four separate wind e.timate. are 
.hown in Figure 4.5. The autocorrelation function obuined at each of the 
four antennal is .hewn in Figure 4.6. The variation is o~e to the fact that 
each antenna see. a different fading .equence, vhich can have different 
characteristics than the others. A return signal diffraction pattern may 
have a line of little variation traveling aero •• one antenna quadrant, caus-
ing a longer coru1ation time at that antenna. It .hould be noted that the 
correlation function. are .eldom u.ed beyond the fifth la3 and the variation 
out to th.~ 11g 1e minimal. To remove this statistical variation, the aver-
age autocorrelation function from the average of the three autocorr~lation. 
i. u.ed for velo~ity calculation. in the .ubroutine BRIGGS. The average 
autocorrelation function for each of the combination. of three antennae i. 
i 4 + .. 
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i Figure 4.5 Antenna quadrant numbering convention used in the four h~ 
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75 
Ihawn in Figure 4.7. The average autocorrelation functionl are very 
conliltent out to the fifth la,. 
The croll correlation functionl for each pair of antenna quadrantl are 
plotted in Figurel 4.8 and 4.9. The individual plotl a=e identified by the 
antenna combination number followed by the antenna pair numberl in parenthe-
Iii (lee Figure 4.5). The apparent velocity along the line of any of thele 
Intenna pairl can be obtained from the lag number of the peak in the croll-
correlation function. The antenna lpacing il divided by the lag number 
times the lampling interval (.4 lecondl). This velocity il reduced by a 
factor of one-half to obtain the correlponding ionospheric drift velocity. 
The correlation function. obtained at Urbana (40 0 N) are Imooth and 
symmetric, with a single peak. Thil leads to a straightforward analysis for 
the true velocity. MEEK et ale (1979) find that the correlation functions 
from data obtained at Saskatoon, Sasltatchewan (52°N) are often irregular 
with multiple peake, while those from Adelaide, Australia (31°S) are symmet-
rical and 8ingle peaked. They attribute the difference to the geographic 
location of the observing stations. There could be wind 8hears within the 
8ampling volume, changes in the wind during data collection. or contamina-
tion by interference fading between two layerl. The effect on a particular 
fading record may vary. but the cause 8eem8 to be a basic difference in the 
ion08pheric conditioo8 at the high-latitude location. 
Having four velocity e8timates from the fur combinations of three 
antenDl8 to average will eliminate the errors introduced by using a non-
isoceleo triangular Ihape\\ antenna array (GOLLEY and ROSSITER. 1970; BEYNON 
and WRICHT. 1969a.b). Thf: each found a tendency for the correlation ellipse 
used in the true velocity to be aligned along the direction of the hypote-
nUle when right-an~led triangles are used. This error can be removed when 
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Figure 4.7 Average of the three autocorrelations for each of the four combinaticns 
of three antennas. 
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Figure 4.8 Cross-correlation functions for three pairs of antennas. 
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wind vahl(' calCllllltl'o 1rom Ullolht,! rif',ht triullg}l', It tht' hypott'I111!l1 "I (JIll' 
trit1Il~',lf' iu pt'rpI'lllhnllnr to thl' hYPOI('llllfJl' pl Iht' lllhl'r Irllill~;II'. 
mt'IHlUrf'llIt'llt!i. To malw this I'Ullullitioll, u rall-jom hI t of H'I pai If. ot t flll'-
V('jU~'lty wInd clllnJ1l1tiull1l 1rom udju('(lllt antt'ToIli\ tTIangl{'fj wut; alllll:;z(·d. 
For t'llch puir I)f E1djllc('nl triang}!'!; tilt' l1ifi('ct'IlCt
' 
ill tht· ¥lilld IlIllgllltlldl' Wilt. 
t'ulculated IIno squar!'d. Th(' llvt'rugp of tlIP 8'J liquun'd diff(,[Plll'pll WOB tllkf'll 
to obtain tllp root nH'an sqlllln' velocity differPtlt'I', Tlw wind din'ctiollS 
wprp trelllpd III thf' samt' way. ThIH analysib Y1Plded all lI11ct'rlainty in wind 
mognitud(' of 17 m/Ii and ill wind dirpl'ltoD of 28°. 
Tlw computer progrmn DkFTPL wus writlE'n tl' read a data tile d.nd p~ot 
the four LlntE'nna tnding St'rIt's, as in Figur(' 4.1. Thib is IIfwilll for c1H'ck'~ 
109 ttl<' data at I'd 1 antennas throughout the dtit.a file for low aigI"'l l!:'v<,l, 
('xc{'s6ivE' ooisE', or receiver saturatior. 1h" Irogram i6 iOlldl'd with tbp 
computcr device aSf:lignmf'ot; A DK) -4/NONE -)/DT2 2 (RETURN). Til.;' programs 
are lOllJed by Ul!' Ilyatero pro~:raUl GLOAD by tYt1;lIg: __ DRFTPL, PLOT 
(ESCAI'E). The progrmn ..,ill ask for the file MiLe and then the altitude t.o be 
plotted. The sllbroutinf' Pl.OT prints the plot, onE' data frame of four 
aotenna returns per lioe, on the DEC .... riter teletype. Ea~h column on t.ht' 
printout corresponds to a voltage increment from tile ll'cciver output of 0.,4 
volt, and receiver saturation corresponds to the 20 ,-oluffi118 alloted to each 
quadrant on the printout. A listing of the progrmn is provided in Appendix 
v. 
,44·" .... 
--- ----~------~ ...... --~- p. ,; 1 
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':. CHAHA( TrJ{ I~:T 1< S PI, rU'l'THtiN CONCFNTHATlONS AND \~ INIJs HEA!il!REII AT !'/{HAt._" 1 
'1.1 ,', 
thp tall "I }<llJ. Data nrl' udll'Clt,,1 tllr "1'vI'Ial t1aYf- pt'I Luollth during thl' 
nOIl-Wll1ll'! monthh. Dlllrnal data 1"1l111'Cti(,ll t\JI1h, hlllrtillg 11l th~' m(lrnillg 
'11,1 \'ollt>ctlllg <i.ita C('lllll'lluuhly !lI\lil (illIlk all' r:llldt· Oll a r('gular blllJi" on 
(Jllarl('r1y World Day!>, alid In] (lth!'1 (lCl'lluiollb 10 I-otlldy ttl!' dlunw] lIt1yuHIlt'try 
In t'lv(troll (0\1(l'l1l1:1l1Pllb, Hilt! lor <>!H'I'rvlltioIlS <'1 J.;ravity wav('!>. 
llrbllIla H l"Clltl,t! at tht' latltud(· U.O,,) that 11; normally conbidpr!'d tht. 
low-latitud{· Clltott for oblH'rving thl' dleclLi of thl' wintcl anon,..Ily (ship-
board )pnOliplJ('ri( ab!iorption G)('aU\lrl'J1It'llth by SCHANING (973) Hhow tht' cutotf 
at '3]'-3H"N, and thObt' of SCIIWENTEK (1476) Bilow ttl(' cutoff at 40"N), but tht. 
(lle('tr,)ll C'1111Ct'ntrntio[i data ,~btllilH'd dllring thl' past Yl'nrs havE' alwaY6 shown 
an i~lcrt'llst'd vilnabillty during thl' wlntl'r lllOnUlfj at Urbanll. 
Flgurt' ').1 Hi a plot of thp (()c·j flCit'llt (>I variati()11 (standard dl'via--
ation/uH'an) by month of ('1N'troll «1IlCPlltratiI1ll6 at the thrpl' llititudes 
m!'<lsured daily, during thf' monl.hl' d October Iq7') through St'ptembcr 1976. 
Th;> nCl"NlS(' in day-to-day valiability ShOW6 itbl'lf as a clear incI('llSt' in 
thl' .-(wttiClvllt ,II Varilltiull dllril~g thl' winter UlonlJ.!i of Novemb('r, D('ct'mbf'r, 
Jilluary, and FebrllJlry. 
TIl(> . j,,~ ratio, whos!' logarithm rt'preSE:'llts the total differential ab-
sorptIon occurring below that altitude, givt's a good indicatiun of t~e total 
('lectroll contt'nt below that Hltitude. At thib location, the I~):~ ratio at 
81 km ~an be reliably meosured under ~aylight con~itions. Sinc/, l.here i5 
little ionizat~on below 60 km (and certainly relatively far less than will 
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Bffect~d mainly by thv electro" content from 60 to 81 km, and thu. will be a 
good indicator of tlH' D-region (·lectron contfmt below 81 km. The .f. / A :r ,) 
ratio is invers('ly proportionnl to the electron conllmt, 80 that a low A:rIA(l 
value indicates a high electro~ content. 
Evidencv of increas£>d wi.ntH-time variability is d(!mon8traled in .'igure 
1.2. Th~. fioure contains hiato ol'8IllS of the / //1 ratio at 81 km for each of n n J. I! 
the months from Nov(>Dlber 1979 through Harch 1980. The diAtriLutione in the 
month~ of December, Jao~.~y, aod February are much more broad than those 
found in the months of November and Harch. Data from the other Seven win-
ters of data indicates that the increase in variability in general alAo 
starts in the la"':> part of December, and continues through the month of 
Fe brua ry • 
Plots of daily values of electron concentration at 72, 76.5, and 81 km, 
llnd the A // ratio at 81 km will be 8h(,,,,11 in Chapter Cj, 'jIhen these data ale 
.1' ,; 
compared wi~t. wind measurements. 
5.2 ~"{tt I ('('-17«,·t ~'(1"1 ,·~( .. l"f' !1{"1'~~ 
The mai.n purpose of the data collected at Urbana has been for the ~tudy 
of the winter anomaly. This requires the collection of data over a '\1f£l-
cient length of time to average out short-term fluctuations due to the 
effects of gravity waves. A collection time of about one hour has become 
standard. The one-hour data collection yields 15 ind\vidual electron con-
centration profiles. which is not 8 loug enough time series for an analysis 
of gra;:i ty wave activity at that time. This analysis would require a few 
dozen polats in a continuous time series. Many diurnal data collection runs 
of sufficient length have been made for the study of gravity waves. 
The partial-reflection drifts system was completed in the fall of 
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Figure 5.2 Histograms ~fAxlAo at 81 km by month for the 
year 1979/1980. 
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.b.orption d.ta coll.ction De.r noon for tb. vinL.r .ontb.. Durinl tb. 
diurnal d.t. collection run •• vind profi1. v •• obt.ined .v.ry hour. The 
nu_b.r of vind. profi1 •• co11.ct.d per d.y v •• incr •••• d to tbr •• durinl tb • 
.,inter of 1980/19111. The Urb.na Mteor-rad.r .y.t. v •• op.r.ttnl for ."y 
d.y. durin, tb. pa.t .ev.ra1 ,ear., .nd vind. obtained by tbat .y.t •• re 
av.i1ab1e for cO_PAri.on witb data obtained by tbe p.rti.1-refl.ction .y.-
tem. Tbe meteor radar .y.t .. run. are continuou. run. 1a.tinl for .evera1 
d.y., ftnd bre.ka are made in tbeir collection for one bour near local noon 
to allow tbe computer to be u.ed for tbe collection of p.rtia1-rfJf1.ction 
d.t.. On .evera1 occa.ion. durinl tbe winter and .ummer of 1980/1981 d.ta 
were collected witb tbe Urbana cobereot-.catter .y.tem on tbe •• me day witb 
the partial-reflection .y.tem. Becau.e tbe coberent-.c.tter ant~nna point-
ina direction ba. a .mall borizontal component toward. tbe .outbea.t, tbat 
.y.tem can m.a.ure tbe .outbealt component of horizont.l wind. Tbe re.u1tl 
of the .ompari.on. with tbe coberent-.catter data .bow • lener.l alreement 
in wind velocity mea.urement •• 
5.3 CharactePistics of EZectron Concentration and ~l r Measurements Made 
DUPing the Winter of 1978/1979. 
Tl1e ddftl experiment equiJlllent wa. in operation .tartina on December 
26, 19'8, and date collection .tarted on tb.t d.te. Table 5.1 .bow. tbe 
data coll6ction .cbedule for the vinter of 1978/1979. Prom December 27, 
1978 tbroulh J.nuary 10, 1979 d.ta were collected for nine bour. per day, 
from 0800 tbroulb 1700 local .tandard time. The normal electron concentr.-
tion data collection pl'ogl".1U1, wbich run. for .bout 55 minute., wa. run con-
tinuou.ly throuahout tb. day with tb. extra five minute. per bour u.ed for 
collection of a drift. wind profile. Tbe collection pl'Oaram print. out an 









TAIL! 5.1 Data collectioD .chedule for th. wiDter of 1978/1979. 
Ile~trop copceptratiop (I) ap4 drift. ,ip4 data 
)IC 26, 1978 1 hour I, 1 wind profile 
DIC 27-JAI 10, 1979 9 hoUri I, 9 wiDd profile. 
JAlC 11-rll 22 1 hour If, 1 wind profile 
rll 23-MA1l 1 
MAIl 2-APIT 16 
9 hoUri I, 9 wiDd prof ile. 
1 hour I, 1 wiDd profile 
Meteor radar ,iDd data 
JAN 11, 1979-JAN 21,.1979 
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for..d fro. th ••• d.t •• re u •• d to .tudy the .ff.ct. of vav • .otion., .nd 
the diurnal a.y ... try in electron conc.~tr.tion8. The nine drift. vind 
profil •• , call.ct.d for ••• uch of the d.y for vhich r.turn. can b. obtain.d 
fra. the 0 reaion .t thi. loc.tion, .r •• v.r'a.d toa.th.r to provide • 
• inal. e.ti .. te of the pr.vailina vi~d. 
rollowina the diurn.l d.t. collection run., the .. teor-r.d.r .y.t .. v •• 
oper.tina for the next t.n d.y •• providina • aood •••• ur ... nt of the 24-hour 
prev.ilina wind. D.t. col'.cted f'f the r ... indar of the winter con.i.ted 
of one hour of electron concentration ~.t. follow.d by a .inale drift. wind 
profile. except for th~ period of February 23 throua~ Harch I, where diurnal 
data collection run. wer, made. A p.rtial .ol.r ~clip.e occurred (76% ob-
leuration at Urbana) on February 26, 1979. 
5.4 C11a1Uater--isti os of Eleot:l'ml ConoontNtion and Whzd MeaSU1'emtmts Madl! 
T.ble ).::' .hoWI tl , data cullecHon .chedule for the winter of 1979/ 
1980. During ttl-it winter, one hour of electron concentr.tion d.t. followed 
by a .inale drift. profile were collected from November 4. 1979 throuah 
April 15, 198(1, except for the diurnal data collection run. of February 26 
throuah M.rch 11. \980. Meteor-r.d.r wind d.t •• re .vail.ble for 22 d.y. 
durina thi. winter. I. li.ted in Table 5.2. 
5.5 Charaatertsttos of Elooiron ConaentNtion and Wind Moasurements Made 
~ng tho Winter of 1980/1981 
Durina thit winter ther J were many d.y. when the .. eteor-rad.r .y.tem 
.nd the coherent-.c.tter .y.tem were operated. pro~idina opportuniti •• for 
coapari.on of data obt.ined by ·he.e .y.tem.. Table 5.3 .how' the d.t. 
collection .chedule for each of the.e experiment-. Data from the parti.l-
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TAlLI5.2 Data collection .chedule for tbe winter of 1979/l98C. 
Ilectron conc~'ptr.tiop un .nd drift! .,ipd d.t. 
NOV 4, 1979-411 25, lo~ 1 hour N, 1 wind profile 
rll 26, 198O-MlR II, 1980 6 hour. N, 5 wiad profile. 
MAR 12, 198O-API 15, 1980 1 hour N, 1 wind profile 
Meteor r.d.r wind j.t. 
JAN 10, 198O-JAN 24, 1980 
PEl 16, 198O-PII 22, 1980 
MAR 13, 198O-MAR 25, 1980 
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TAIL! 5.3 Data coll.ction .ch.dul. for 'all 1980 throu~h S~r 1981. 
El.ctrog conc.ntration (N) and drift. ,ind data 
DIC 1, 1980-DEC 5, 1980 1/2 hour N, 1 wind prufil. 
DIC 6, 19~ AillC 15, 1980 2 hour. N, 3 wind prof U .. 
DIC to, 1980-DEC 19. 1980 1/2 hour N, 1 wind profil~ 
DEC 20, 1980-JAR 19, 1981 2 hour. N, 3 wind profil •• 
J.4H 20, 1981-JAR 23, 1981 1/2 hour N, 1 wind profile 
JAR 24, 1981· ~EB 2, 1981 2 hour. N, 3 wind profil •• 
FEB 3, 1981-FEB 8, 1981 1/2 hour N, 1 wind profil e 
'EB 17, 1981-FEB 19, 1981 1/2 hour N, 1 wind profile 
AUG J, 1981-AUG 4. 1981 J Nand J wind profile. 
Meteor radar wind~ 
DEC 2, 1980 - DEC 5, 1980 
DEC 16, 19f.l0-DEC 19. 1980 
JAN 20. 1981-JAN 23, 1981 
FEB J, 1981 - FEB 8, 1981 
FEB 17, 1981-FEB 20, 1981 
Coh.rent .catt.r data 
NOV 11, 1980 
DEC 10, II, 22, 23, 1980 
JAN 14, 15, 1&, 26, 27, 28, 29, 1981 








tbrou,b r.bruary 19. 19~1. Durin, tbi. vint.r. tb. d.ily d.t. coll.ction 
ti .. v •• doubl.d. A drift. vind profile v •• fir.t .. d •• follow.d by .n bour 
of .l.ctron-concentration data co·2Jetion •• vind ••••• ur ... nt •••• cond 
bour of .l.ctron-conc.ntr.tion d.t ••• nd .ndina vitb • tbird vind ••••• ur.-
•• nt. Iy .v.ralinl tb. tbr •• vind profil •• fnr •• cb day. tb •• fi.ct. of 
many of tb •• bort-tera fluctu.tion. c.n b. r .. oved. providinl • b.tt.r •• ti-
mat. ~f tbe 24-hour pr.v.ilinl vind. Tbi. collection proc.dur. v ••• odifi.d 
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6.1 Int~d~ation 
6. COHPA1I8ott8 or ILICTlOli CONClN7IATI0N8 
AND PAiTIAL-lIrLICTI0N DllrTS WINDS 
In thi. chapter, the correl.tion of electron concentr.tion •• t Urb.n • 
• nd drift. wind •• t Urban. will be di.cu •• e~. A po.itiye correl.tion be-
90 
tween .outhw.rd .eridional wind •• nd incre •• inB electron concentr.tion would 
be con.i.tent with the theory th.t the tr.n.port of ioni •• ble .inor 
con.titu.nt. contribute. to the incr •••• d y.ri.bility in .lectron concentr.-
tion in tLe D relion. 
A preyiou •• tudy of the rel.tion.hip betw.en •• ridional wind •• nd 
electron concentr.tion •• e •• ured .t the ••• e loc.tion w •• m.do by MIll .nd 
MANSON (1978), at S •• k.toon, S •• k.tchew.n. Their compari.on w .... de u.ina 
d.te from 1-3 hour .et. of data taken near noon from 11 day. in January and 
FobruQry, 1976. Wind. were r..lcu~.ted u.ina the full-correl.tion .n.ly.i. 
of the drift. d.ta, .nd • differenti.l-ablorption .y.tem w" u.od to 
determine the electron concentr.tion profU e.. Thoy did not find th.t the 
pe.ka in electron concentr." lon were obviou.ly connected with the wind 
direction. Cro •• correlation. betweeo northw.rd wind component •• nd 
electron concentration •• t the •• me .ltitude were computed. The l.rae.t 
cor~el.tion. were .hoWD .t 73 km. with. correlation of -0.46 (601 
.ianific.nce level of -0.44 (581 .ianific.nce level). They were not .ble to 
determine if the y.ri.tion in ioni •• tion w.' due to • qua.i-continuou • 
• uror.l .ctivity le.dina to a l.titudinal ar.dient in NO over Se.ketoon, or 
th.t .trona .uror.l event. produced i.ol.ted .ccumul.tion. of NO .t hiaher 
l.titude. which could be .portad to S •• k.toon. The fir.t theory would 
predict little ti .. del.y between chanae. in the meridional wind .nd chan Ie' 










corr •• pondina to the ti.. r.quir.d to tr.n.port 10 fro. the r.aion of 
.uror.l .ctivity to Salk.toon. 
rlASl1 .t .1. (1981) mad ••• tudy of the r.l.tion.hip b.tw.en the 
•• ridional wind •• nd .l.ctron conc.ntr.tion ••••• ur.d .t the .... loc.tion 
in the 'outh.rn h .. i.ph.r. (.t Chri.tchurch, Maw Z •• l.nd, 44-8). They •••• -
ured wind. u.ina • p.rti.l-refl.ction drift •• y~t .. op.r.tina 24 hour. per 
d.y, .nd .l.ctron conc.ntration. were •••• ur.d n .... ' noon by the differ.ntial 
.b.orption t.chniqu.. Durina the wint.r of 1978 they obt.in.d 22 d.y. of 
d.t •• nd c.lcul.t.d the corr.l.tion b.tw.en th. d.ily wind' .nd .l.ctron 
concentrltion.. The hiah •• t corr.lltion WI. found b.tw.en the .lectrr.n 
concentrltion .t 65-75 km Ind the •• ridional wind .t 80 ka, with the .ianif-
ic.nce It the 1% level. The oth.r corr.l.tion oblerv.d thlt WI •• ianific.nt 
w •• betw.en th •• lectron concentrltion .t 60-65 k •• nd th. 85 ka wind. 
(.ianific.nt It th. 101 level). They found th.t there w •• no time d.llY 
b.t_38ft th. wind •• hiftins .ore tow.r" the north ADd the .lectron concen-
tr.tion incre •• ina. Thi. would indiclte I ar.dient with l.titude of NO 
concentrltion. The f.ct th.t the are.t~.t correl.tion VI. found for wind. 
d.ta me •• ured hiaher in Iltitude thin the el.ctron concentrltion indic.t •• 
that I downward vertic.l trln.port i. pr •• ent •• well. 
In the next three .ection., dlta obt.ined by the Urb.n. p.rti.l-
reflection .y.tem will be .nalyz.d to determine the rel.tion.hip betw~en 
v.ri.bility in el.ctron concentr.tion .nd the wind. in the D r.aion. 
6.2 Obsepvations FPOm the Wintep of 1978/1979 
Durina the winter of 1978/1979, d.t. were collect.d from 0800 through 
1700 loc.l .t.ndlrd time, for fift.en con •• cutive d.y.. In thi •• naly.i. 
th. win4. obt.in.d .v.ry hour throughout the d.y were averlaed together. 














ka) w.re av.r ••• d to •• th.r to provide ..... ur. of the .v.r ••• pr~.ilin. 
wind for the d.y in the D r •• ion. The .l.ctron conc.ntration. u •• d in the 
coap.ri.on r.pr ••• nt on.-hour .v.r.... tak.n .round noon. Thi. repr ••• nt. 
d.t. fro. fift.en individual .l.ctron-conc.ntration profil ••• 
riaur. 6.1 i. a plot of tb. d.ily v.lue. of .l.ctron conc.ntration .t 
72, 76.5, .nd 81 kat the A%IAO r.tio at 81 kat and the ~ridional wind co.-
ponent, for the fifteen-d.y period. The theory that .outhw.rd tran.port of 
NO .. nt&anc ••• lectron conc.ntr.tion. would pr.dict • pe.k in el.ctron conc.n-
tr.tion at point. wnere the m.ridional wind wa. .outhw.rd (. aini.u. on the 
fieure). When co_parin. the wind. with the el.ctron conc.ntr.tion .t 72 kat 
in two-third. of the c •• e ••• tronaer .outhward wind re.ult. in • hiaher 
.l.ctron conc.ntration. At 76.5 ka th.r. i. little rel.tion .vident b.tw.en 
the electron conc.ntr.tion and the wind.. At 81 ka the .. ani tude of the 
electron concentration i. n~t directly rel.ted to the "anitud. of the wind, 
but .n incr •• te ir .• outhward wind from on. day to the next will u,u.lly 
n.u\t in • higher electron ('.one.ntration on the •• coad day. The b.1t cor-
relation it evident when coap.,,'ina tb. wind. with the A%IAO ratio .t 81 b. 
The A IA r.tio at 81 ka it illver.ely related to the electron conc.ntr.tion, 
3: 0 
.0 th.t a hiah northw.rd wind .h\Juld re.ult in a hiah A IA ratio. A hiah % 0 
degree of correlation c.n b •• een in the fiaure, with incr ••••• in northw.rd 
wind .lmo.t .lway. correl.t.d wit.h incre •• e. in the A3: IAO r.tio. 
To inve.tiBate the rel.tion.hi~ between the el.ctron conc.ntration the 
horizol~tal wind in two dimenaion., the v.ctor wind. and A%IAO ratio .re 
.hown in Piaure 6.2. The N/S wind component i •• hown .l~na the vertical 
.xi. (up i. northward) .nd the B/W wind compon.nt i •• hown .lona the hori-
zont.l axil (to the riaht i. elltwArd). The vector wind •• how that the B/W 
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Figure 6.1 Daily plot of noon electron density at 72, 76.5, 
and 81 km, Az/Ao at 81 km, and 70.5 to 81 km 
meridional winds for December 27. 1978 through 
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fo'igure 6.2 Vl'ctor D-region Wi'~J8 an .. Ax/A", 
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e.pected for winter-ti .. circulation. There doe. not appear to be any 
relation.bip betwe. tbe aoael wind. and tbe A IA ratio. Z 0 
rilun 6.3 .~., .... catter plotl of tbe ehctron concentration at tbe 
altitude. of 72. 76.5. and 11 ka ver.u. tbe MIS wind r.~ponent. Tbi corre-
lation coefficient and .ilnificance level are .bovn for eacb altitude on tbe 
fiaure. Tbe correlltion betwe. tbe wind. (nortbwlrd po.ltive) Ind electron 
concentrltion. would be Delltive to .upport tbe trln.port tbeory. The only 
Iltitude tblt .how. I rel.onable correlltion i. 72 ka. witb I correlltion 
that i •• ilnificlnt It tbe 201 level. Tbi lIck of correlltion could be due 
to tbe flct thlt tbe electron concentrltion It I .inlle Iltitude i. deter-
wined by uny factor. (wave Ictivity, vertiCIl tran.port), and tbat thi-
analy.i •• bould be dona over a 1ar,8 interval of altitude (a. in u.ina the 
A IA ratio for coaparhun). or thlt the .catter in tbe electron concentrl-
:I: 0 
tion dlta i. added due to error. in c.1culatinl tbe concentrltion. fro. the 
A /A proUl". Z n 
ri,ure 6.4 .how •• catter plot. of the electron concentrltion It 72, 
76.5. Ind 81 ka ver.u. tbe E/W wind. A,liA. tbe only .i,nificlnt corre11-
tion i •• bown at 72 ka witb I level of .i,nificance of 151. The electron 
concentrltion. are .bown to be correllted witb a decrel.e in tbe noral1 
e.~twlrd &ona1 wind. FRASII at 11. (1981) noted a .iai1lr corre.pondence. 
witb enhlnced northward wind and decrea .. d ea.twlrd wind (in tbe .outherll 
hnhphere). 
Scatter plot. of the A IA ratio at 81 ka and tbe D-re,ion lIs ond I/W Z 0 
wind coapoDenu an .hOWD in riaure 6.5. The cernlation betwe. the A:J:lAo 
ratio at 81 ka and tbe lIS wind. i •• ilnificant at tbe 71 level. Thi. re-
lult i·.!~portl the tbeory thlt barbontll trln.port it a _jor clu.e of tbe 
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N' !~ . Figure 6.S Scatter plots of the Ax/Ao ratio at 81 km and the N/S and E/W wind components. 
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E/w component of wind i. not .ianificant. 
To identify. po •• ible time delay between a c~anae in meridional wind 
and a corre.ponding chanae in electron concentration, the AzlAo data 
.erie. wa •• hifted in time in the ranae of -2 day. to +4 day., in one-day 
increment., and correlation. were calculated. Piaure 6.6 .how •• catter 
plot. of the Ax/Ao ratio at 81 km and the N,' wind component, with the Ax/Ao 
data .hifted by the number of day. iudicated on each plot. Por example, in 
the plot labeled Ax lAo (-2 day.), the AxlAo data .eriel .tarting on ""cember 
26 i. correlated Yith the N/S wind data .eri~: .tartina on December 28. The 
correlation coefficient and .ianificance level a~e printed on the plot for 
each .hift. The only correlation that i. nearly .ignificant i. shown for 
Ax lAo ( ... ot day'), with a negative correlation coefficient. Thh re.ult indi-
cate. that there ia little time delay between a change in the meridional 
wind and a change in the electron concent~a~ion, .ugge.ting a latitudinal 
gradient in nitric oxide such that the concentration north of Urbana i. 
greater than that at Urbana. Thu •• a .hift in the wind at Urbana re.ultl in 
a .hift in the elect.T-en concentration with a delay that h le81 than one 
day. 
Following the diurnal data collection period, the daily collection time 
wa. reduced to about one hour per day, with 15 electron concentration pro-
file., and one wind profile being collected. Figure 6.7 .hows th~ daHy 
value of the meridional wind component and the electron concentration at 72. 
76.5, and 01 km, and the A /A ratio at 81. for the period of January 10 
x 0 
through January 31, 1979. A 5-day running mean of the wind values wa. com-
puted and plotted on Fiaure 6.7 al.o, to help remove the effect. of irregu-
la': wind mea.urementl due to wave motion., etc. No obvious correlation can 
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Figure 6.6 Scatter plots of the Ax/Ao ratio at 81 km and the N/S wind component, 
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Figure 6.7 Daily meridional wind values and the electron concentration 
at 72, 76.5, and 81 km, and the Ax/Ao ratio at 81 km, for the 












rltio. Thil indicate. thlt I .inlle wind profile i. not in leneral I 100d 
indicator of the 24-hour prevailinl wind. MANSON et al. (1978) compared 
noon wind. con.iltinl of the median of up to 12 .oundinl' witb daily .. an 
wind., and found thlt below 100 km the 24-hour wind wa. well predicted by 
the noon wind., Filure 6.8 .how. data obtained .imilarly in the month of 
February, 1979, at Urbina. Alain, there i~ little correlation between tbe 
5-day mean of .ingle noon wind. and the A IA rltio. 
J: 0 
Another .eriel of diurnal data collection run. wa. made for leven daYI 
from Februlry 23 throulh Harch I, 1979. The wind. plotted on Filure 6.8 
(heavy line .ection) for thlt period repre.ent an 8-hour Iver&ge taken dur-
ing the daylilht hours. When complrinl the NI S wind. with the A IJI ratio 
:r. 0 
at 81 km there is no systematic correlation. To demon.trlte thi., the 
scatter dilgram of Figure 6.9 wa. plotted. There i. no correlation evident 
between the N/S wind. and the ... ~ IA ratio at 81 km, thb it not neceliarHy 
:x 0 
ill contradiction with the theory that the 'trinter anomaly b a re.ult of the 
transport of nitric oxide from the auroral zone for two rea.on.. Fir.t, the 
observed wind variability may be only a local '/lriation. In order for 
tralu~port of an atmospheric con.tituent to take place over the 2000 km path 
from the au~oral zone to Urbana. the wind. would have to be con.iltently 
southw6rd over the long distance. This effect may occur only during the 
pa •• age of a large-Icale di.turbance .uch a. a planetary wave, which can 
propagate upward. to the me.o.phere only during winter. Second, the life-
time of nitric oxide il longer durinl the winter monthl, which allow. it to 
be tran'ported over the long di.tance only during the winter. The main 10 •• 
mechanilm of nitric oxide in tbe upper D region and lower E region il the 
photodi •• ociation proce", .0 the lifetime of nitric oxide is .ignifica~tly 
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Figure 6.8 N/S winds and electron concentration at 72. 76.5. and 8} km. 
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Scatter plot of meridional wind and Ax/Ao ratio at 81 km for 
the period of February 23 through March 1, 1979. 
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.horter day. (.ee Chapter 1). Planetary wave propacation will be di.cu •• ed 
in Chapter 8. and coapari.on. of wind. ob.erved at two di.tant .tation. will 
be .hown in Chapter 9. 
6.3 Ob8e~vations F~m tha Winte~ of 1979/1980 
Durinl the winter of 1979/1980, data collection took place for one 
hour, with one wind. profile, durinl.o.t of the winter '.Alon, ex~.pt for 
the period of February 26 throulh March 11. 1980. where diurnal data were 
obtained. Filura 6.10 .how. the N/S wind. and tha A%IAO ratio at 81 ka for 
the diurnal data collection period. Alain, the.e data were taken ~urinl a 
non-winter period, and no correlation can be .een between the wind. and the 
A IA ratio. 
% 0 
6.4 Ob8ervations F~m the Wintsp of 1980/1981 
Durins thi. winter data were taken for two hour. daily, with the wind 
value for each day beinl the averase of three wind mea.ureaent. .paced 
throush the two-hour collection period (the wind. are averasad over the 
.amplins window of 75 to 90 km). Thi •• hould provide a wind e.ti .. te that 
more clo.ely approximate. the 24-hour prevailinl wind, and a value for the 
A IA ratio at 81 ka that i. le •• affected by variation. due to wave aotion. 
% 0 
.uch a. sravity wave •• 
Figure 6.11 i. a ptot of the daily N/S and !/W wind component. and the 
A%IAO ratio at 81 ka for December 1980. There i. no .pparent correlation 
between the N/S wind. and the AxlAo ratio at 81 ka. duriul any part of the 
month, even if one of the plot. i •• hifted in ti .. by a day or two. There 
i. a .trons nesative co~relation evident between the ea.tward wind co.ponent 
and tbe A 1;1 ratio at 81 km durins the period of Dec_ber 6 tbroush 
% 0 
The daily value. of N/S and E/W wind camponenu and tbe A IA 
% 0 
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Figure 6.10 N/S winds and the Ax/Ao ratio at 81 km for the period 
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Figure 6.11 Daily N/S and E/w wind components and AxlAo ratio 
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Figure 6.12 Daily N/S and E/W wind components and Ax/Ao ratio 
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no .pparent correl.tion between the III wind coaponent _nd the AzlAo r.tio, 
even when .hif~!na one of the plot. in ti .. by a day or two, There i. no 
lonler any obviou. correl.tion between the I/V wind coaponent ~nd the AzlAo 
~atio at 81 kat To aore clo.ely inve.tiaate the ob.erv~d correlationa, 
.catt.r diaar ... of the wind coaponent. ver.u. the AzlAo ratio at 81 ka 
wera plotted, .nd correlatio~. vera calcul.ted. riaure 6.13 i. a .c.tter 
diaar .. of the daily Nls wind coaponent and the A /A ratio.t 81 ka for the 
z 0 
month. of Dec_ber 1980 and Janu.ry 1981. A. expected th.re it no l1anifi-
cant correl.tion .hown in the fiaure. 
The .catter diaar ... of the I/W wind component and the A IA ratio at 
z 0 
01 ka for the month. of December 1980 and January 1981 are .hown in rlaure 
6.14. The cOl'nl.tion .hown betwea the E/'f wind eOtlpun.l1t aad the A IA 
~ 0 
ratio at 81 ka for December 1980 i •• hown in the .catt.r diaar ... with the 
.ianificance of the correlation at the 2Z level. IllS et al. (1979) found 
a .ianificant correlation between hiah iono.pheric ab.orption and the ea.t-
ward zonal wind. at about 90 !;m. durina the we.tern 8urop.,an Winter Anomaly 
Campaian of the winter 1975/1976. at mid-latitude. in the northern heai-
.phere. 
The lack of correl.tion between the NIS wind component .nd the AzlAo 
ratio .t 81 km i. probably due to the fact that the 24-hour prevail ina mer-
idional wind compon.nt i. not accur.t.ly predicted by the three wind pro-
file. taken near noon. The re.ult. of correlation. u.ina the averaae of 
three wind profile. are not much improved ov.r the re.ult. obtained when 
u.ina one wind profile per d.y. when lookina .t the Nls component. The 
E/w wind component, beina much l.raer in .. plitude ..... to be le ••• u.-
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Figure 6.13 Scatter plots of daily N/S vind coaJ)()1lent and the Ax/A(J ratio at 81 ka for the 
months C'f December 1980 and January 1'~81. 
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6.5 ~ 
In thi. ch.pt.r the wind. and .lectron conc.ntration ••••• ured at • 
• inal e .tation have been co.pared. The d.ta t~at are of good quality indi-
cate that there i. a .ianific.nt link between the wind. and electron concen-
tration in the .~ro.phere durina the winter. In order to e.tabli.h if the 
tran.port i. occur ina fro. i.olated patch •• of nitric oxide created in the 
auror.l zone .nd tran'ported .outhward. or if there i. a con.tant Iradient 
of nitric oxide with latitude. ob.ervation. from more than one .tation are 
needed. Compari.on. of wind. from two ob.ervinl .tation. with electron 
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7 • COMPARISONS or ELECTRON CONClNTlATIO;:S 
AND METEOR-RADAR WIND~ AT URIANA 
7.1 Int~duotion 
The Urbana meteor radar IYltem il capable of mealurina the meridional 
wind component in the melolphere. The meteor-radar IYlt .. hal the advantaae 
over the partial reflection driftl Iyltam of beina able to make wind meal-
urementa 24 houri per day, and not jUlt durina the dayliaht houri. Thil 
~rovidel a mealurement ot the 24-hour prevailing wind. 
A previoul trudy of the relationlhip wal made at Urhana from a limited 
data let of four non-conlecutive daYI by GELLER et al. (1976), from the win-
ter of 1974/1975. Meteor-radar data were collected from about noon on one 
day until about noon the next day. Partial-reflection data were collected 
before and after the meteor-radar data collection period for about an hour. 
Their relulte Ihowed con.i.tently that hiah Ax/Ao ratiol (corre.ponding to 
low electron concentration.) occurred with northward meridional wind., and 
that low Ax/Ao ratio. occurred with .outhward velocitiel. 
HESS and GELLER (1978) did lome further analYlil on the fcur daYI of 
data from the winter of 1974/1975 and on thirteen additional dayl of data 
obtained during 1975 and 1976. Of the thirteen additional day. of data, 
four of the day I were in winter monthl. Correlationl were calculated be-
tween the windl, Ax/Ao ratiol, and electron concentrationl, all at varioul 
altitudel. They found a etrong correlation between the N/S wind. at any 
altitude in the range of 84.5 to 92.5 km and the electron concentration at 
76.5 km (Iianificant at about the 3% level). The correlation that they 
found between the A~/Ao ratio at 81 km and the N/S windl at 92.5 km wa. 
lianificant at the 20% level. They found no lignificant correlatior between 
N/S windl and electron concentrationl for non-winter dat •• 
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DuriDa the ~.t two wiDter. a cOD.iderable .. OUDt of additional data 
h.ve been obta~ned o· day. when both e.,eri .. nt. h.ve been oper.tina. Much 
of theu d.t. have be,,,, co llected in Iroup. of .everd con.ecut ive d.y., .0 
th.t time del.YI, trend., .nd the time .cale. of ob.erved vari.bility in the 
two .etl of data .. y be co.pared. 
7.2 Meteo~ Rada~ Toohniquo 
The .eteor-r.d.r experiment .e •• ure. the velocity of the neutr.l .ir by 
mea.uring the Doppler .hitt of r.dio-frequency .iID.l •• c.ttered off of the 
ionized tr.il. left by .. teor. in the upper .tmo.phere. AI •• eteor enterl 
the .tmolphere, the friction c.u.el inten.e he.t .nd ioniz.tion of • tr.il 
behind it. The v.poriz.tion of meteor. belin •• t .bout 120 km and continue. 
(or the lmall arain-liz~d meteori uiually obierved until about 80 km. Tbui, 
the meteor-r.dar technique c.n be u.e~ to mea.ure wind velocitie. in the 
altituoe range of 80 to 120 km. R.dial wiDd velocitie •• re determined from 
the Doppler .hift of the reflected .ignal. 
Tbe meteor-radar .y.tem at Urb.na il • pulle ph.I.-coherent .insle 
It.tion .y.tem. A pul.e .y.tem allow. the r.nge to be e •• ily determined. 
The tran.mitter, which i. of unu.ually hiah power for thi. type of .y.tem 
(en.urins a larae number of ulabl. echoel per hour) hal • pe.k power output 
capability of five meaaw.ttl, operatiDS on a frequeDcy of 40.92 MHz. The 
tr.n.mittiDg aDd receivina .ntenna •• re directed northward, 10 that the N/S 
wind component i. beiDI .ccur.tely .... ured in the radiAl velocity deter-
miDed froD the Doppler .hift of the return .ianal. ~he .nsle of .rriv.l ie 
deterained by .D interferometer .rran,ement of three Y'Si .ntennal. The 
relative ph.... of the return .ignal. obtained by the three aDtennal .re 
u.ed to deteraiDe the .zimuth .~d elev.tion of the return. The PDP 15/40 
computer i. u.ed for real-time proce •• 1Dg of wiDd. d.t.. Becau.e the timiDS 
•• w 
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of .et.or., and the altitude where ioni •• d trail. occur i. not under control 
of the exp.ri .. nt.r, variou. allorith •• mu.t b. u •• d to int.rpolat. the 
avail.bl. wind velocity .... urem.nta in time .nd .ltitud. (HESS .nd GELLER, 
1976. GELLIR .t .1., 1977). A hilh echo r.te i. e •• enti.l in reducing the 
amount of interpol.tion necel •• ry. The technique doe. provide. very lood 
e.timete uf the 24-hour N/S wind component for compari.on with electron con-
centration. meAllured by the partial-reflection IYlte. 
7.3 ReBuUB 
The wind. d.t. uled ;" thil ch'pter .re formed by .n .ver.ge of the 
wind me •• ureent. for 24 houri, me"ur~d from noon to noon. Figure 7.1 il • 
plot of the AzlAo r.tio .t 81 km .nd the meteor r.d.r wind •• t 86 km for 
Janu.ry, February, .ad March of 1980. The AzlAo r.tio h invenely propor-
tional to the electron concentration below 81 km, .0 the theory th.t tr.n.-
port of nitri.c oxide h • major c.u.e of the winter .nomaly would predict a 
dip in the AzlAo ratio occurring f~r .outhw.rd wind velocitie.. There it • 
Itrong correlation evident betwee" the Az/Ao ratio .nd windli in the month of 
J.nu.ry, with the fe.ture. in th~ A IA r.tio curve following those of the 
z 0 
windl curve, with a del.y of one d.y in the fir.t half of the month. In the 
month of Febru.ry there .g.in .ppe.r. to be a del.y of one d.y between wind 
.hifu .nd a change in tbe AzlAo ratio. March aho .howl limil.r features 
in the two leU of d.t. WI th • one-d.y delay in the fint half of the month, 
but in the l.ter hllf of the month there i. no longer any correl.tion .hown. 
Figure 7.2 .how. the Az lAo ratio at 82 km t .nd the 86 km meteor radar windl 
for December 1980, Janu.ry 1981, and February 1981. A good correl.tion c.n 
be .een in the two .et. of d.t. during Decem~er, Janu.ry, and the fir.t h.lf 
of February, with • delay of one d.y between wind •• nd the Az lAo ratio. 
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Figure 7.1 A~/Ao ratio at 81 km, and 86 km meteor radar N/S 
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Figure 7.2 A3;1 Ao ratio at 81 lon, and the 86 km meteor radar 
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To quantify the correl.tion. evident in the.e two filur •• , corr.l.tion. 
were calcul.ted between the HiS wind •• nd the AzlA
o 
utio .t 81 kID. a.cau.e 
the rel.tion.hip ••• n v.rie. by •••• on and ye.r, correlation. were c.lcu-
l.ted for .11 of the d.t., .nd v.riou. Iroup. of d.t. by •••• on .nd y •• r. 
Wind. from three diff.rent .ltitude. were c.lcul.ted, .nd correl.tion. were 
calculated with the AzlAo d.t. d.layed by • d.y or two d.y.. The ... umption 
in the .n.ly.i. ie th.t the pr.v.ilinl 24-hour wind i. repre.ent.tive of the 
N/S wind over •• ilnific.nt p.rt of the p.th from the .urorsl zone, .0 that 
a con.tituent being transported .long th.t path may tr.vel .t that velocity 
for 0 day or more. Therefore,.n enh.ncement .t Urbana may not re.ult imme-
diately after a .hift in the meridional wind. toward. the .outh. 
T.ble 7.1 i. the correlation c~efficient matrix of meteor radar Nls 
winds and the AzlAo r.tio at 81 km. Th~ windl uled in the calculation. are 
from 82, 86, and 90 km. The wind. at 82 km are not a. reli.ble a. thole at 
the other two altiludel becau.e of the lower number of met.eor-trail returnl 
that occur at that altitude. The number of day. of d~ta ulled in each corre-
lation are .hown. The lignifican·ee levels (t-te.t) ~re Ihown in parenthe ... 
after each v.lue of correl~tion coefficient. 
Tbe correl.tion for .11 daYI of data (the date. of coUt-ction u.ed in 
thil analy.iI .re .11 of thOle on Figure. 7.2 and 7.3) is not lignificallt at 
either altitude, even with the time delay in the AzlAo data. The data taken 
during winter only (winter i. defined here a. December through ~id-Fe~ruary) 
thow •• trong correlation (2% lignificance level at 86 km) with a d.elay of 
une day. The lack of correlation .hown for all data mUlt be due to the lack 
of correlation of non-winter d.t.. The correl.tion with higher a1 titude 
wind. i. not a. good a. that with the lower altitude wind., and is ~ot .ig-





TAIL! 7.1 Corr.lation co.ffiei.nt .. tria of .. t.or radar MIS wind. (north-
ward po.itiv.) and the AzlAo ratio at 81 kIl. The .ilnifieant lev.l. ar •• hown in par.nth ••••• and the lenlth of .hift r.f.r. 
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for the winter of 1980/1981. th~ data were ,rouped by y&&r and correlation. 
calculated. AI e.pected. the correlation durin, the winter of 1980/1981 i. 
greater (lignificant at the 2% level) than the correhtioll dudng the winter 
of 1979/1980. The windl at ~IO km are not. in general correlated with the 
Ax/Ao ratio at 81 kII. Thi. relult i6 e.pected becaut. any ionizable con-
.tituent would hJ1Ve to be well below 90 km to be tranlported vertically 
dovnward. Juring the one-day ti .. delay ob.erved. To inve.tigate the corre-
lation between t.he winds mea.ured at nEtarly the lame altitude a. the Ilx/Ao 
ratio. the 82 kill wind. were correlated with the Ax/ Au ratio fOI the wint-r 
of 1980/1981. The correlatior, is lignificant at the 51: level for wind. and 
.I.r/A() ratio. mea.ured on the .ame day. Thi. result .uggesu a vel,tical 
traneport time on the order of one day from 86 km down to 82 km. that lj 
present throughout the winter. 
In conclu.i.on. a .trong .ignificant correlation i •• hown between the 
N/S wind component At 86 and 82 km. and the Ax/Au ratio at 81 km. during the 
wint.er months. This re.ult .upporta the theory that the horizontal tran.-
port of con.tituent. is a major cau.e of the winter anomoly. The re.ultl of 
thi. comparison are in agreement with tho.e of th~ partial reflection drifts 
windl and electron concentration. comperi.on of Chapter 6. The correl.tionl 
.hOWD uling meteor-radar wind. are bettet' due to tbe quality of the 24-hour 
wind avaihble from that experiment. Since the zonal component it not 
available from the meteor-radar experiment. care must be taken to e.tabli.h 
that the tran'port i. indee~ from the auroral zone. and ~ore than one .ta-
tion il required. The wind. me •• ured at two .tations will he compared with 














8. IIIVUTlGATIOII 0' PLAlfETAlY WAVE ACTIVITY 
8.1 RBview of Planeta~ Wave ~eo~y 
When h .. ilpheric "Pi of at.olpheric field variab1el ero lpatially 
'ourier deco.poled, the firlt few lona1 wave coaponentl are called planetary 
wavel. Wave nu.ber lero reprelentl a lyaaetrlc a.ial flow about the pole. 
The firlt few planetary wav.1 account for n.ar1y all of the deviati~n fro. 
lona1 •• an valuel of aeopotentia1 heiaht and temperature. VAil LOON et al. 
(1973) have found that p1"netary wave nu.berl 1 and 2 account for 99.9 
percent of the variance from the .ean va1uel at the 10 mb level at 65-N, in 
January. (Thil il the 1atitud. of maximum planetary wave int.nlity at thil 
Itratolpheric altitude). 
Thele planetary wavel are Itronaelt in the middle ataolphera in winter. 
Thil il becaule in lenera1. the planetary wavel are forced from the tropo-
Iphere and propaeate upwardl if heiaht and temperature Itructure will permit 
it. Oblervationl of planetary wavel above 30 km are limited, but Evidence 
from Meteoro10aica1 Rocket Network, radiometer. and around-baled ionolpheric 
oblervationl indicatel th.t thea. wavel do extend upward to the melolphere 
and even higher during winter (BROWN and WILLIAMS. 1971j CAVALIERI et 01., 
1974) • 
Planetary wavel Qr~ c1allified al Itationary or travel ina by their 
period. ~avel of period 1ell than 30 daYI are clallified al trave1ina, and 
thOle of period areater than 30 daYI are c1allified al Itationary. Trave1-
ing planetary wavel are leen al Iteady proarellive patternl on daily mapl. 
Stationary planetary wavel are believed to be cauled by zonally alymaetric 
heatina (of land verlUI ocean) and by the flow of zonal windl over topo-
araphy. Althouah no clear lource of traveling planetary wavel hal been 








MADDEN and JULIAN (1912. 1913) .tudi.d tray.linl •• tratropical plan.-
tary VaYel; with period. near fiye dA),'. While .oll of t.he ob.enation. of 
thi. vaye l~ye been in the trope.phere. IODGEaS (1916) hal obeerved the 
fiye-day vaye in the upper .trato.pher. froa .atallite data. FRAS!1 (1977) 
ob.eryed the fiye-day vaye in the .e.o.phere fro. iono.pheric abeorption 
data. Trayelina planetary vaye' vere obeeryed in the E-re&ion by CAVALIERI 
(l~/o) in data from a netvork of iono.onde .tation. in the northern hemi-
.phere at mid-latitude.. He obiened the pre.ence of planetary-.cale fluc-
tuation. in the period ranae of 1~-l5 day •• 
ClIAiNEY and 'DRAZlN (1961) "ue the tint to theoretical1y inye.tiaate 
the po •• ibility of the propagation of .tationary planetary vayee from the 
tropo.phen to the .trato.phere. Utin& a a-plane ,eOlaetry, they found that 
planetary waye. could only propa,ate upward. vhen the mean wind wa •• a.tward 
nnd of moderate magnitude. 'I'he)' predicted that yertical propaaation would 
(leeur during the equinoxes only, vhen the wind. in the .trato.phere are 
ea.tward and weak. DICKINSON (1968), u.ing 'pherical geOlaetry shoved that 
this cutoff yelocity wa. hiaher than that predicted by CHARNEY and DIAZIN. 
He al.o .howed that the cutoff yelocity would be increa.ed for planetary 
waye. propagatin, near the e~uator. and decrea.ed for tho.e propaging near 
the pole. Hi. vork deaon,trated that planetar), waye. could propagate to 
high altitu~~. during winter. 
Ro •• by waye. are a .pecial ca.~ of planetary vaye.. Ro •• by vaye. are 
the two-dimen.iooal idealization of planetary wave. on a plane tanaent to 
the earth. The wave. ove their exi.tence to the variation of the Corioli. 
force with latitude. and thi. yariation .u.t be included on the plane. The 
Corioli. par.et.r f • 20 tine, where n it the angular Yelocit', of the earth 
and e i. tt, latitude. i. reaarded a. a linear function on the plane. ThE 
- ,.s 
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value of f anywbere on tbe plane can be writ ten a. f • 1'0 + By wbere B at .-dll • 
Tbe plane wbere tbe Corio1i. par .. eter follow. tbis variation i. called tbe 
beta plane. Tbe ~ aai. will be the direction of the wave'. propa.ation 
dir.cted ea.tward, and the 11 aai. i. directed northward. Tbe z and 11 coapo-
nentl of the aOlientua equation and the continuity equation can be written .. 
(HOL TOM. 1972) 
(.1... + u.l. + v.1..) u - tv 




a a a at (at' ... u a~ + vay) v + fu • - ay (8.2) 
(8.3) 
where 
u • Ea.tward velocity 
v • Northward velocity 
~ • Geopotenti.l 
Formina the vGrticity equation from equation. (8.1) and (8.2), and notina 
that from equatioD (8.3) the diveraence tera i. zero, we obtain 
(8.4) 
where t i. the vorticity. Thi. equation .tate. that the ab.olute vorticity 
i. con.erved follovina horizontal movaa.nt. If we a •• u •• that the aotion 




A perturbation .tre .. fuoction 'I' can be defined a. 
a 'I' 









v, • 3:c 
with ~~ • ~2'1'. The perturbation form of Iquation (8.4) i. liven by 
WI now a •• u.. that a il a con.tant on the planl. nliloct te~. involvinl 
product. of perturbation quantitie •• and ••• ume a .olution of tho fora 




kx i. the zonal wave number. C i. the zonal pha •• 'peld. and ky i. the lati-
tudinal wave number. The wave number i •• iven by 2n/(wavlllnlth). Sub.ti-
tutin. equation (8.6) into Iquation (8.5) aive. 
(-ik a + ik u) (-k 2 - k 2) + ik S • 0 
x x x y x (8.7) 
In order that the .olution .ati.fy equation (8.6). the pha.e .peed mu.t b~ 
(> • fA _ _~-,fl,,----:::_ 
(k 2 + k 2) 
x y 
(8.8) 
where B ~ U. • 2n cosO. and a 11 the radiu. of the earth. Equation (8.8) 
ay a 
.how. that the Ro •• by wave propa.ate. we.tward relative to the .. in flow. 
and tbat the wave .peed depend. on the zonal and .Iridional wave numben. 
For a .tationary lo •• by wave the wave .peed i. zlro •• 0 we are l.ft 
with 
(8.9) 
Thi. quantity will alway. be po.itiv •• d.-on.tratina that the zonal wind 
mUlt alway. bl I •• tward to .et up a .tandina Ro •• by Wavl. 
The local period for a lo •• by wave with no mean wind i. aivln by 
(MADDD. 1979) 
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",here m it the &onal wave number (number of wave cyclel il' one earth circum-
ferencl.'!). and n-m it the numb"r of latitude. between the pole. at which the 
.tr~ .. function of the wave vanilho.. Thi. indicate. that with a con.tant 
lonaitudinal .cale (m con.tMnt), decrea.ins the latitudinal .eale (increa.-
ins n-m) re.ult. in a .1ower we.tward propasation. Table 8.1 contain. 
eltimat:e. of periodl of Rouby wave. of veriou. mode. (after SALDY and 
ROPER. 1980). The.e wave period. were calculated 88 loluti.onl to Lap'.ace'l 
tidal equation with an equivalent depth of about lQ km. and a reali.tic 
temperature .tructure. 
8.2 PT'ev·iouo Obsepvations of R08sby Waves in the Mesosphere 
Ob.ervationl of Ro •• by wave. in the melo.phere are not a8 numerou. a. 
thole taken in the tropolphere and .tratolphere becau.e of the difficulty in 
obtaining data from the me.o.phere. Ro •• by wave. have been ob.erved in the 
E region by BROWN and WILLIAMS (1971), DELAND and CAVALIERI (1973). and 
CAVALIERI (1976). from iono.onde data. Few ob.ervation. have been made 
, below the E region becaule it i. the lowelt altitude where data are readily 
obtainable with modelt equipment. 
Time 8eries of wind mealurements can be obtained by the meteor radar 
experiment an~ analyzed to identify ROllby wave activity. CLARK (1975) ob-
lerved a 2-day wave consi.tently in meteor radar data obtained in lummer and 
late fall measuc~entl &~ Durham. New Hampshire (43°N. 7l0W). The ~-day 
wave wa. allo ob.erved by KINGSLEY et al. at Sheffield, England (53°N, 2°W) 
in .ummer and winter, in meteor radar winds time lerie8. They found that 
the 2-day wave waD strongelt in lummer and gave way to wave. of longer 
period (on the order of ten daYI) in th~ winter leason. Data from meteor-
radar experiments in Garchy, France and Obninsk, USSR were also analyzed by 








TAiLE 8.1 ~o •• by period. for equivalent depth. of 9.9 and 
6.3 ka and .everal horiaontal .od •• (m.n) (after 
SALlY and 10PEI, 1980). 
Period (day.) 
n h 
- 9.9 km h - 6.3 kill 
1 1.2 1.3 
2 5.1 6.1 
m 
- 1 3 8.3 9.6 
4 12 .5 14.7 
5 17.2 19.2 
2 1.6 1.9 
3 3.7 4.5 
m 
- 2 4 5.9 7.0 
5 8.5 10.0 
6 11.6 13.2 
3 2.1 2.2 
4 3.6 4.2 
m 
-3 5 5.6 5.8 
6 7.6 8.2 































(1980) analy.ed .eteor radar windl data obtained At Atlanta, Georlia (34°., 
84°W) over a three-year inte~a~. The power lpeetra and croll Ip.etra of 
the .onal and meridional veloeitiel between 80 and 100 km were calculated. 
Local maxi .. in the lpectr~ were found at periodl of 1.6, 2.2, 5. and 17 
daYI. 
Analylil of .elolpheric fieldl are alao practical with the recent 
adve~t of latellite data. Satellite experimentl luch al the prellure .odu-
lated radiometer mealure the outloinl infrared radiation of the atmolphere 
from different layerl, and thil can be uled to calculate .ean temperaturel 
up to the melolphere. 
OFFERHAM et al. (1979) analyzed radiant fluxel from chann~l 3000 of the 
pre •• ure modulated radiometer on NUDbu. 6, which effectively mea.urel the 
mean temperature on a layer about 20 km thick, centered at about 80 km 
during the We.tern European winter anomaly campaign of the winter of 1975/ 
76. The malnitudfl of the variation it lmall aince the averale temperature 
of the relion il nearly con.tant, beeau.e the temperature change. in the 
upper and lower boundariel are often of opposite liln. Therefore, the data 
indicate. the trend of the temperature in the region. They oblerved domi-
nant .pectral component. with peri~d. of about 7 and 10-13 daYI in the tem-
perature data. The ob.erved variation. were allo found to be lignificantly 
correlated over a horizontal di.tance of 2000 km, indica tina the extent of 
the wave atructurea. 
~UDe aerie. of windl meaaured by the p.rtial reflection drift. experi-
.ent at Adelaide, Auatrali~ (35°S~ 139°E) were analyzed by VINCENT and 
STUBBS (1977). Data obtained ~n a .even day period in June 1973 abowed a 
Itronl variability witb a 2-3 day period, in the zonal and meridional wind 












tropo.ph.re in the South.rn U .. i.pher. will diff.r fro. that in the North.rn 
B_ilph.re becau.e of the diff.rent topolraphy, which will re.ult in the 
forcina of wave. of different period •• ) 
GREGORY and MANSON (1967a) analyzed a .erie. of noon partial reflection 
electron concentration data obt.ined .t Chri.tchurch, N~ Ze.l.nd (44°S, 
173°B) made durina 1963-1967. V.riability w •• found to be much incre •• ed 
durina the winter month ••• comp.red with the .ummer month.. The v~ri.~il-
ity who.e periodicity i. on the order of d.y. i •• ugge.ted to be due to the 
effect of planet.ry wave. which prop.g.te to me.o.pheric .ltitude. during 
the winter month •• 
Ros.by wave. were ob.erved in wind. d.t. obtained by the parti.l re-
flection drift. experiment .t S •• k.toon by MANSON .t al. (1978). They ob-
eerved wave. with periods of 2-3, 4-5, and greater than 20 d.y.. L.ter d.ta 
obtained at Sa.katoon u.ing •• y.t~ cap.ble of oper.tinv. 24 houre p.r day 
were analyzed by •••• on to e.t~blish the .e •• onal variation of Ro •• by w.ve. 
(MANSON et .1., 1981). They ob.erved waves throughout the ye.r with period. 
of 2.2, 4.4, and 6 day.. There were few ca.es of clearly cominant wave 
period.. In the summer data thegre were fewer peake in the coherence. be-
tw,~en wind. mea.ured at different altitudes, and they were of lower .ignifi-
cance. Thi. would be explained by the lower wave energy found in the .ummer 
month. The Sa.katoon d.ta show •• clo.e .greement with tho.e of SALlY and 
ROPER (1980), with both .tation. ob.er.ing the 2.2 .nd 5 day w.ve. with 
their .plitude increlling during the winter montbs. 
8.3 Obsel'lJations of Rossby r:lave Aativity from EZeatron Conaentmtion 
Varoiabi li ty 
The effect. of planetary wave. in the me.o.phere .re .hown in the in 






.bovn in Chapt~r 5. In order to identify the wave period. pre.ent in the 
elltctron concentration .eri". obtaiD,f!ld durioa tbe PAlt eiaht wintere, a 
Pourier analy.i. wa. perforaed. Data are available at three altitude. (72, 
76.5, and Bl ka) daily for about 150 day. per winter and wave period. di.-
playin, peaka in the power .pectra in the daily data at all three altitude. 
were identified. Table B.2 .how. til'.! period. of wave. oblerved in the power 
lpectra. The wave period. oblervel. vary from year to year, but leveral of 
the wavu periodl appear durinl mo.t of the year.. The dominant wave period. 
leen are 2.7,3.1,4.5.3, and 6 daYI. Thele wave period. are limilar to 
thOle found by the other inveltllatorl mentioned earlier. The exa~L wave 
period. are difficult to compare because of the different frequency relolu-
tion beinl u8ed in each &DalYli •• 
To inveltigate the effect of ROI,by wave activity, a .egment of Urbana 
data obtained durin,g the winter of 1978/1979 will be examined more clolely. 
The data were obta~ned from December 27, 197B through January 10,1979, with 
data collected c1)ntinuouely from about OBOO through 1700 local .tandard 
time. Electron concentratioo profilel were obtained every 3.4 minutes. ~o 
form a lingle time series for the entile 1S-day collection period, the ap-
proximately 160 electron concentration value. obtained hom 0800 through 
1700 local time each day were placed in the appro'6'riatfl place in the long 
time leriel with zerol placed in the long time .eries during the night when 
data were not obtained. The relulting long time leriel wal aD81yzQ~ by an 
B192-point Fourier tran.form to identify dominant periodl in tht: e1ectron-
concentration variability. Figure B.1 .howl the lpectrum of elect~on-con-
centration fluctuation, at 72 km during the 1S-day collect~.on period. A 
clearly defined dominant mode, with a , .. riod of 2.77 day. is .een in the 
lpectrum. Tbil wave period is in the range of wave period. foun.d in Rouby 
" ~ I 
I 
I 
TAILE 8.2 Per iod. of w.v.. oNened in the power 
.,.ctr. of el.ctron conc.ntr.tion • 
•••• ur.d at thr ••• ltitud ••• 
WINTD WAVE PEaIODS (DAYS) 
1972/1973 2.7, 4, 6 
1973/1974 None Ii ani fi cant 
1974/1975 2.7, 3.1,3.5, 6 
1975/1976 2.8, 4, 6, 9 
1976!1977 2.4, 3.1, 4, 7, 16 
1977/1978 2.6, 3.1 , 3.6, 5.3, 
1978/1979 2.7, 3.1 • 3.3, 5.3 
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Figure 8.1 Spectrum of elc~tron conc~ntration fluctuations at 72 km during 
the winter of 1~78/l979. 














WIV". It i. believed th.t the fluctu.tion. in the electron conc.ntration 
re.ult from the eff.ct of lo •• by w.v... ,iaur. 8.2 i •• plot of the .lec-
tron concentration •••• ur.d at 71 k. and the 1.77-d.y period compar .• nt 
obtained from the Fouri.r tran.fora. (Th. diurn.l plot. of electron concen-
tration for e.roh d.y have been individually 'mooth.d by Pourier proc"lina 
to remove fluctu.tion. of period. le •• th.n four hour •• > Th~ vi.u.l corre-
lation between the 1.77-day period component and the d.ily electron concen-
tion plot Ihown in the fiaure i. f.irly 100d from December 27 throuah 
January 5. with di"areament after th.t d.te, • re.ult of lonler period 
wave •• hown in the .pectrum. Thi. fiaure demon.trate. that a well defined 
frequency component il .een in the day-to-day electron concentration thAt i. 
pre.ent for .everal cycle •• 
Ro •• by wave •• hould propagate upward. to me.o.pheric altitude. only 
during winter, and .0 the fluctuationl in electron concentration .hould be 
Itronge.t during winter. In order to study how the ~plitude of the 2.8-day 
fluctuation change. during the winter and 'pring .ea.ons, .horter lenlth 
Fourier tranlform. were calculated from the daily noon electron concentra-
tion time .eries at regular intervall throughout the collection .eason. A 
.ixteen-point Fourier tranlform wa. calculated from groups of .ixteen 
pointa, .paced every five day., throughout the wintt 'r. By plotting the 
relative power of a particular component in the .pectra calculated every 
five day., the chanae in amplitude for that component durina the .ea.on can 
be shown. Fiaure 8.3 .how. thi. runnina FPT of the 2.8-day period component 
in the electron concentration at 81 km for the winter of 1978/1979. The 
fir.t .ixteea-point Pourier tran.form i. centered on .bout January 1, 1979, 
.nd th. fir.t .hift corre.pond. to the .ixteen-point Fourier tran.form cen-
tered on January 6, 1979. The figure .howl that the relctive power in that 
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Figure 8.2 Electron concentration at 72 km for December 27, 1978 through J~uary 10, 1979, 
the 2.77 day period component of the FFT of the electron concentration data. 
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Figure 8.3 Relative power of the 2.8 day period compone.nt in the electron 
concentration at 81 km for the winter of 1~78/1979. 
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coapoDent ... u at around Jauary S, decay. throUlh F.bruar:' 6, ... u alaiD 
on i~bruary .1. drop. quickly throulh March 1, and r .. ain •• t a low level 
durinl the 'prinl. 
T~w data coll.ction .ch.dule durinl thi •• ea.on did not include the 
.onth of Dec .. ber, '0 the build-up of th. 2.8-day component i. not .hown. 
The d.ta collection .. de durina the winter of 1974/19)S include. the entire 
month of December. riaure 8.4 i. the runnina rrT .howina the relative power 
of the 3.1-day period COMponent in the electron concentration data at 76.S 
km for the winter of 1974/197S (the 3.1-day component i. d~wi~nt durina the 
winter of 1:,4/197~). The fir.t .ixteeo-point FFT i. c.nter~d on about 
Deceab.r 1. with .ach .hift aivina the FFT centered 5 day. lat.r. Thi. 
fiaure Ihowl the build-up of va~i.bility occuri~g durin, mo.t of the month 
of J.nuary ... akina on about January 21, and dropping within two weeu to a 
low value where it remain. until .prina. Thi ... akina of the 3.1-day com-
ponent in winter i. con.i.tent with the theoretical work of DICKINSON (1968) 
who .howed that planetary weve. could propagate to hiah altitude. durina 
winter. The increa.e in variability in the month. of January .nd the fir.t 
half of February are con.iltently ob.~rved in the electron concentration. 
•••• ured at Urbana duriua every winter lea.on. The horizontal .cale of 
lo •• by wave. will be .hovn in Chapter 9, with correlation. betweeo two 
di.t.nt ob.~rvina .tation •• 
8.4 Investigation of Stratospheria-Me808pherin Coupling using Satellite 
Data 
8.4.1 Introduction. Pl.netary .cale WaVl'R of period. IimUar to tho.e 
oblened in the .e.o.phlre are prelent in air prellure data taken at around 
level. The .i.ilarity in ~ave period and horicontal .cale of the wave 
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Figure 8.4 Relative power of the 3.1 day period component in the electron concentration at 
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between the lover eblo.pbere lAd the iODO.ph.r.. IROWI end WILLlAMl (1971) 
.... ined the dey-to-day variability of i.opl.th. of .l.ctron d.n.ity in the 
I r'lion and 10.b (about 30 ka) I.opotential. and found a 100d corr.lation 
b.tween thea in vinter .onth.. They found that the variation. in the beilht 
of the .l.ctr~n d.n.ity i.opleth. follow.d clo.ely the ~.ilht variation. of 
the lov.r altitude I.opotential heilht. CAVALII1I.t al. (1974) bave .hown 
a correlation betveen the hailht of I-relion el.ctron concentration i.o-
pl.th •• D-relion f-ain. VLF pha •• data. and 10 mb I.opotential h.ilht. 
durinl vint.r. An analy.i. of I-relion .ini.va virtual beilht data obtain.d 
trOll a netvork of iono.oDd •• tation. in tbe Northern U_ilphere (at an aver-
ale latitude of 51·) va. conducted by CAVALIIRI (1976). u.inl data fro. the 
vinter of 1970/1971. Ue ob •• rved travellinl planetary vave. vith a period 
of 10-15 day.. When corl'llatinl the E-reli"n data vith 30 ab .. Ullite data 
he found a po.itive correlation for th~ .tation. above about 50·N. and a 
lenerally n'lative corr.lation for .tation •• outh of about 50·N. Thi. would 
.ull •• t a latitudinal cut-off of couplinl effect. at 50·N. 
aoSI and WIDDIL (1977) compared .holt vave radio ab.orption data vith 
Iround air pre' lure. and found no permanent corr.lation when co.parinl the 
data .et. for an entire year. They did find lar.lor .. plitude. in the fluc-
tuation. in botb •• te of. data durinl the winter month ••• ulle.tinl the .a.e 
vav. excitatioD •• chani .. at both lev.l •• 
In the Southern Rlai.ph.re. FRASIR and THORPI (1976) did a cro •• -
'pactral anal,y.b of 30 .b tlaperature. and iono.oDde f .... in data from near 
Chri.tchurch. Nev Zealand for tbe year. 1964/1967. They found a .ilnificant 
coherence at a pariod of about .ix day.. In a co.panion paper. FRASIR and 
WIATT (1976) coapar.d plot. of ... o.pheric electron conc.ntration ••• e.o-





duriDI the wiDt.r of 1972. TbI, fouad DO evid.nc. of .tr.to.ph.riel 
... o.pherie coupliDl, • .c.pt for • fev d.,. duriDI July, WbeD .1.etroD 
eODc.Dtr.tioD .Dh.Dc~.nt. ~ceurr.d .i.ult.n.ou.ly with t .. per.tur. in-
cr ••••• in the .tr.to.ph.r.. MAlSOM (1976) did •• uperpo •• d .poch .naly.i. 
u.inl wint.r f-.in .nd 30 .b t .. per.tur •• , fro. the y •• r. of 1969 throulh 
1974, at Chri.tchurch. H. found •• ilnificant corr.lation in .o.t of the 
data, with l.rl. vari.tion. in the d.,r •• of .trato.ph~re/iono.phere coup-
lin, fro. year to year. 
In order to inve.tilat. the po •• ibl. eouplinl b.tw.en the .trato.ph.r. 
and the ••• o.ph.r. at thi. location, variou. par ... t.r ••••• ur.d by the 
parti.l-r.fl.ction .y.t .. w.r. co.pared with 0.4 .bar ,eopotential. obtain.d 
by the TIIOS H •• rie. of .at.llite.. U.ina the TIIOS operational vertical 
.oundin, dat., the National M.t.orolo,ical C.nter hal produced daily 
analy.e. of ,.opot.ntial hei,ht at the 5-, 2-, 1-, and 0.4-.b.r lev.l. 
.inc. 1978. The data •• t u.ed in thi. analy.i. run. from Dec .. ber 26, 
1978 throuah March 15. 1979. 
Th •• ff.ct. of po •• ible R~'8by wav. propaa.tion upwarda to ••• o.ph.ric 
h.iaht. have b.en .hown in the .~.ctron-concentr.tion data. If the ob.erved 
variability 11 a re.ult of ROllby \lIav •• propa,atina upwarda froa the tropo-
.phere. the d.lree of couplin, .hould b. inve.ti,ated. T~ data av.ilable 
for coapariaon with the 0.4 .b"r ,eopotential include .lectron conc.~tra-
tion. and wind •• t Urbana, .nd wind. at S •• k.toon. Sa.ketchewan (the.e data 
w.re provid.d by A. H. Man.on ••• e Chapt.r 9). 
8.4.2 RBBuZtS. The dail, value. of 0.4 .b.r ,eopotential hei,ht at 
Urbana. 0.4 .bar ,.opotenti.l at Sa.k.toon. NIS wind ••• S •• kltoon. AzlAo 
ratio at 81 ka at Urbana, 72 k •• lectron concentr.tion .t Ur~na, .nd NIS 













Fiaure 8.5, for 80 daYI, Itartina on Dec~bo~ 26, 1978. When co.perina the 
aeopotentiall with the .elo~ph8ric data, there appearl to be no conliltent 
li.ilarity in the plo~I, for any of the meaolpheric data. The data Ihown 
here and the E/W windl data fro. both Itationl when all plotte~ on an ex-
panded Icale Ihow Ru obvioul correlation between the Itratolpneric data and 
the melolpheric data. The only lianificant correlation can be leen on two 
daYI in the data let w~'" Larae jumPI in the aeopotential relult in in-
crealel in the electron concentration at 72 km. On January 19 (day number 
25) the aeopotencial jumPI lianificantly (at Balkatoon) and a larae jump 
allo occurl in th~ 72 km electron concentration at Urbana. On February 8 
(day number 45) the aeopotential jumPI lianificantly at both Urbana and 
Calkatoon, and a 1 .. 11 increa,e il leen in the Urbana electron concentration 
at 72 km. 
In aeneral, there il no clear correlation between Itratolpheric and 
me,olpheric data. Obvioully there il no limpld dirEct coupling fro. the 
Itratolphere to the mesosphere, and the variability leen in one altitude 
range can be localized only. It may be that only waves of large enough 
extent, luch a. Ro •• by wavel, propaaate upwardl to melospheric height., and 
then only during winter when the prevailing wind. are blowing towardl the 
ealt. 
In order to identify 'fiiV •. ' tnat are propagating from the .trato.phere 
to tbe me.o.phere, Four~er ir.d croll-.pectral analyli. methods will be u.ed. 
The power 'pectra of the daily A /A ratio at 81 km for the yearl of 1978/ 
:r: 0 
1979 and 1979/1980 are .hown in Figure 8.6. Peaka in the 'pectra from both 
year. are .een at period. of 2.9 and about 3.8 day.. The spectra do not 
.how very dominant peau, indicating a low wave amplitude or wave. that 
occur only during a lmall portion of the data serie. (the data series length 
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Comparison of Urbana 0.4 mbar geopotential, Saskatoon 0.4 mbar 
geopotentia1, Saskatoon winds, Urbana Ax/Ao, Urbana 72-km 
electron concentration, and Urbana winds, for 80 days, starting 
on Dec,amber 26, 1978. 
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riaure 8.7 .bow. a runnina rrT ~f tbe A /A at 81 km 
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for tbe winter of 1978/1~79. lacb fiaure i. tbe power 'pectrun of 32 point. 
of tbe A ,A data ti ... erie. fro. tbat winter •• tartina at tbe date .. rked Z 0 
on each fiauro. It can be .een that the variabi.lity at a aiven pttriod 
indeed doe. not la.t for the entire .ea.on. A 2.6-day wave i •• bown for a 
32-day '.enath .erie •• tartina on Dec_b"r 26, and itl power it down con-
.iderably in tbe 32-day lenath .erie •• tartina on January 5. The January 
25 .erie. show. a 3.6-day variability, whicb remains .trona throuah the 
February 14 .erie •• 
The power .pttctrum of the 0.4 mbar seopotential over Urbana for the 
winter of 1978/1979 i •• hown in Figure 8.8. The lpectrum .how' a peak at a 
period of 4 day., which wa. allo preaent in the lpectrum of Az/Ao data for 
that winter. 
To identify if there il a definite relation.hip between tbe variability 
ob.erved in the .trato.phere and the me.o.pbere, coberence. were calculated. 
Becau.e the ob.erved wave period. vary durina the ob.ervation .ea.on, the 
coberence. mu.t be calculated over only portion. of tbe .ea.on. Figure 8.9 
i. a plot of tbe ruonina coherence .quared between the 0.4 mbar aeopotential 
and the 81 km A /A ratio over Urbana. Ttli. analy.h h doPe with aroup. of 
z 0 
32 day., with tbe .tartina date .bown on each individual plot. The horizon-
tal line on eacb plot .bow. tbe lOX .ianificance level, for a posteriori 
.elected data. The .ianificance level wa. e.timated by dividing the 10% 
pro~bility by the number of data aroup •• bown (.ix), giving a required 
probability of 1.67% for an equivalent of an a priori .ignificance level for 
an individual 32-day .et of data of 10% (.ee Appendix VI). No value. of 
coberence .quared .nova on tbe plot. are .ilnificant at tbe 10% level. Tbe 
lack of .ianificant coherence may be due to tbe fact tbat the A /A data z 0 
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Figure 8.7 Running FFT of the Az/Ao ratio at 81 km for the winter 
of 1978/1979. The starting date for each is shown on 
the figure. 
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Figure 8.9 Running coherence squared between the 0.4 mbar geopotential 
over Urbana and the 81-km A~/Ao ratio at Urbana. The starting 
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repre.entina the electron concentration over .. ny ki1a.eter ... y not be a • 
• en.itive a. the electron concentration at a .inale altitude in .hovina the 
ef fecu of a Rouby vave. 
Fi&ure 8.10 i. a plot of the runnina coherence .quared betveen the 
0.4 mbar aeopotentia1 and the 72 ka electron concentration ov~r Urbana. 
The horizontal line on each plot .how. the 101 .ianificance level for a 
p08teriori data .e1ectiou. Aaain, no coherence i •• een at the 101 level for 
any of the data aroup.. The hiahe.t coherence .een i. in the 32-day data 
aroup .tartina on January 25. The peak at a period of 3 day. i •• ianificant 
at about the 201 level. A peak in the coherence at the .ame pel'iod it .een 
in the 32-day group .tartina on February 4, vhich i •• ianificant at about 
the 25% level. The.e tvo aroup. toaether indicate a coherence .ianificant 
at about the 15% level during February. Thi. indicate. that there may be a 
weak coupina between the .trato.phera and the me.o.phere durina thi. time, 
but it i. difficult to e.tabli.h becau.~ of the weakne •• of the couplina, or 
it. .hort duration. 
To e.tabli.h the .cale of the ob.erved variability to determine if the 
variability may be due to lo •• by wave., the 0.4 mbar aeopotential data for 
the Northern Ueai.phere were Fourier tran.formed in two dimen.ion. (.pace 
and time) at 60 0 N latitude for the 30 day period .tarting on December 25, 
1978. Figure 8.11 .how. the ~plitude of we.tward propaaatina m • 1 waves 
of variou. period.. Peaka in the 'pectrum are .hown at the two period. 
where 3ianificant coherence. were ob.erved between the 0.4 mbar aeopotential 
and the 72 ka electron concentration durina that winter (at period. of 4.5 
and 2.6 day.). 
Tbi. re.ult indicate. that there may be a couplina between the .trato-
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F··sure 8.10 Running coherence squared between the 0.4 mbar geopotential 
over Urbana and the 72-km electron concentration at Urbana. 
The starting date for each is shown on the figure. 
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Figure 8.11. Amplitude of westward pr(.·I)~gating m • 1 waves 
of various periods. 
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9. COMPAIl1801S or ItIASuaDIIIITS MAD! AT SASIATOOI AND UalAlA 
9.1 Introduction 
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A .ianific.nt correl.tion ba. been .hown betw.en the electron con-
centut,ion ••••• ur.d at Urb.na .nd the wind. 1Il" •• ured .t Urb.n. by two 
technique', Thi •• howl • link between the .t.o.pheric circul.tion .nd the 
~lectr~n concentr.tion in the D relion. aec.u.e of the correl.tion .een 
between the E/W colllponent of the wind. lIle •• ured .t Urb.n •• nd the wind., it 
i. illl~rt.nt to determine th.t the wind .tructure trolll the .uror.l lone to 
Urb.na i. ~uch th.t tr.n.port c.n occur f~olll the .uror.l lone. 
LAlITZK! et .1. (1978) have .nalYled the circul.tion over the north~rn 
heDlhphe're durinl the We.tern Europe.n Winter Anomaly Campailn of the winter 
of 1975/1976, u.inC radio.onde. lIleteor wind, rocket, .nd •• tellite d.t •• 
Their preliminary r~.ultl indic.te th.t lIle.luring the wind direction .t • 
• ingle loc.tion where the .blorption it .ho lIle.lured may not be .1 illlpor-
t.nt .n determining the circul.tion in the entire relion through which the 
g.le •• re tr.n.ported. 
Melolphoric wind d.t •• re .v.ilable for c~mpari.on with the Urb.~. d.ta 
from the p.rti.l reflection driftl experiment .t S.,k.toon, S.lk.tchew.n. 
D.ily v.lue. of the wind •• t 80 .nd 97 km for the ye.r. of 1978 r.nd 1979, 
provided to me by A. H. M.nlon, will be uled for comp.rilon with the winds 
.nd eleetron concentr.tion. me.lured .t Urb.na. S.lk.toon il loc.ted .t 
52 N, 107 W •• nd il jUlt .outh of the louthern bound.ry of the .uror.l lone. 
Urb.na i. loc.ted .t 40 W, 88 N, .0 th.t Urb.na il .bout 1200 km ••• t, .nd 
.bout 1200 km louth of n •• katoon. 
9.2 t::hamotenstios of Saskatoon Win.ds Data 
Wind. d.t. have been collected continuoully .t Salk.toon lince 
Septembsr 1978. Wind •• re c.lcul.ted u.ing • re.l-time full-correl.tion 
Gf 4. }' 
.! &&_;;;;u;.,<' ____________ _ 
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of the D re,ion. Thl wind. data u.ed in thi. analy.i. are tidally corrected 
v.lue. for 6 km wide .lab. ceotered at 80 and 97 ka. 
9.3 Compal'i80n of Data 
The wind. data froa both .tation. are available in NIS and E/W co.po~ 
nentl, .0 the data will be .hown .. vector.. leca~1I the Urbana wind. data 
.r~ con.idered reliable for indic.tin, the 24-hour prev.ilin, wind only 
durin, the date. when d.ta were .veraled over an 8-hour period, only tho.e 
d.t. will be .hOWD for co_pari.on. A correl.tion between the Sa.k.toon Nls 
wind. and the Urbana electron concentration. would be a lood indication of 
tran.port between the auroral zone .nd Urb.na, becau.e Sa.karoon i. ne.r the 
louth@rn boundary of the .uror.l zone. A del.y in time between wind ch.nle • 
• t Sa.katoon .nd electron concentr.tion chanle •• t Urb.na i. likely bec.u.e 
of the di.t.nce between the ob.erving .t.tion •• 
The d.ily value. of electron denlity at 72, 76.5, .nd 81 kll, .nd Ax lAo 
.t 81 ka, Sa.katoon vector wind •• t 80 kll, and Urbana vector wind. for the 
winter month. of 1978/1979 .re plotted in Figurel 9.1 throuah 9.3. The wind 
vector for each day i. drawn in the direction of the w~nd, with northward 
beina up and ea.tward to the riaht. The Ax lAo d.ta are a 1I0re uUable in-
dicator of the D-relion electron content and will be di.cu •• ed in collpari.on 
with the wind. data. 
When co_parinl the vector. wind. at the two .tation. in December 1978 
and January 1979, the dire~tion of the wi~d. i. in the 'alle compa •• quadrant 
for all but four of the fifte.h day. of av.ilable data. Tbi. indicate. that 
the circulation i. of laile horizontal extent durin, thi. period. When com-
parinl the wind. from the two .tation. durinl l.te February 1979, the vector 
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Figure 9.1 Daily plot of electron density at 72, 76.5, and 81 km. AxlAc at 81 km, Saskatoon 
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Figure 9.2 Daily plot of eJectron density at 72, 76.5, and 81 km, hX/AO at 81 km. Saskatoon 
v~ctor winds, and l'rbana vector winds for February 1979. 
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FiguTe 9.3 Daily plot of electron density at 72, 76.5, and 81 km, AxlAo at 81 ka, &~d 
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data are available. The circulation ..... to be of a ... ller horizontal 
exten~ durina thi. non-wint.r period. Thi. would imply that the tran.port 
of aa.e. from the auroral lone would occur only durina the period near 
January i.n the winter of 1978/1979. The correlation. betwef!n wind. and 
eleetrorl concentration. mea.ured at Urbana ~hown earlier were .ianificant 
only durina January and early February of the winter of 1~ '8/1979. 
When compari~a the Sa.katoon winds with the Urbana electron concentra-
tion •• the E/W component ahow. no apparent correlation with the AxlAo ratio 
during any of the month.. There i. little obviou. correlation between the 
NIS component of the Sa.k.tooli wind. and Urbana AxlAo ratio, except during 
the month of January. There h no f bed relation.hip between the Sa.katoon 
wind. and the AxlAo ratio in January. but the major increau. in the AxIA(l 
ratio (decre .. ing electron cOllcentration) occur durina time. when the 
Salkatoo" wind. are northward. The date. of January 6. 7. and 14 through 18 
Ihow ;ncrea.ed AxlAo ratio data with northward wind •• 
Figurel 9.4 through 9.8 are plot. of the data collected ut Sa.katoon 
and Urbana f~r the month a of November 1979 through March 1980. The length 
of the Urbana data i. much longer during thi. winter .0 the increa.e in cor-
relation .hould be .een from November to late December. The variability in 
the AxlAo data ia obviou.ly greater during the month of January 1980, than 
it it durin& the month of November 1979. The variabi.lity in the N/s compo-
nent of the Saakatoon wind. i. al.o greeter in January 1980 than it il in 
There i. little relation.hip between the N/s Salkatoon wind component 
and the AxlAo ratio at Urbana durina November or the firet half of December. 
A relation.hip between the windl and the AxlAo data ia .hown .tarting in 
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Figure 9.7 Daily plot of electron density at 72, 76.5, and 81 km, t.xlAo at 81 km. 
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Figure 9.8 Daily plot of electron density at 72, 76.5, and 81 km, AxlAc at 81 km • 
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in a lowerin, of the A~/Ao ratio (incr.aain, electron concentration), and 
northward winda from December 20 throu,h January 2 are accompanied by an 
160 
increaaed A~/Ao ratio durin, that period. When the wind becomea more aouth-
ward on January 5, the A~/Ao ratio dropi until the wj,ndl become more north-
ward on January 15. During the month of February 1980, the N/s component of 
the Saakatoon windl iI towarda the north and the A~/Ao ratio iI conliltent1y 
high during mOlt of the month. From late February 1980 through March 1980 
there is no obvioul correlation between the wind. and the A~/Ao data. 
There ia, in general, a correlation Ihown between the N/S component of 
the windl mealured at Saakatoon and the A~/Ao ratio mealured at Urbana. To 
roore clolely inveltigate thia relationlhip and how it variel during the 
year, correlationl were calculated. 
Figure 9.9 Ihowa Icatter plots of the N/s wind component (northward 
poIHive) and the A~/Ao ratio at Urbana f(Jr 90 daYI, atarting on December I, 
1979. The number of daya that the windl data are Ihifted r~lative to the 
A;xIAo data iI indicated on each plot. (For example, in the -2 dayl plot, 
winda data atarting on November 29 are compared with A;xIAo data Itartin& on 
December 1.) The value of the correlation coefficient between the data i. 
Ihawn on each plot. The maximum correlation ahown (which waa not v~ty good) 
occurred with no delay bebreen the Saakatoon and Urbana data, with a corre-
lation coefficient of 0.2864. The acatter plota indicate a weak correlation 
for the data taken from the 90-day period. The correlationl ahown between 
windl and electron concent'ationl mealured at the lame location were alao 
weak over large portiona of the winter, and lignificant for part of the win-
ter only. The Saakatoon winda and Urbana electron concentrationa are prob-
ably alao correlated during only a part of the winter. 
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Figure 9.9 Scatter plots of the N/S wind component (northws"d positive) and the 
Ax/Ao ratio at Urbana for 90 days. starting on December 1. 1979. The 
number of days that the winds data are shifted relative to the Ax/Ao 






and the A~/Ao ntio at Urbana, correhtionl were calculated for aroupl of 30 
daYI, Ipaced every five daYI throuahout tne winter. The windl data were 
Ihifted by up to plul and minul five daYI, in one-day incrementl, relative 
to the Urbana A~/Ao data. The delay indicated in the Ihift in time {or 
maximum correlation will eltimtae the tranlport time from the auroral zone 
to Urbana that would be prelent. 
Figure 9.10 Ihowl the runnina Ihifted correlatio~1 between the Salka-
toon 80 km Hi S"indl and Urbana A~/Ao ratio data for the winter of 19781 
1979. The Itartins date for each 30-day correlation ,roup il Ihown on each 
plot. A negative Ihift indicatel that a change in Salkatoon windl occurl 
before a charge iu Urbana A~/Ao ratio. The harizo.ttAl line on each plot 
shows the ten-percent level of significance for a postefOiol'i lelected data 
lets (lee Appendix "1). The correlation peaka, with no shift between the 
sets of data, for the 30-day groupl Itarting on December 31 through January 
20. This correlation is lignific.ant at the 40% level in the 30-day group. 
starting on December 31, January 5, and January 20. A Itrong correlation 
(Iignificant at the 4% level) is Ihown for a .hift of -4 days in the 30-day 
gl'OOPI ltertins (\n January 25 and January 30. The four-day delay between 
Salkatoon windl and Urbana A~/Ao ratio change. would indicate ",n average 
louthward velocity component of 3.~ MIS along the path from the auroral zone 
In the 30-day groupl Itartins on Februdry 9 all.d February 14 the corre-
lation peaka with the chanael in A~/Ao occurring one day before the Ihifta 
in the N/s wind. Thi, relult could occur becaule of the 1200 km ealt-welt 
di:Jtence between the IU.tionl, if the A~/Ao shifte are cauled by perturba-
tionl in the flow due to 101lby wavel, vhich propagate weltwardl. 
Fiaure 9.11 Ihowl the running Ihifted c~rrelationl between the 80-km 
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Figure 9.10 Running shifted correlations between Saskatoon 8O-km N/S winds and 
Urbana 81-km AxlAo ratio data for 1978/1979. The start~ng date for 
eac~ 30-day correlation group is shown on each plot. a negative 
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Figure 9.11 Running shifted correlations be~een Saskatoon 80-km N/S winds and 
Urbana 81-km Ax/Ao ratio data for 1979/1980. The starting date for 
each 30-day correlation group is shown on each plot. A negative 
shift indicates that a change in winds occurs before a change in Ax/Ao. 
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The horilontal line on each plot i. the 10% level of .ianifieance. The data 
.et for thi. year i. much lonaer, .0 the chance. durin, the winter can be 
.. en. The correlation. ;.n the 30-day sroup •• tertin, in the month of Nov_-
ber have two .i,nificant peakl. Thi. could be a re.ult of the propa,ation 
of a Ro •• by wave of a 3-day period throuah th~ reaion. The 30-day aroup • 
• tartina on Nov .. ber 26 throuah December 11 have a .i,nificant peak at -1 
day .hift. Thi. would indicate an averaae .outhward horilontal velocity 
component of 14 M/S. The 30-day group •• tarting on December 16 throuah 
January 5 do not .how a dominant peak in the correlation.. Startina on 
January 15, the correlation •• how a dominant, often .ianificant peak at no 
.hitt, and thh continue. throuah th" March data. 
The correlation plot. indicate that there il no limple eonitant rela-
tion.hip between the wind. mea.ured at Sa.katoon and the electron mea.ured 
at Urbana. The data ob.erved at the two .tationl at time. are related with 
no time delay between wind change. and AxlAo ratio changel. Thi. would .up-
port the idea that there il a latitudinal aradient of nitric oxide prelent, 
.0 that with a large-.cale circulation shift, the wind .hitt mea.ured at 
Sa.katoon would al.o occur at Urbana with a cnrre'ponding .hift in the 
concentration of ionhable nitric oxide at Urbana. A correlation with a 
time delay would indicate that tra"lIport of a "cloud" of ionizable nitric 
oxide from the auroral lone to Urbana occurred under favorable circulation 
condition.. It appear. that both of the.e condition. occur at different 
time. during the winter. 
The analy.i. i. further complicated by the fact that the ob.ervation 
.tation. are at different lonsitude. (with a .pacing along the ea.t-well' 
direction about equal to their .pacina alona the north-.outh direction). An 
ob.erved delay .. y be in fact due to a perturbstion in the circulation that 
1 j 
-~--........ -"".---~-~-...... -'--- .... --............ 
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i. propaaatin, alon, the ealt-we.t direction. In particular, the propa,a-
tion of a O.,lIby wave toward. the welt uy re'lalt in •• hitt in the A:rlAo 
ratio at Urbana that occur. b.fore a .hift in the wind. at Sa.katoon. The 
correlation analy.i. doe. indiccte that there i. no .inale con.tant rela-
tion.hip .hown, .nd the couplin, mechani.m between the two loc.tion. chanae. 
durina the winter. 
9.4 bW(J8tigaHon of CoupUng between tho Two Stat-iml8 due to Hoosby WavoD 
The ob.erved correl.tion between the data at the two .tation •• ay be • 
u.nlt of perturb.tion. in the flow due to the prop'aadoll of Rouby w.ve. 
in the me.o.phere. To inve.ti,ate thi. type of coupling, .nd to dete~ine 
during wh.t part of th~ winter .e •• on it occur., Fourier .nd erol.-.peetr.l 
analy.e. have been performed on the data from the two .tation,. To deter-
mine the frequency range of vari.bility of the Nls component of the wino. at 
Salk.toon, the power .pectra J;,t two altitude. were calculated. Figure ~ .12 
.how. the power .pectr. of the NIS wind. at 80 and 97 km for the winter of 
1978/1979. Peaka in the 'pectra occur at both altitude. in the period r.ange 
of 4.5 to 5 day., and near 2.5 dey.. Figure 9.13 i. the running power .pec-
tra of the 97-km Sa.katoon NIS wind component. Each power 'pectrum plot i. 
calculated from 32 day. of data otarting on the date .hown on each indi-
vidual plot. A 4.5-day period fluctuation occura dUTing the fint two 32-
day ,roup' of the data in the fi,u~e. The 2.3-day component in the 'pectra 
i. lover in power, a~d occur. later in the .ea.on, remaining for about a 
month. 
To e.tabli.h that the variability in the data ob.erved at di.crete fre-
quencie. at both .tation. i. rellted, coherence .quared 'pectra were calcu-
lated. Fiaure 9.14 .how. the coherence .quared between the 81-km A:rIAo 
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Figure 9.12 P,".r spectra of Saskatoon N/S winds at 80 and 97 km 
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Figure 9.13 Runniug power spectra of the Saskatoon N/S 97-km 
wind component for the winter of 1978/1979. The 
starting dE'.te for lhe 32-day group is sho-.m on each 
plot. 
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Figure 9.~~ Coherence squared between thp 8l-km Ax/Ao ratio at Urbana and the N/S component of 











horizontal line indicate. the 201 level of .ignificance. The only period 
where there i •• i,nificance at the 201 level for the data taken for the 
entire winter i. At 2.9 day.. ~ariability at thi. period i •• hown in the 
power .pectrum (.ee Figure 9.13) only in the 32-day group .tarting on March 
6. The coherence. at the periods of 4.5 to 5.0 and near 2.5 days are not 
significant at the 201 level when the data from the entire winter are con-
sidered. Becau.e the coupling proce •• ia changing throughout the winter, 
shorter .epents of data \:cken through the winter will be coneidered. 
Figure 9.15 is the running coherence squared between the 81-km Ax/Ao 
ratio at Urbana and the N/S component of the 97-km wind at Saskatoon. The 
horizontal line on each plot indicates the 10% level of significance. For a 
posteriori data .e~.ection .ee APPf ldix VI. A peak in the coherence squared 
at 2.6 days occurs in the data, btarting in the 32-day group starting on 
February 4, but it is significant only in the February 24 data set. A 
coherence squared betwe~n the 0.4 mbar geopotential and 72-km electron con-
centration at Urbs.na that is significant e.t the 20% level occurred in the 
32-day group of data starting on January 25 (see Flgure 8.10), indicating 
that a lo •• by wave of that period may have been present at that time. In 
Figure 9.10, the shifted correlation coefficient data calculated for the 
32-day group. starting on February 9, 14, .nd 24 indicate that changes in 
electron concentration at Urbana otl,,:ur before corresponding changes in wind 
at Sa.katoon. A pouible explanation for thil il that the perturbations in 
the flow due to the propagation of Roslby wavel would occur at Urbana before 
Saskatoon because the waves are propag6ting towards the we.t. The coherence 
data Ihawn in Figure 9.15 indicate ,~at a ROlsby wave was present, with a 
period of 2.6 daYI, during thi. time period Clee February 24 data set) which 
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Figure 9.15 Running c, .~rence squared between the 81-km Ax/Ao ratio at Urbana 
and the N/S component of the 97-km wind at Saskatoon for winter 
1978/1979. 'The starting date for each 32-day group is shown on 
each plot. The horizontal 1inp on each plot indicates the 10% 
















the 4.5-day period ia ahown in aeveral of the 32-day groupa during the 
winter, but ia not aignificant at the! 10% level in any of the groupa. 
The power apectra of the Saakatoon N/S wind component at 80 and 97 km, 
during the winter of 1979/1980 are ahown in Figure 9.16. The apectrum at 80 
km ahowa peaks at periods of 2.24 and 4.4 days, and the spectrum at 97 km 
shows a peak at a period of 6.7 days. The power spectrum of the AxlAo data 
mep4ured during the winter of 1979/1980 shows a peak at a period of 6.7 days 
also (see Figure 8.6). 
To determine if the fluctuations observed at the two stationa during 
the winter of 1979/1980 are related, coherences were calculated. Figure 
9.17 shows the coherence aquared between the 81-km Ax/Ao ratio at Urbana and 
the N/s component of the 97-km wind at Saskatoon during the winter of 1979/ 
1980. The peaks in thp coherence squared that are significant at the 20% 
level occur at periods of 3.3 and 2.2 (significant at the 10% level) days. 
The 6.7 day period fluctuation does not have a significant coherence. The 
length of the da~a set for this winter is longer than that of the year be-
fore, and the fluctuations may not occur or remain coherent throughout the 
winter. To investigate these changes, coherence. were calculated for 
shorter data segments throughout the winter. 
Figure 9.18 is the running coherence squared between the 81-km AxlAo 
ratio at Urbana and the Nls component of the 97-km wind at Saakatoon. The 
starth,g dall.:! for ea(:h 32-day group is shown on the plot. The horizontal 
line on each plot indicatea the 10% level of significance for 
data 8el~ction. There are no peaks that are significant at the 10% level in 
the plota through the group atarting on January 15. The possible 3-day 
variability ahown in the corr~lation coefficient plot8 (Figure 9.11) for the 













Figure 9.16 Power spectra of the Saskatoon N/S wind component at 80 
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Figure 9.17 Coherence squared between the 81-km AX/h0 ratio at Urbana and the N/S 
component of the 37-km wind at Saskatoon during the winter of 1979/ 
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Figure 9.18 Running coherence squared between the 81-km Ax/Ao ratio at Urbana and the N/S 
component of the 97-km wind at Saskatoon. The starting date for each 32-day 
group is shown on the plot. The horizontal line on each plot indicates the 
10% level of significance. 
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in NoveDber, with a peak in the coherence at a period of about 3 daYI. The 
level of the coherence generally increalel Itarting on December 6, and 
remainl at a higher level through the group .tarting on Harch 4. Tbil i. 
conlilt~Dt with the theory that the oblerved variability i. due to the prop-
agation of 101.by wave. during the winter. and due to more localized motionl 
during the relt of the year. 
Peakl in the coherence Ilquared lignifi.cant at the 10% level appear PC 
a period of 18 daYI in the groupl Itarting on January 20 and 25. The 6.7-
day fluctuetion that wa. Ihown in the power spectrum of Saakatoon winds 
accompaniel a peak in coherence at about the 25% level of significance 1n 
the group starting on .January 10 and February 9. A peak in the coherence 
remains in the next four groups of data at that period, but it is not 
significant. 
The results Elhown in this section indicate that there il at times a 
significant coupling in the data observed at Saskatoon and Urbana at di.s-
crete frequencies, possibly due to the propagation of lossby waves. There 
is a lignificant coherence between the hI) stations at the same frequency 
where a lignificant coherence was found oe·..rteen data measured in the atrato-
sphere and melolphere, during the winter of 1918/1979. The possibility that 
a change in A:r:/Ao at Urbana occurs before a change in wh,ds at Saskatoon 
becaule of the westward propagation of a lo~sby vave was confirmed by a high 
coherence at a peri.od of 2.6 daYI during that time. The observed coherences 
increale in level during the month of December when compared whh the month 
of November, which i. in agreement with the theory that ROlsby waves may 
propagate upwardl to mesolpheric altitudes only during winter. 
10. SUIIIAIY or CONCLUSIONS AID SUGGESTIONS roa fUTURE WOH 
10.1 Sunmal'Y 
177 
The principal oblervationl and conc1ulion. of thi •• tudy are pre.ented 
be1ov. 
(1) Incre~.ed winter-time variability in the electron concentration. 
i. con.i.tently oblerved at Urbana (4QoN), partl~ularly in the period Itart-
ina in late December and la.tina through mid-February. 
(2) When comparina the partial-reflection drift. wind. and the elec-
tron concentration. mea.ured at the I.me location during the period clf 
January throuah mid-February, the AJ Ao ratio at 81 km it lilnificant ly 
correlated with the loutbward upper D-region wind, with no time delay. 
Thi. would .upport the theory that tran.port il a major cau •• of the winter 
anomaly in the me.oaphere at midlatitude.. There it aho a .ignificent. 
correlation aeen between the E/W wind component and the 72-km electron 
concentration mea.ured at the .ame location, with enhancementa in the 
electron concentration with decreaaing ea.tward wind. 
No correlation i •• een between the wind. and electron concentrationa 
measured at the .ame location out. ide the winter period (no correlation. 
after mid-February). 
(3) An extended ,~t of data wa. u.ed in comparing meteor radar wind. 
and partial-reflection electron concentration. at the .ame location. A 
correlation .ilnificant at the 2% level. for data taken in the period of 
December throuah mid-February, i •• een between 86-km wind. and the 81-km 
AxlAo ratio, with a delay of one day between wind chanael and electron con-
centration chanae3. 
(4) The power lpectra (It electron concentration. i.n the melolphne 








J. 4 ,. 
flurtu.tion. in the r.nae of loe.by w.ve period. are o~erved throu,hout 
the .a.o.pher. durin, all but one of the wintar.. The .. plitude of the.e 
fluctuation. h .hown to peak in late J.nuary or mid-February. 
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(5) Only a wu.k and que.tionable couplina w •• ob.erved between the 0.4 
mb.r aeopotential and Urb.na electron conr.entratiun.. No .i,nific.nt co-
herence v .. found, .nd the period. where coherenci~. peak ch.nge in a tiM 
.cale of about three weeit ... 
The 'patial/temporal Fourier tran.form of the aeopotentill .t • l.ti-
tude of 60°1.~ around the globe indic.te. th.t ve.tw.rd propag.tina • • 1 
Ito.sby w.ve. were present .t th.t time •• t the •• me period. where peak. in 
the coherence!l were ob.erved. 
(6) No corr~lation wa. ob.erved between the E/W component of the wind. 
at Ss.katoon and the Urbana electron concentration.. There i. no direct 
connection between Sa.katoon N/S ~ind •• nd Urban. electron concentration. 
that remain. constant thrOllghol\t the winter. Correlation. calculated for 
short segments of the vinter indicate that the rel.tion.hip b~tween the d.t. 
observed at the two .tation. varie. con.iderably during the winter. At 
timel, a ~i8nific.nt correlation is .een with no lime delay between the data 
set.s; thi. would support the idea thoat there it a latitudinal gradient of NO 
prelent. At other times, there is a delay between the ,hifts in wind and 
the change. in the AJ Ao rat:io at Urbana. indicating that a "c1c,ud" of NO 
va. being tran'ported to Urbana. Both of these conditions occur .t differ-
ent time.. The ana1y.il i. complicated by the l~rge lep.ration in the eaat-
we.t direction between the at.tiona. A significant coherence was ob.erved 
between the Urbana .nd Sa.k.toon data at discrete frequencies. A coherence 
of lower lianific.nce level .1.0 ••• found between the etr.to.phere and the 
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.xperi .. ntl <0.4 abar latellite leopotential. Urbana electron coDcentration. 
and S •• k,toon windl) ver~ available. 
10.2 Sugge8tion8 fo~ Future Wo~k 
In order to obtain a lood eltiate of the 24-bour prevailinl windl at 
Urbana, data need to be collected over al mueh of the day al pollible, and 
the pre.ent data collection loftware il not practical for the eolleetion of 
data over a lona period of ti... The computer il allo needed by the oth~t 
experimentl at the ~~ronomy Laborator.y Field Station and would not be avail-
able for ~he exelulive ule vith the driftl .xperiaent for much of the 
winter. A Ireat improvement in the quantity of data that can be collected, 
and the ea.~ 9f pe~forming eomparilonl with the other experimentl at Urbana 
<aet.or r~d.I and coherent Icatter) would be increaled if a leparate micro-
computer d.ta-collection Iyltem _imilar to that uled at Salkatoon <~IEK, 
1981) vere operatina. Many intere.tina comparilonl of data obtained by the 
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APPlIIDIX I 
S.o-Wyller rar.ula for aefractive lode. 
The follovinl a •• uaption. Are .. de in the dlrivation: 
(1) The aediu. i. a .lilhtly ioni.ed la •• 
(2) The .... of neutral partiela. i. much Ire.ter than the .... of elec-
troll'. 
(3) ~he influence of electron-electron colli.ion. i~ nelli,lble when 
compared with the influence of electroD-neutral. 
(4) The colli.ion frequency of e1ectrun. i. proportional to the _quare of 
the electron velocity. 
(5) The electric field ~nerlY i. nelliaible compared with the therm.1 
enerlY 10 that neutral. and ele~tron. have Maxwel1-Boltz .. nn velocity 
d iltr ibut ion •• 
A lenera1izad permittivity ten.or i. formed in term. of the elament. 
Cr , £11' .nd (III' which are thl permittivities a •• ociated with the princi-
p.1 •• e. defined by the direction. of the w.ve normal and the earth'. ~'M 
netic field. The permittivity e1ament. are liven by: 
f.1 - (1 - a) - jb 
1 1 















a • w/ (w - wH) C (~WH) 
wV v 
m 3/2 m 
d • 5 wO'i C (W - WH) 
2 wV v 
m 5/2 m 
and: 
W • operating frequency 




.. angular gyrofrequency :: e: 
vm • electron-neutral colli.ion frequency a"ociated with the ~o.t 
probable electron eneTgy 
II' • electron concentration (M _3) 
a • electro~ charge • 1.6 x 10 ... 
19 C 
m • electron mal. • 9.1 x H -31 kg 
£: • permittivity of free .~ce • 8.55 x 10-
12 riM 
0 
B • earth'. magnetic field (Webel'l/M2) 
The aemicoaductor integrel s are approximated to within 1% error by the VOly-
nOIDiala liven by BUIlt! and BAllA (1963) li.ted ir, Appendix II. 
The generalized refractive index" it defined a. n • (14 - jk) and o,~ o,x 
i. liven in term. of the permittivity element. al: 
C-3 
wher~: 
A • 2r I (I I + 1 111 ) 
B • l J II (t I + t'11 J ) 
c • 2, I '11 
D .. 2r I 
K • 21 T I . , 
tl • angle between the 
magnetic field 
+ l 11 
.... ' .......... ""o;" ... 1ft , •• 




S~:MICON1l\'n'OR INTF.GRAt. APPROXIMATIONS 
The following .emiconductor integral approximations are from BURKE and HARA (1963) 
C (or) 110 6 3/2 or 
where: 
<l • 3 2.4653115 Jl 10
1 
1.1394160 Jl Hi II • 2 
~l • 1.1287513 Jl Id 
u • 2.3983474 x 10-2 o 
where: 
°7 • 6.«»945939 
co 1 • 1.690100Z x 101 














• 2.4656819 Jl 101 
• 1.2049!i12 Jl ui' 
• 2.8958085 Jl ui 
• 1.4921254 Jl tV L. 
• 9.~14773i2 
• 1.8064128 X 10-:1 
• 6.6314497 
• 3.531)5257 x 101 
• 6.8920505 x 101 






ASSUMED COLLISION-FREQUENCY PROFILE 
The a .. WIled collilion-frequency profile iI related to the atmospneric 
pre •• ure by the following rel~tion (GREGORY and HANSON, 1969): 
\) - h.'. x 10' " 
where l' ia the atmo'pheric prellure in millibara, and \' i. given in unitt of 
H- 1. The atmo'pheric pre •• ure for the latitude of Urhana it taken from the 
atmoapheric model by KANTOR and COLE (1965) up to 80 km, and from the abno,-
phf'ric model by CHAMPION (967) above 80 km. 8e8l008l variation. in the.e 
models are taken into account by forming a separate pressure profile for 
.... intex, summer, and equinox periods. December, January, and February are con-
sidl'r"d winter months, and .June, July, and August are considered sununer months. 
All other months are conaidered to be in tht.' equinox period. The pree lure 
Jata are stored in function eN, listed in Appendix V. 
18S 
APPENDIX IV 
DI8CIIPTION or DRnTS WIND PROCESSING SUBlCtUTINI'. BRIGGS 
The full correlation analy.i. comput.r prosr .. employed on the PDP-15 
computer i. an adapted ver.ion of th~ proar .. written and u.ed by The 
Univer.ity of Adelaide (Auetralia) re.earch aroup under the direction of 
Prof. 8. H. ariaa', and wa. derived from the theory of BRIGGS et a1. (19)0), 
and al.o the later work due to FOOKS (1965). 
Input data 
(1) The podtion vector. of the throe antenna. in l' ,9 coordina te., 
where the axial .yetem u.ed it left-handed with the :r axia to the north and 
the y axil to the ea.t. There i. no re.triction on the .hape or orientation 
of tbe antenna array uled, e.a., employing NIE, NIW, and S/w a. the: Hnt, 
.econd, and third quadrant antenna •• The ~,e coordinate. will be .tored 
re.pectively in the array location. CR(I), CTHET.A (1),1· 1,3. The .. are 
then converted to :r,y coordinate. (CX(I), CY(I), I • 1,3), from which the 
difference vector'! for the ante'Hia paira (N/W, N/E) t (S/W, N/E), and (S/W, 
N/W) are comp.sted and Itored 81 :x: and y c01nponentl in DX( 1) and D!(I), I • 
1,3, re.pectively. Thi. order for the pair. i. pre.erved in the lub.cript-
ina of all array. containinl data relating to the •• differance vector •• 
The.e are then converted to ~,e coordinate. DR(I) and DTHETA(I), and .everal 
parameter. related to the.e are .tored for later u.e: DRSQ(l). DR(I)2, 
SIN2DT(10 • .in(DTHETA(I) x 2, and COS2DT(I) • co.(DTHETA(I) x 2). 
(2) The three "limult.neou." input time .erin are .tored in IDATA(I), 
I • 1,3, with the order of antenna quadrant. corre.pondinl to that of the 
coordinate. in 1. 
(3) The .amplin, interval. between .ucce •• ive mealurement. of the 
aaplitude fadina time .erie. mu.t remain con.tant, and i •• tored in DELTAT 
186 
in u~iu of •• cond. (0.4 •• cond. in our .,.tea). 
(4) Tbi nuab.1' of data point. in .acb tie. •• ri •• (512 in our .y.t .. ) 
i •• tor.d in NDATA(I). 1·1.3. 
(~) The control par ... t.I" RSHIPA and RSHIrt '1". t •• pectively. the 
number of .hift. to b ... d. in calcul.tiDI the .ut&' and cro •• corr.L.tion 
function •• 
Autocorr.luiop 
Comput.,tion of Pl1(I). P22(I) •• nd P33(I) for 1· 1, HSHlFA with tbe 
autocorrel.tion function •• tored in IIKO (l.J). J • I, 2, 3. 
He.n Aytocorr.l.t!on 
(1) Calculate the .v.r.ae value for tbe Ith .bitt and .tore in DUH2 
and in AHNACF(I). 
(2) T •• t DUK2 .,aln.tthe value for the (I-oth .hift whicb it .tored 
in DUMI. If the function i. deerea.ing. continue calcul.ting the mean, and 
if it i. incre~.in&, terminate tbe calculation. 
If I .~ 4 at termination •• n error it indic.ted. 
If I < NSHIFA, .et MAXTAU • 1-1. 
If I • ~SHIFA •• et MAXTAU • 1-2. 
Thu •• AMNACF (MAXTAU) it tbe uximum value taken by tbe mean (AHlNRB) in 
general. 
(3) Deter.ine tbe valuft of the time .hift when the correl.tion coeffi-
cient p h •• the v.lue 1/2. Due to the f.ct that the d.t •• re .c.led by 106 , 
thi. i. doae by callina .ubroutine TAUAC' at the point of 5 x 105 • The 
output from tbi •• ubroutine i •• tar.d in TM8ALF. 
Cro •• Corl'.lation 
Subl'outin. CO~~AT i. call.d for data •• t. I and J •• nd the r •• ult •• re 







aDd ator. in IIHO (1.3). i •••• call COILAT (J.I,3,I8HlfC). Thu. 1110 (1,2) 
contain. PrJ aDd lIBO (1,3) contain. PJ1 • Tbi array IISTOI(I) i •• quiva-
lenced to IIRO, and th. total correlation function i. nov .tor.d in thi. 
array by rever.inl llRO (1,3) into IISTOI and .torinl IIHO (1,2) aft.r thi •• 
The fir.t el ... nt of IISTOI i. IIRO (HSHIFC, 3) (the la.t .l .. ent of thi. 
array). The fir.t el ... nt. of tlHO (1,3) and IIKO (1,2) are zero .hift 
el .. ent, and are identical, .0 the rever.inl i. terminated at IRKO (2,3). 
Then th. :.SHlFC el •• ntt of tlHO (l,~) are .tored, aivinl a tt"tal au of 
2 x .SHlre - 1 to the array lRSTOI. 
A .imple .ucce •• ive compari.on i. u.ed to determine the maximum value 
of thi. array MAX-lRSTOR(I)MAX with I the corre.poDding index of IISTOR. 
The calculation i. terminated if K i. within three of NSHIFC near the end. 
of the fwu:tion. The functi-:-n b then fit ted by a quartic in order to e.ti-
mate the actual maximum ~alue. and the corre.poDdina number of .hiftl. 
Having found the po.ition of zero slope, the maximum value of the 
fourth order polynomial i. calculated al follow.: 
IHOMAX • PX4 ... QX3 + ax2 + oX + MAX 
(for X • 0, the cro •• correlation function mu.t have the value previou.ly 
decided upon a. the approximate maximum, i.e •• MAX). The corre.poDding time 
delay i. TD(IVECT) • «I - NSHIFC) + XX) * DELTAT, with K the index in 
Iasrol, and XX the correction applied to I by the fitting of the maximum 
value. The oriain i. referred now to zero-.hift by .ubtractina NSHlFC. 
DEL TAT convert. the unit. to time in .econd •• 
Calculation of t. tm a. 
The.e quanti tie. are e.timated by computing the number of ahift. in the 
autocorrelation function for which AKNACP(J) • BROMAX. Thi. i. achieved by 
CALL TAUACP (BROMAX, '1'M(IVECT), NOlAY), returning the value tm in Tl'l\KVECT) 
by polynoaial fit. Al.o calculat.d ar. TCDSQ(IVICT) • TD2 (IVICT) + 
~(IVICT), wh.r. IVICT • 1,2,3 corr •• pondiD, to the .ub.cript. of P12' P13 , 
I,nd P23 • In the theory of roolS (1965), t1j • TCDSQ, tm • 1M, and TO • t'. 
'Iti"tion of the Corr.lation Illiple 
The characteriltic ellip .. i. al.u.ed to pal' throuah the endpoint. of 
the thre~ vector. 
(V') - (i Ok)' () k t k 
with it. center .t tbe oriain. The p.r_eten of the dUp.e are c.lcl,lated 
using. method .imil.r to th.t in Appendix I of Fook'. paper. Here an ex-
pres.ion of tbe form 
I 
eX(l) + eX(2) co. 26k + eX(3) .in20k • ---l'k 2 
is solved for eX(I), I • 1,2,3 for the three .et. of l'k' Ok Ulina the .ub-
routine HATS. The e11iple axil par_eter. AAXIS and BAXlS are obtained 
from the expre •• ion. 
where 
MXlS • (eX(1) 
BAXIS • (CX(1) 
By .electina the po.itive .quare root for DUM! we ••• ume that MXlS > 
SAXIS, .nd thu. MXIS i. the •• mi-major Ixi. of the ellip.e. Computer al.o 
i. AlIATI • MllS/IAXIS. 
'Itimttion of the Drift Vtlociti •• 
Th. three vector. V!. • d.j/t!. ar. calculat.d from the diff.rence 
tJ t tJ 
vector. for the ant.nDa po.itionl with the value. of the ti.e .hift for 
maxima croll-correlation TOO), and nored •• :c, If, and 1" cc-ordinata in 








and dir.ction .r. th.n coaput.d udnl th. _thod d •• criNd by roou (1965) 
(AppeDdi. 11) .Dd .tor.d in VD • V and PHI • + • a cl 
Corr.ct.d valu •• of Va and +q ar. th.D coaput.d follovinl the •• thod. 
of rookl. U.inl an it.rativ. proc.dur., the valu •• of V and. ar. r.ad-a r.l 
ju.t.d by r .. oviDI the r •• pective .rror .atiaat •• ~V and A+ (propalat.d 
c.l a 
error function. of the pr.viou. V and ¢ ,lti_te.). The proc." it re-
a a 
~~t4fd until t:.v and 6+ are ... 11, or until 100 it.ration. have b .... d •• 
a a 
E.tilftion of the Tru. y.locity, V: 
Th. t.rue v.loeity i. found by drawiD, a tanl.nt to the characteri.tic 
.llip •• parall,l to the V' V' V' liD. J'u.t calculat.d. If the lin. 
12' 13' 23 
perpendicular to thi. tans.nt hal .lop. m relative to the .. jor axi., the 
true v.locity iI .ltimat,d by 
V -
AAXIS 2 (1 + m2/AXRATI4) ~ 
V 2 
a 1 + m 
The chauet,rildc veloci.ty, V 11 e.tiaated by (' 




ORIGINAL 'AGI .. 
OF POOR QUALITY 
APPENDIX V 
CC»IPUTER PROGIWCS 
C D.n,," DIM'NIION 'N.Mez •• D.T,ez,.LOlell,.LOZCII,.LI,ell •• LIZCII' 
I.KICZ40. 
CDMMUN 1.1 ITIMC4,.IIIC 
UND·UOOSO 
C l'OIN R-T IUIROUTIN' TO CHICK '0. COLLICTION ITO'''' 
C.LL ITO,CJK.KMA.IIUN' 
C "OLD U, .CTION 0' ITO' 
1< ... ·1 
..... TIC6.S' 
S ~a."ATCS" TI"I' 
RIADU.'" nlM 
10 '0IMATC411' 
C START CLOCK 
CALL flCKClIlC. 
WIU"(6. ", 
15 'ORMA'C," DATI) 
RIADe4.20' D.TI 
20 FORMAT(2A5' 
25 'OR"ATClIH NUMI'R 0' IAM'L'I' 
30 'OR"ATel~' 
WR"I(6.35' 3' 'ORMATC35H I'T IWITCH 00 TO 1 TO COLLICT DAT.' 
C IIOIN COLLECTION 








C I'T ATTENUATOR TO DIIIRID ATTINUATION 
CALL OUT 
C ZIRO 'RAMI NUMI'R 
10·0 
WRITIU.SIS) 
'5 'ORMATC10H 'ILl NAMI) 
READC4.20) 'NAM 
CALL 'NTERe2.'NAM' 
C WAIT I' DEIIRED 
CALL "0 
C WR!T' "EADIR ILOCK 
CALL CTlHI2 
WRIT'(2' DATE.ITIM,IDI 











C OET T~O I'TI 0' ORDINARY IAM'LEI 
CALL OUT 
CALL IN'ADeLOI.31,ICO"' 
75 l,eJK.ED.I.OR.ICOM.ED.-'13, 00 TO 70 
I'(ICOM.N'.I) 00 TO 75 
C LET I'D' KNOW 'HAT COLLECTION II 'ROCIEDINO 
IRUN·I 
C WAI' I "' TO MAKE 'URE THAT NO SAM'LE' AIOVE 90 K" ARE COLLECTED 




DO 77 J-l., 00 
'7 CO.TIMUI 
...... ·ID •••• " 
CALL OUT 
CALL IH'AD(L02.ll.ICOR' 
ORIGINAL PAGE ,S 
OF POOR QUALITY 
,. 1'(JK.II.I.OII.ICO".ID.-S1I' .0 TO 70 
"(ICOR.HI.I' 00 TO 7. 
IItUH.' 
DO 71 J.I.IOO 
71 CO.T'HUI 
C CHICK 'all IYHCH.OH'Z~ION 'V ITAIITIH' A TI"III 





10 "(JK.IQ.l.OII.ICOR.IQ.-SIJ.OII.IIVN.ID.I' 00 TO 70 
1'(ICOM.HI.I) 00 TO 10 
'IIU"-' 





I' 1'(JK.ID.I.OR.ICOR.ED.-S1J.OII.IIYH.IQ.I) 00 TO 70 











.I( JUS)-LOI (31. 
.ICJIU'-L02C2tl 
.1(JI+7'-L02C2l, 
.1 C JUI I -L02 (25 I 















l,cHCO.QI.217) 00 TO 100 
'~CID.DT.NIA") 00 TO .0 
110 TO 70 
100 CONTI HUE 
C Win TI IAM'L .. 
1I1I"I(2) 10" •• 1 
DO TO lSO 
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IUllOUTINI CTINII 
C~ IA/ITI"e4',ltle 
\. k,\.al~.fu .. PAGf m 
Of POOR QUALITY 
C • 









I'CITIIC.II.60' 10 TO I 
C 
C INCIIMlN' TINI 0' "INUTII 
C 
10 I'CITI"C4,.IT •• , ITI"CI,eITI"CI'+1 
I'CITI"C4) •• T." ITI"C4,eITI"C4'-IO 
1'(I'I"C4,.IT •• , 10 TO 10 
C 
C INCII"INT HOUII 
e 
20 I'(ITI"CI,.IT.I' ITI"C2,eITI"(2'.1 
I'(ITI"(I).IT •• ) ITI"CI)eITI"(I'-6 
I'CITI"CI,.IT.I' 10 TO 20 
e 
C INCII"INT TINI 0' HOUII 
e 





.ILOIL TlCIC,. DA 
I TICK COUNTI IICDNDI 























IIIIVICI 10UTINI '01 INTIIIUPT 
IlTOII ACCU"ULATal 












INA J"' 'I J"" ,PO 
.IND 
• TITLI OUT 
.IJLOIL OUT 
our 0 
101704 J"" OUT 
.IND 
lilT THI CONIOLI DATA IWITCH 
'NU"tll 00 
'II IT A I , 
'NO, CHICK AlAIN 













L,F'r ~l·.Ai PA'iF ~S 
OF fluOR QUAUTY 
.T,TLI All COMVIRT,R I,RYICI aOUTI .. I '01 11.-'1. 
I l,aM', YIA IIRYICI ROUTIN.I 'OR THI MP "aOA A TO • 
I CONVIRT.R. TMlIl ROUTI .. I 'IRMIT IMPUT or AN' IP.CI'II. 
I NUMlia 0' I,,",LII INTO A coal IU"la. INPUT MAY II OYIR-
I LA'P.I WITH ,aOlaAM IlCUTION. AND r.ONTaOL "AY II aILINeUI~HI' 
I TO LOWIR palOalTY 'ROORAMI WHILI DATA TaANI'IR T .. II 'LAtl. 
I "ACRO-I' CALLINI IIQUINCII 
I JMI IMPAI 
/ NUMIIR 0' IAM'LII alQUlal. 
I IU"la ADDRIII 
/ COM'LITION 'LAI ADDRII" 
/ aiAL-TIMI IUlaOUTINI AD.alll. ,aloalT' LIYIL IN IITI 0-2 
/ 'IXAM'LII 100000taTIUIA' 
I ,aITURNI Hlal ,MMIDIATIL" 
I I' 'HI 4TH WORD A'TIR THI JMI II O. NO RIAL-TIMI IUIROUTINa 
I WIl.L II ACnYATII. NOTII THI 'RIOaITY COOl PO" MAINITRUM II , 
/ THI COMPLITION 'LAI II CLIARID I' THI CALL TO IN'AD. 
I AND liT TO t, 'OR NORMAL COM'LITION OR -100' I' A DATA 












IA-D woaD COUNT 
lAND cuaalNT ADDa'll R'OIITlal 
I"ONITO~'I COMMUNICATION ARIA 
IA-D CO~VIRT,a walTI INITIALIZI 
IIKI' ON WORD COU .. T nVla'LOW 
/IKI' ON DATA TI"INI 'RRoa 
ICllAa OVIR'LOW 'LAI 
ICLI~R TIMINO 'LAI 

































lal'LACID I' 'LAC' 
lilT WORD COUNT 
Ilu",a ADDall1 -, 
INWC' 
I TO CURalNT ADDRIII a,l. 
ICLua PLAI 
ICLIAR aIAL-TI"1 IUlaOUTIN' 
IINITIALIZI INTla'ACI 
IR"uaN 
/ THI 'OLLOWINO COD' II 'l'CUT'D ONLY ONCI 
INI~T LACI C.ICOM+15, IG'T 'NTRY 'OINT ADD'RII 0' .I'TUP 














ICALL .IITU' TO CONNICT ADINT TO A'I 
'"001" INITaUCTION 
I AND JUM' TO IT 
IINT,aaU'T l,aUICI aOUTINI. tl'CUTID I""'DIATILY A'Tla COM'LITION 
I 0' DATA TRANI'la. D'TIRMIN'I ITATUI 0' A-D INTIR'A~I, IITI 
I COM'LITION 'LAI AND ACTIVATII RIAL-TI"' IUIROUTINI. 













ITUnNI .. aOR? 
INO.+I TO AC 

























.OLOIL .TO'" DA 
ICLIAR 
I INTIR'ACE 'LA" 
IRiITOR' AC 
I.IT TO LeAIII MARIMAR' A'I LIIIIL 
IRITURN TO INTIRRU'TID 'RO.RAN 
liTO' CHICK I 'DR COLLICTION ITO'AII 
I'ORTRAN III CALLI CALL .TO'CNT,OR,RUN' 
ORtGINAL PAGE IS 














• TI"IR J",' o 
DAC 
DZ"' LAC. 
SZA J"' LAC' 




















.OLOIL IYNC, .DA 
I'LAI TO INDICATI .TO'IIII 
II. 'RoaR II" TRYINI TO COLLICT 
IcrLLICTION 'ROCIIDIN. 
I"T 'LAI TO ZERO 




I.IT 'LAI TO ZERO 
lIlT 'ROIRII" .TIITU. 
III IT COLLICTINO' 
INO. DOH'T CHICK 'OR ,TO'AII 
IYEI, CHICK 
IYEI 




leYHe CHICK I 'OR AID IYNCHRON'ZIITION 





























IIET nAG TO ONI 
IRIIITORI IIC 
IRETURN 
DATA H(1),HC2),HC3),HC .. ',M(S),H'6),HC7',HC.',HC')/5S.0.60.0, 
1 6S.0,70.0,7S.0 •• 0.0,.S.0,90.0.100.01 
DIIT~ 'Cl,I),'C2,1),'C3.1),,( ... I).'(S,I).'C6,1),'(7,1),'C.,I), 
1 '(9,1)/ .... 0',.23" •• II' .. '.OSS •• ,.02423,1.1.!-2, ..... 491-3,1.6'01-3, 
2 2.6"1-4/ DATA 'Cl,2),'(2,2),P(3,2,.'( .. ,2),'(S,2).'(6,2','C7,2','C •• 2'. 
1 'C'.2)/.4060,.20.7,.1034 •• 0 ..... ,.021.7,.01?' .... 4'SI-3,1.IS71-3, 
2 3.'''91-41 DATA PC 1 ,3) , PC 2,3) ., C3, 3' , P <4.3' , PC , • 3) • r ,,( 3).' C7, 3 , , .. C .,3) , 
1 'C'.3)/.366".1.63t.091S7t.0 .. 3'St.02012,.~.0 .. t ... S3~E-3,1.9&01-3, 



























'U""'R' JUNI. IUL Y •• 'JOUIT 
1"(CWONTH.OI.J.~r._.NONTH.LI.S).O'.CNONTH.DI.,.ANI.MONT".LI.ll))J-2 
~QUINOXI "ARCH.A'RIL.~AY.II'T.OC1.NOU 
I'CNONTH.OI.6.AND.NOklH.LI •• ) J-3 
WINT,R: DIC.JAN,'II 
I'CH1.LT.eS.) 00 10 11. 
DO 1&0 :.h' 
I'CH1-HC.)) .2.3 
00 TO 110 
A'HT.'CI.J) 






"'"'-10.0 .. 'HT 
A'Hl II 'RI.IU.I AT Hl 
00 TO 120 
CONTINUE 
00 TO 120 
.'Hl.,CI.J).C2.71, •• C-CH1-SS.)/7.2» 
,-'CO)'IX'(CH1-H1CO)'/H 
ORIGINAL PAGE rs 
OF POOR QUALITY 
H II '.I.IU.1 ICALI HllOHl AUI.AOE 111WIIN 30 AND se K" 
U •••• TANDA.D AT"OI'HIRI 1~'2. '.0" "U.OA1.0YD, ·.I'.'.OO.'H'I· 
VOL 33. ,." 
CN-6.411U'HT 









COMMON IAAI NDATA(4"IDATAC4,S12).RADC3),CTHllAC3',NAU10,NC.ONI 
CO""ON I'll NI.HO(4).IRHO(20,4),A"NAC'C21).~"INRH,"'AXTAU.DELTAT 
CO"''''ON 1001 ID(3).T.IH.NILK.I,.CONC1).DTHITAC3) 
DATA ANTIl)/SHN-E I.ANT(2)/SHN-~ I.AN1(3)/SHI-W I 
DATA ANT(4)/SH8-E I 
DATA E(1)/SHCH£rK/.'1/4H1DAT/.'2/4H2DAT/,'1/4H3DAT/.F4/4H40ATI 
DAU "/4/tSDAT I.F '/4H60AT I .F?/4H7DAT h'I/.HIDAT I .F'/4H9OAT I 
DAU 'lO/IHADA'1 
DAU F/4hlDATI 
ORIENT ( 1,-4S. 
ORI£NTe2'-315. 
ORIENTe 3) .22'. 
ORIENT C 4) .U5. 
NDATAC 1 )-512 


















I'CLNA",.IQ •• ) E(2).F6 
I'CLNA",.IQ.7' I(2).F7 


























00 TO 21 
CONTIltUI 
IU',.O 




















"CID.IO.130050' 00 TO 60 
KK-l 





'rCKK'.G~.~1J' 00 TO 60 





























I'CKI(.Ol.240' 00 TO 4~ 
00 TO 44 
CONTINUF: 
CALL CLOIE (2' 
D-OT 
00 62 K-2,4 
I1-IDATACK" , 































1'0 71 IK-'. 4 
ORIG!NAl "~Gr is 
OF POO~ Qt! All rv 




I'CACHICK.LE.SO.I 00 TO '4 
I'CCHICK"l.7:.7l 
IDATACIK.J.,-IDATACIK.JK-l'-SO. 
00 TO '4 






win TE C ,,10 I AVN'O II 
FORMATC5X.22HAVERAGE IIGHAL LEVIL-.".Ol 
DO'S Nr-I.4 
K-NC 






















COHMON IAAI NDATAC41.IDATAC4.tl121,RADC]I,CTHETAC],.NAUTO.HC.ONE 
COMMON 1II1 NIRHOC41.IRHOC20,4,.AHNACFC21,.AMIHRH."AXTAU.DELTAT 
COMMON ICCI Pl,'ID2,'1"2.'ID2M].RDTDO,DGTRD.FRADEO.KERROR 
CO"HON IDDI IDC]I,T.IH,NILK,I',COHCll,DTHETAC]1 
CO"HON IEEI CXC]I,MIII,THHALF,TDCll.DXC]I,DYC]).DRC]I.CRC]1 
CO"MON I'FI 01(20,41,02C201,O]C].421,04C],4),8"C],41,NTO~ 
EOUIYALENCE (IRITOR,IRHO' 
DATA 'OLClI/5HX-"OD/,'OLC21/SHO-MO~1 




, I D2-' .570'''3 
'IH2-,.213I1S] 



































. , . .,...-~~~-.....,..-~-....... ------... 
I'CCXC1).II.O •• AND.CXC2).lQ.O •• AND.cxci;.II.O.) 10 TO , 
CO"'UTI DI"ERINCI UICTORI 
198 
KUICT-O 
DO S 1-',2 
JDUM-I+I 
















DO , I-"NAUTO 
CALL CORLATCI,I,I,NINI'A' 




'ORMATC40H •••••••••••••••••••• , 
DU"'-1.E6 
AMNACFC , , - DUM 1 
DUM3-1./FLOATCNAUTO' 
02Cl'-I. 
DO 11 1-2,NIHIFA 
1-0. 









IFCI.OE.4) 00 TO 13 
KERROR-U2 
WRITEC6,1.' KERROR 
00 TO 1 
IFel.OE.NIHIFA) 00 TO 14 
MAXTAU-I-l 




I'CNOKAY.EQ.l' 00 TO ,6 
KIRROR-1R3 
WRITEC6,,4' KERROR 
GO TO 1 
CONTINUE 






DO 43 1-1,2 
JDUM-I+1 
DO 42 J-JDU",3 




RIUERIE IRNO(3) INTO IR8TOR 
DO 11 K-l,NZERLl 
L-NZERPl-K 
IRITOR(K)-IRNO(L,3' 
DO l' K-N'NIFC,NTO' 
L-K-NZERLI 
IRITOR(I()-IRHO(L,2) 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
































110 TO 23 
NCO-3 
ltD TO 23 
NCO-2 
CONTINUE 
ORIGINAl. PAGI IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
IRITOR HOW CONTAIN. fOOKI. IRHOCI.JI, POI, AND NIO 
DO 25 KN-I.NTOP 
OJCNCOUNT,KN'-I.E-'.fLOATCIRITORCK"" 
flN8 POIITION 0' "A.I"UN 
"A.-IRITORC 1 1 
K-l 
DO 26 L-:z.HTOP , 




I'CIA.ICK-NIHI'CI.LE.NIHI'C-3' PO TO 27 
KERROR-U" 
00 TO ,. 
CONTINUI 
'IT OUARTIC TO FIVE PUINTI AND 10LVI 'OR ZIRO DERIVATIVE 




,.CC'- .... Ckl/2 ... 
0·CCO-2.'CHI/I.2 
R--CC'-16.'Ckl/2.4 
S--CCO-I •• CH'/1.2 
FOLLOWINO 'INDS ZERO 0' DERIVATIVE 0' QUADRIC 
WHICH LIES IETWEEN X--l AND X-+I 
XA--l. 
XI·I. 
FA-C(4,.'.XA+3 •• 0l'XA+R+R'.XA+8 
'1-«4 •• , •• 1+3 •• 01.XI+R+R).XI+6 
I'C'A.'II 32.29,2. 
XERIt01t·U5 
00 TO '9 
I'IFA.EO.O.I 00 TO 30 
XX-XI 
00 TO 36 
I'''I.EII.O. I 00 TO 31 
XlC·lCA 
00 TO 36 
KERItOR-Uo 
00 TO 59 
X-(XA.'I-KI.'AI/CFI-FA) 
,e-c '4 •• '.lC+3 •• 0)U+It+R)I)(+8 
I'CFC.EO.O.) 00 TO 3S 
I'('A.'C.LT.O.) 00 TO 33 
,,-C'A.FI)/CFA+FC) 





I'CA.IC.A-lCI,.OT.I.I-4) 00 TO 32 
.X-X 
UIE THII VALUE XX TO EaTAtLIIH .. AX 0' RHO 
RHO .. AX-(CC'.XX+O'.XX+R'.XX.I'.XX+'LOATC"AX'.IO. 
TDCKVEeT'-C'LOATCK-NIHI'C'+XX'.DILTAT 
'IND WHERE THII VALUE 0' RHO OCCURI ON A"NAC' 
CALL TAUAe'CRHO"AX,T"CKVECT',NOkAYI 
00 TO C31,37',NOKAY 
kERROR-U7 
00 TO 59 


























"'" . --,. ----- ._---_ ...... --
DO 44 KVICT-l,3 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 


















COMMON IAAI NDATA(4),IDATAC4,SI2),RADC3),CTHITACl),NAUTO,NC,ONI 
CO""ON 1II1 NIRHO(4),IRHOC20,4),A"NAC'C21),AMINRH,MAXTAU,DILTAT 
COMMON ICC I '1,'ID2,'IM2,'ID2"3,RDTDG,DOTRD,'RADIQ,KERROR 
CO""ON IDDI IDIl),T,IH,NILK,I',CONCl),DTHETAIl) 
COMMON 1111 CXCl',"III,TMHAL',TDIl),DXI3',DYIl),DRI3),CRC3) 
COMMON 1"1 01120,4),02C20),OlI3,42),04C3,4),IMCl,4),NTO' 
DATA 'OLll)/SH~-MOD/,'OLC2)/SHO-MODI 





IFC"I'I.LI,O) 00 TO 415 
KERROR-ERI 
WRITEC6,84) klRROR 














THITA-ANOLRNCARCTANC-I,-C) •• S,O,,'I) 
A-TMHALFIAAXII 
'-THETA.RDTDO 





OS C 4) -URATI 
DO 4' 1-1,3 
10LVI FOR DRln 
DU"l-I.ITD( n 
CXCI)-DXCI)'DUM1 
CYC I)-DY( I )IDU"l 
CRCI)-DRCI)IDU"l 
IR"CI)-CRCI)'DUMl 



















DO 52 .-'.2 
JDU"-I+' 
ORIGINAL rf,jE rs 
or POOR QUALITY 












DO 51 I Jl(l" 1 • 2 
"'-'HllItDTDO 










"CkERROR.EQ.ER.' 00 TO 5. 





I'CAI'C~I.O[.l.[-., 00 TO 5 .. 
Y-IAIIIIIAXIS/Ut 













,-.. , II VOIVD I 
I'CR.L[.O.I 00 TO " 
Y-IISORT C It I /vO 
RR-UCA-II/C 
I'CRR.l[.O.' 00 TO 55 
UC-AAIIIIIOItTCRRI 
00 TO 56 
KIRROR-[ItlO 




















07C., -FIF I 
01( "-IART 







































OIC , , - II NOR T 










00 TO 1 
WItITIC6.14' KIRROR 
00 TO 1 
'OR"AT'lH .10".3' 
ORIGINAL 'AGlII 
OF POOR QUALITY 
'ORMA'C10X/20X.2'H"IAN AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION' 
'OR"A,elOX/llX,'IHDRI'T RIIULTI UIINO 'IRIT IITI"ATI 0' A"ARINT 
I VILOCITY/1X.23HIITI"ATID A". VILOCITY,21X,22HTRUI VILOCiTY 
2 VC-.".2/1X,4HVIL.,'-'.2,33X,4HYEL-",.2,4X,4HI-W-,F'.2/1X 
3.4H'HI-,".2,33X,4H'HI·",.2,4X,4HN-I·.".2' 
'OR"ATC10X/llX,4'HDRI'T RIIULTI UIING CORRICTID A"ARENT 
1 VILOCITY/1X.23HCOftftECTED A". VELOCITV.7X,'HCOMPTS.,7X. 









CO"NON ICC I '1,'ID2,'1"2,'ID2"J,RDTDI,DItTRD,'RADIQ 
1'00 '" ,6 I'CV' 3,2,4 
Wit ITa: U, II 
ARCTAN-O. 
110 TO , 
AItC TAN-" D2M3 
110 TO 7 
AItCTAN-'1D2 
GO TO 7 
ARCTAN·'I+ATANCY/X' GO TO , 
ARCTAN-AUNe Y I.' 
I'CARCTAN.LT.O., AItCTAN-ARCTAN+'IM2 
R£TURN 










































~---,-~ ,'" ..... 
A .. LI.-A.ILI.-IA.II 
10 TO 4 
I,CANtLI.-I.ILO' 7,1,1 
ORIGINAL PAliE IS 
Of POOR QUALITY 
A .. LI.-A.ILI •• IANII 
00 TO , 
I'CANIL.N,aT,INDMI' 00 TO 10 
"nUIN 




'O""AT(IX,II" 1"" 'UNC ANILIN 
'OI"A" lX .11" lit" 'UNC ANe'LIN 
'01"A'Cl1,'" PA.A",3120,10' 
IND 
,IX,IIM .~N'I 1110,11,," "OP) 
,3X,IIM CYCLI OPIN,3X,'" "OP) 
.ua.OUTINI A"'U'(Z,'I,'2,'",I"",LL,CI,C2,11,12' 
DI"INIION I:J',.C2','"CJ',I."CJ"'C(J),IC2,1',ACJ,2,,D'C3',DC2,l' 
ac I ,-" 
,U,-12 
IRO-' .1-' 1110-1.110 
LL-O 
DO :2 I-"J 
ARa-1C2)-ZC 1) 
.-, ./COI( AltO) 
'CC U .... C II 
AU" )-. 
A(I,2)·.CI' •• IHCA.0' •••• 
DO I J·I,;S 
D'CJ'.'"(J,-,CCJ) 
DO 4 L·I,2 
ItCL,I)·O. 
DO 4 J • .,3 
.CL,I'."CL,II.ACJ,L,.D'4J'/C'.ICJ'.lltltCJ" 
DO ! L·I,2 
DO , "'-1,2 
OCL,""·O. 




R(" I I-U 
IU2 • .,-Y2 
01·0. 
DO , J-,.J 
OI_QI.D'CJ'.D'(J'/(I.R(J'II.RCJ" 
a-"IIC 00-01 , 
LL-LL+l 
ao-ol 
,'CO.LI.IRO' 00 TO I 
I'CLL.OI.I' 00 TO I 
DO 7 J."2 
I(J'·ICJ).R(J,I' 












DO 7 1.2.N 
n·I-1 
DO 7 J-I, II 




















ORIGINAL PAIl • 
011 POOR QUALITY 
I'CAIIC.CJ,JI.-A.IC.CI,J'" 1,2,2 :04 
a.1C I, J.'.C J, J, 
10 YO 1 
a.1C J, J' /I C I, J' 
.0 4 K.',NN 
' •• CJ,K. 
ICJ,K' •• C I,K' 
.CI,1l) -. 
JJ·JU 





10 TO 12 
ACN'·ICN.MM".CN,N' 




"0 10 Ie-II,N 







CONNON "'1 NIRHOC4,.IRHaC20,4),ANNAC'C21"ANINRH,NAXTAU,DILTAT 
NaKAY-1 
I'CRHaNAX.GI.ANINRH' 00 TO 1 
NOKAY-2 
GO TO 5 
ANINDI-AI.CI.-RHONAX' 
K·l 
DO 2 L-2.NAlCTAU 




I'CK.NI.l' 10 TO 3 
T"U·IQRT(ANINDI'Cl.-A~NAC'C2." 
00 TO 5 
A-.bICANNACFCK-l'-2 •• ANNAC'CK'.A"NAC'C".I" 
1·.25.(AMNAC'CK.l'-AMNAC'CI(-I" 
C.A"' :AC' C ~ , 
1'(AIICA,.01.1.1-04' 00 TO 4 
TAU·C'LOATCI(j-l.tCRHaNAX-C"C2.II"IDILTAT 








COMMON IAA' NDATAC411~JATAC4"12',RADC3~.CTHlrAC3',NAUTO'NC,ONI 
CONNON 1'.1 NIRHOC4",RHOC20,4 •• AMNAC'C21',AMINRH,NAXTAU,DILTAT 
NO.T·ND"TAC JlI 





• IX·O. ~ 
"Y·O. 
DO 2 JXY.I,NDAT 
•• X·.IXtXCJXY,.XCJX¥, 
.. ·.X+XCJXY, 
I'CJ1.IQ.J2' 00 TO 4 















H TO I 
••••• ....... 
DO 1 JD •• ,,,,Hln 
... ·JD-l 
.. '· .... T-... 
• ·0. 
DO 6 J-I' .... 
III·J .... 
• ·.UCJ,nCIII' 
••• oIHOA" N" 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
IRHOCJD,J3'·'.-•••••• O'/ ••• TCC ••• - •••••• 0)., ••• - •••• ,.0',.116 •• 1 









.. 1 ... OCJ1)·N."I'T 
."u ... 
IND 
C D.,T'L C 
e D.T .LOT 2 I. A •• IONID TO DATA TA'I 
.IAL IDATA, .. eLNIH,KI •• O. 
LOOICAL ONI 
DI"INIION ' .. A"'21,DATI(2),ITI"'.),0.IINTC."ANTC.) 
DI"I ... ION D .. I(31),D'2,31),D'3'31),D'.C31',DKIC240),K.C2.0) 
CO""D" IAAI .. DATA'.),ID.TA, •• 512',.ADC3"eTHITAC3), .. AUTO,NC,ONI 
CO"HON 1111 NIRHO'.), .... OC20,.),A"NAC'C21),A"IN.H,"A.TAU.DILT.T 
CO"HON IDDI IDCJI.T,IM, .. ILK,I',CON(3),DTMITAC3, 
DAT .... TCI'/'MN-I I,A"T'2'/SHN-" I,ANTC3'/S"'-" I 
DAT .... TC.,/SM.-I I 
O.IENTeI)-.5. 
O.UNTe 2) .3UI. 
0.U .. Te3'-225. 
0.UN".'-135. 









• CONTINUE I(K.·O 
6 CONTINUI 
""ITE 16,") 
11 '0.HATCI6H "HICM D~TA 'ILE) 
.UDC.,IS) 'NA" 
ID '0IHATC2A') 
e liT HIII .. T 10UNDAR.E. 
"RITI 16,22) 










r. ""ITI "UDIII 
"RITIC6,3') DATI,ITIH,ID',ALT 
31 'ORHAT,10.,2AI,10 ••• ll.l0.,12,3H DI.l0."6.1.3H KH) 
WRITEC6.36) 
3. 'OR.,ATC/I12.) 
.0 CO .. TlNUI 
e RIAl TWO DATA 'RAHI • 
• UDU' ID,KI 
e CHICK ~OR END 0' 'ILE 














ORIGINAL pAIl II 
Of POOR QUALITV 





l,c •• ',OI,SIJ' 10 TO .0 
I" C ",-lUlU' 
I'ICI"-'.IC.K+" 


























I'CKK,OI,2.0, 00 TO .0 
00 TO 44 
60 CONUNUI 
C CLoer 'Ill 
CALL CLOIIC2' 
D-DT 
DO U K-2,. 
II-IDATACK, I' 
DO " ,-Z,SI2 
n-IDAUCK,I' 
IDATACK,I'-12+D.Cll-la, 
" 11-12 U D-D+DT 
DO 7S IK-I,4 
10 70 JK-a,SI2 
CHICK-CIDATACIK,JK'-IDATACIK,JK-I" 
ACHleK-AIICCHICK' 
I'CACHICK.LI.SO., 00 TO 74 
I'CCHICK'71,72,73 
71 IDATACIK,Jk'-IDATACIK,JK-I,-SO. 
00 TO 7. 




7S CONTI NUl 
CALL 'LOT 






ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
~8 IfQ Otl+'u~F~~~i~ ~!.~~T~L[D 
3\1 nM TIM/tfCl "tJl..~['J TI_OI~ tnC' 'OitT 
·10 RIM tl OIl Tff.; Pt!T :OOI.W"'~ "~E T~ 
'50 '[11 I'l'L';[ I'Jr)TH: APE 10 I~ :~\tlD 
60 PIJI ~" 'l/ ;~'''Sr.\.OUlJ'i. i1"·'lIl.JI,I.[ IIiTEI-:-()RlNPU$CP£~/OD;I¥E t.:- l~.:-N'D 
~O REM • 0 ~tl L L : SF( ~l/lJ~. nil! Mf'CH /I ttr 
'" litEM u~,'.JA(lE ~~r')a-~ P"'PT~ Itl T~lE 
100 PEN F'J/?;T .~:'':£TTE 't'FTEF A'ID MAY 
110 "Erl r;"~, PIT, ·1£ '5E, (l'I" ':A$':ETTE 'UF-
120 FEN FE~ .'M~: HIH L :ArJ !Jtl~. APE rHe 
De rI[f'! L>i': r • 'H'r'PL~E. 1'1 T~ ~ECOIID 
He PEN ':11..,~(Tll f>:)r~ErI. : if. M;.CHltlC 
I'" FEN lll/IIj:JME "'QOf"i~Ar' ~~'N': C(ltITIt" 
160 FEtl "\1\.'3 .. , '~Ilf.~" I"H.~'UF'TED I!',' T'€ 
1:"0 "'EM "~E'" rl' "P£$~ I IIC, THE SF I~CE PAR. 
1:;0 !inl l It I£.. "Ao)' PIle .. I: 'J',ED 011 f 'f! 
1;10 RE~1 '.'o[/:' POPT :CP ')O""'.'T. 
;:00 itEM 
;:~ FEN : TAFT ',I';;£P atJ£"'Y 
';-~0 p", I tiT" ., ..... 
;::-0 F'I:'/I,T 
;:90 PI:' / fiT .. .... 
;:~ ,.FlItH 
300 PPlllT .. ..."UL'.;,f. :0 11 
)10 PJ<ItIT· .... 'IPTH r 
no F'PltlT ....... MI'F") ,:" 
330 PFII;r ...... 'h 
340 p~ p;r 
350 F"';-! Ii' .... l'!tIEW "(!llE" 
360 IIIFI:r HI !f' ,,,. 
3:"0 n"ff ,l.1I : 4 
:lSC PP! 
'Hf'l jCO 
390 F<P~ ';,HL I'IITltiU'::H':)'" 
lOO "'E': T ,'f.'l 11" 111-1;,,,1 
~'30 S-C 
140 OO'5l'r. .;':'40 
H~O REI1 




500 OO~UP .. :'·'0 
'310 "'EM 
1 3.3 ~O" 
Coo 
I" 
5.":0 PEl! fl,I)HD T' PUUE HACU '3 .... 
530 011 ~! ~,J.) ~~() ~~e '!i506:'G ~:-" 6;"0 630,93\1,930·''','.4"" 




'.590 OOSUll 4::'40 




630 GOSUl! ';::-40 
640 OOTO 1100 
65() PEM n): F'UUF. 1'.5 \.:SE::t 








;0 .. 0 GOSUS ';;;'40 




790 OOSUll ,;;:-.. " 
900 OOTO 11 "" 
910 REM tn ",JL3E 25 USEe' 
820 PEM SYIP DATA 3TATE~l£tlTS 
a30 tll-696 




















ORIGINAL PAGE IS 














1;000 GaSUl ;:""0 
1;'10 ItEN SET HAC"I AUll EtlD 
I;'~O PO~E IOI"·I!.O 
1;'30 POH 101~ ~ 
1:"40 PO~E IOI'·~;' 
I ;"~" POt,E 101:"·3 
1;'60 (lOTe ;~;"O 
1:-;'0 PEN tlPf' 13.3 M::EC 'TX I!·'. 
1 ;'t40 REtl 511 P TO IPP 13.3 
I ;'90 111-691 
ISOO II~-:-I'!I 
1810 S-I 
IS':O OOSUD '::-40 
1:330 11I·:-9€ 
1 8 .. 0 Ij~·8~;' 
18"10 ~"O 
18£0 OOSUll .. :-40 
I S:"O R[rl SET HACf 1 AlIYJ [IIV 
I S$O PL'H I 014 I ~O 
1890PO"E Il'I!, .. 
I ~~O PO~.E 1016.59 
191(l POlE IOI:-·:'! 
19 .. 0 (lOTO .. 5:-0 
1930 RErl tlPF' D.3 MSEC ,TX "5-~0'. 
19"0 /o'Erl '5" II" TO IPP I J. J 
1950 1I1·6~~ I 
I'~O II .. -:-I!, 
19;'0 ~;·I 
I 98l' GOSUl! 2:-04l' 
L~91.' III-SOl 
.. 000 11 .. -133 .. 
~010 SaO 
.. 0 .. 0 (lOSUF .. ;'40 
.. 030 REM SET HAC"I AND EtlP 
.. 040 PO"E 1014·1~0 
~05C PO~E 101'· .. 
.. 06" POI,[ 1016·63 
"Oi"OF'OI.E 101:-·3 
.. 080 (lOTO .. '5:-(1 
.. 090 RE~I tlPP \;l • .) ~ISEC '. TX 10't 
.. 100 RErl 5"IP TO 1Pf' I.'.'? 
.. \10 111-691 
:120 U~.;"4~ 
.. 130 5-1 
.. 140 OOSUB .. ;'40 
"1~0 1I1-;'9! 
;160 11 .. -$34 
';:1;"0 SaO 
.. ISO OOSUlI .. NO 
.. 190 REM SET HqC~,1 AlID EIID 
.. 200 POl\E 1014, !'!I~ 
.... 10 PO"E 101~ .. 
.... ;0 POl\E 1016,66 
.. 230 PO"E 101;",,) 
2240 OOTO ;!li"0 
.... !l0 REM tlPP I:l,.) MSEC 'T~' 1~l\t 




"3eO QOSU. ..7'40 
2310 ~1I-;"96 
.. 320 112-a3S 
.. 330 SaO 
23 .. 0 OOSU' 27'''0 
~3~ PEM SET HAC" 1 I1HD EIID 
2360 POKE 1014.150 
.. 371.1 POI(E 101~." 
.. 380 POKE 1016.6;" 
~390 POKE 101:",3 
2"00 OOTO "!l70 
2"10 REM tIP, 1',3 MSEC ,TX 2~-~). 
2"20 REI'! SKrp TO lPP ",3 
2"30 ~1I-6'1 
2 .... 0 H:-7 .. :" 
2450 S-1 
2"60 GOSU. :7 .. 0 
2 .. 70 HI-SOl 
2180 112-840 
ORIGINAL PAGI:. IS 
Of POOR QUALITY 209 
... ," . 
~ .. ", $" 
~,.. OOSU. :;1'''' 
:S I' ... " SCT HAC •. I (.lID [tiD 
~2t POt [ I" 14 . I!IO 
~'38 I"O',E 11\" S ~ 
ZS ... P~E 1016 ~; 
:5'''' f'OU: I (II ;0 • :I 
:~ REM SET loIAlTltlO PERIOll 
~~ -~·~·_+""4. __ -
:51'0 PftINT"SCT WAITIIIO PERIOD HI I '60 SEC 1~·Elt"".S· 
~580 INPUT • 
:59\1 REM R£"D't' l 0 Ru/I 
;6llO PR HlT "Iw.All't'. PRESS Il~I't' ~E't' TO P\.t4,. 
~61C OET A. Ir Ilia"" THEN :610 
:6l0 $"~, 6)" ' 
:630 IF PEn, !I~41 s '.';:~I TI~II ~;9l' 
.'640 ran 
:6!1O fiaTt T 
':660 IF D, S Tit" O)TO ;6~ 
:6;"0 (lOTO ':~20 
':680 REM REllO lfSfR QU£R't' 




:1'30 REM DATA READ SUJlK1lfT WE 
:1'40 FOR I-III TO II: 
:~ READ D 
21'60 iF Sal OOTO ;:-SO 
:;"1'0 PO~E I· D 
"::-AO I If."", I 
2;'90 Rt T~'; 
2800 REM 
:tHO REM 
:S20 RE~! tl/II T JIll I :':IT I (It I • 
. ~SJO DMA 120, 160· 2!1!. . J.t"l. 6;' . ~ 32 
:t140 DAm 160.4·140.';:4": 3 16o),(:.1t0·24:.3 
:SSO DATA 160.1~. 140·':'4.) 160.251 
286U ~lTA 169,0·141.1'}·2J2 
':8;"0 REM tTl"IE H'l(''' It 
:&80 llAm ;04 26 :32.208.3 ll'tl .... ~ ;) 
:$~O DATA ;'J·I}\ ·1'J.:!l5 ~34.2J4 
:~OO DATA :34.234 2J4·141 .7~·~J2 
:910 RErt tTlI'£ HACt. :. 
~9~O DATA ~J.~~J ~J.~5~ ~J4 
:930 DATA :34.:J4·234.:J4.~ 
:940 DATA 40.\41.;"9,;~ 
2950 REM .TIME HAC"S 3-4 'I~ USEC'. 
2960 l~TA ;'J.2:3,;oJ·2~!I·234 
':9;"0 DATA 141.~.2J';: 
~9$0 DATA 1'3 IJI,;oJ·~!I~ 16~.10 
:9~ DATA :0.;:. ~OS· 253·234·234.234 
JOOO DATA 141.:"9·23; 
)010 REM tTll'£ IfACI<.S J-4 '15 USEe'. 
3020 DATA ~J·223,:"J·2~5 3.4~ 
~030 DATA 141.;"~.~J2 
3040 DATA ~3.1~1·~J,2~~ 162.9 
3050 DATA 202·:0$·153·234,234.234 
3060 DATA 141·~~·23~ 
30 .. " REt! 'TlI'IE HACI.S 3-4 '2~ L"SEe'. 
J060 DATA ~J ~23.~J·2!1!1 23',234 
JO~ DATA 234,2J.,23 •. e.4~ 
3100 DATA 141,~~·2~ 
3110 DATA ~3.1~1.~3.15:·162.:" 
Jlal DATA 20;· 2\lS ,~53 . 234 . 234. 234 
3130 DATA 141,;'9.:~ 
J 140 PEM .TlME HACKS J 4 ,'" lf$£('.'. 
31!1O DATA ;"J,~~3·~3.~,162,~·202 
3160 DATA ~06·2'J·234.234.~3. 
)I~ DATA 141 .~.232 
3190 DATA ?3.1'1·~,.155,234.2). 
JI:.1O MTA 234,~34,2]4·S.40 
3200 DA TA 14 L ~9, 232 
3210 R£~' tT IME HACI< !. 
32~ DATA ;'J·2~,~J,25~.162,l2 
J~30 DATA 202.~·2!~.234.23 •• 234 
3240 DATA 141.;'9·;32 
3250 REM 'TlI'IE HAC~ 6. 
3260 DATn 41.24~.141,243 J 
3270 DATA 1;'3.24,.3,~.40·IS',O 
3298 DATA 109 24"·)·104,141,244,3 
32~ DATA 41.15,J~,I;o3 244·3 







(,n'r;'N:,\ J'lI\Gf. '9 
(~~, I;:' '/,llN 
3310 DATA 141.~4' ).llS IJ·~.3 3 
)311 ~~T~ 1'2 1~·102 ~oa·~J ))30 DAT~ 141 .. , .• 32 
))40 9EM tTINL ~~ ~t )3'0 DATA :"3 .;.q :").25' 162·"~ 
3360 MTA 202 .I'g .• 5) 2)4 :34·23" 
)3~0 DATA 1.1 ~~ .32 
3390 ~EM tiFF ~ILLER (.~ MSECt 
J3~ ~TA 16;·230 :0. J 4~ a .. ~ J4~ DATA S .. 0 .o~ ;4~ .06 ~ •• ) 
3410 DATA I~" .42 3·23' ."0.3 
34.0 DATA 10~ :"t J 3~ 9; 
.H3" RE~' tlFP nLLE~ - 1:.3 '15:::Ct 
3 .. 40 MTA l4e.24J.31t:0!5 IC~·:~I 
34~ PATA ;0.·51. 1~6·0.20S·:~0 
3 .. '0 PATA 136 .03 2"7.17~ .• 43·J )470 DATA 206 ..... ·J·I~ .. :4. ) .... 0·3 
3480 DATA loe.246.),GS 9~ )'~ ~EI'1 tlFP FILLE'" - I·J. J I'1SSCt 
3'.0 DATA 1 .. 0 :43 3·160,4 162,;!3 
3510 DATA .02 J·40 e 40 208 24~ 
35:0 VA!A 136.:00 :.6 J 40 S .. 0 
3530 DATA .34 .• 34.234 I,' •• 4).;1 :Ol 
3540 DATA :4: J I~" .~: J ;40 ~ 
)'SO DATA lOS : .. 6 : ac 9~ 
3560 ~Et' 
J5~0 REM THE E1111' 
3580 I"Et, 
READY. 
IU •• OUTINI "LOT 
.IAL IDATA 
DININIION "0INTCI2) CONNON IAAI NDATAC.,.IDATACo4.512,.IADCJ,.CTNITACS,.NAUTO.NC.ONI 
DATA ITAI/INt/.'LANK/IH I.DOT/IH.I 
DO 4 1-1.512 






DO 2 K-lto4 
J-20ICK-I I 
L_'LOATCJI •• OS'O.OIDATACK.I'.I. 
DO S N-J.L 
"OIN"N,-ITAI 
CONTI NUl WIITIC.,IOOI ,"OIN'CJI.J-I.IO' 
100 
4 







CALCULATION OF SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS 
A pM-Ot";' .ignificance 1evela for the correlation. are calculated by the 
lit te.t". 
A posto:tt-im";' .ignificance 1evelt for the correlation. are calculated 
by increa.ing the percentage value of lhe .ianificance level required by a 
factor equal to the number of degree. of freedom divided by the ~ota1 dMta 
aerie. length (JULIAN, 1971, 1975). Por eUllple, in Fiaure '4.10, the a 
['l"z'ori aignificance level of 2.5% ruu1U in an a posteM-ori .ignificance 
It>vel of 10%. 
The .ignificance level. for coherence .quared e.timate. were di.cu •• ed 
by BLACKMAN and TUKEY (1958). The number of degrees of freedom of each 
estimate i. approximately (PANOFSKY and BRIER, 1Q5S) 
where 
M - number of lag. 
N • number of .amp1e. 
The II [wE'O]-" .ignificance levelt of the coherence are siven by PANOFSKY and 
BRIER (1958). The level of coherence .quared e exceeded with a probability 
p i. given by 
a 1 1/1 (dj'/2) - 11 
- - r 
For the a poateJo-iori .ignificance level, the probability p in the above 
expre.a1on .hould be replaced by the probability p', where p' • l'(dj'ln
s
)' 
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